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Introduction

Over the past decade, surveillance of the littoral has emerged as a high priority for almost all the countries in possession of significant sea frontage. In
1995, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea granted coastal
states sovereign and economic rights in its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
which extends up to 200 nautical miles (370 km) from the coast (or more in
special circumstances). Illegal or undesirable migration, poaching of fishing
resources, drugs smuggling, naval insurgency, quarantine violation and the
whole panoply of threats posed by international terrorism and pirates have
placed a heavy burden on coastal monitoring. Almost all national monitoring
authorities are equipped with only the microwave radar which can detect
targets within the radio horizon typically limited to the maximum range of
about 40 km. Understandably, authorities feel vulnerable and resort to airborne techniques to fill the gaping mismatch of needed radar coverage volume
and the deliverable range of microwave radar. Despite ignoring the fact that
airborne surveillance is cost intensive, it still has few inherent drawbacks.
Firstly, it is not possible to update the surveillance information in real time of
the whole littoral since a plane will fly around a sea patch only once in a few
days. Secondly, bad weather and limited visibility can severely compromise

Figure 1-1: Surface Wave Over The Horizon (SW OTH) propagation over conducting sea water.
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with the surveillance operation.
High Frequency (HF) electromagnetic waves cover the frequency band between 3 MHz and 30 MHz with a corresponding free space wavelength of
100 m and 10 m respectively. Vertically polarized HF wave can diffract along
the curvature of the earth and can reach beyond the horizon up to a range
of few hundred of kms over conducting sea water [1]. Owing to its virtues
of Over The Horizon (OTH) propagation, HF Surface Wave Radar (HF SWR)
has found usage in coastal maritime surveillance and is a cost effective tool to
collect good quality real time wave information over 100s of sq. km of ocean
patch. Fig. 1-1 shows a brief schematic comparing microwave radars with
OTH SW propagation. It is clear that HF SWR can detect key targets beyond
the radio horizon upto a range a 200 km. It can also be seen that the SW signal
moves with the surface along the curvature of the Earth.

1.1 HF SWR Overview
The propagation of SW over conducting water has been extensively studied
since the early 20th century. The field strength of this mode shows propagation
along the surface and decays exponentially perpendicular to the surface [2],
[3]. So this mode is tightly bound to the surface. This type of propagation
exists only for vertically polarized electric field Ev and the attenuation of SW
increases sharply over ground and non conducting fresh water. There exists
a small component of horizontal electric field Eh induced by the transmitter
as shown in Fig. 1-2. The large value of Ev and small value of Eh causes the
resultant wavefront to tilt over, such that the Poynting vector is launched into
the sea at Brewster’s angle. Since Poynting vector represents the direction of
energy flow the energy is propagated across the curvature of the Earth [4]. It
must be noted that this is a very simple and practical explanation of complex
EM theory which will be explained in detail in section 2.1.1.
The transmitter antenna of a HF SWR is usually a floodlight antenna with a
large beamwidth illuminating a big sector of sea. Conventional military HF
SWR systems use log-periodic antenna having vertical radiating elements of
varying lengths to achieve wideband operability. Commercial oceanographic
HF SWR on the other hand typically uses a square monopole array with tuning
circuits to achieve wideband radar system. The receiving antenna is a linear
array of quarter wave monopoles parallel to the coast which employs digital
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1.1 HF SWR Overview

Figure 1-2: Surface Wave Propagation over conducting sea water.

beamforming to receive signal from a small section of the sector illuminated
by the transmitter. The outputs of the receiver are digitized by an Analogue
to Digital Converter (ADC) and subsequently filtered in range, Doppler and
azimuth bins.

Figure 1-3: Sawtooth FMCW waveform.
Since the spectrum in HF band is very congested so the waveform used
in HF SWR is a saw tooth Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW)
as shown in Fig. 1-3 [5], [6], [7], [8]. During the chirp repetition period (or
chirp duration) τ the frequency increases linearly within the bandwidth B.
It is assumed that target position does not change within the chirp period τ .
The received chirp is delayed by the delay ∆τ which corresponds to the target
range, R as
∆τ =

Anshu Gupta
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where c is the speed of light. For simplicity it is assumed that the target is
at rest. Since the chirp is linear ∆τ is corresponding to a unique difference
frequency ∆f called the beat frequency. The Doppler frequency of the target
will cause additional change in beat frequency from one chirp to another. The
relation between range and beat frequency is given as
R=

c ∆f
τ.
2 B

(1.2)

To generate the range vectors each chirp is analyzed by Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to filter the frequency signal in NR range bins. The range resolution ,
∆R is proportional to the resolution of the FFT which in turn depends on the
bandwidth of the chirp, B. ∆R is expressed mathematically as
c
.
(1.3)
2B
For each chirp after the FFT, the range bins are stored in a row of a matrix with
dimensions of NR ×ND . ND represents the number of chirps that are processed
to evaluate the Doppler spectrum of the target and corresponds to Coherent
Integration Time, CIT as
∆R =

CIT = ND .τ.

(1.4)

For HF SWR typically the value of CIT is about 200 s . For oceanographic
applications it can be even more. During the CIT it is assumed that the signal
from the target will be coherent whereas the signals from the noise sources
will be non coherent and will partially cancel each other. In order to determine
the Doppler information another DFT is performed along each column of
the aforementioned matrix corresponding to a single range bin. Since the
frequency ∆f will slightly shift from one chirp to the other due to the velocity
of the target inside the range bin, its spectrum in the frequency domain after
each range DFT will also change. By applying the DFT on the column of
one range bin, this shift can be connected to a Doppler frequency fD in the
frequency domain. With the help of the Doppler frequency fD and radar
starting frequency f0 the velocity v of the target can be calculated as
v=

4

c fD
.
2 f0

(1.5)
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The propagation loss in HF radar are modeled by a two way attenuation function which can be calculated by a standard model implemented in a program
code called GRound WAVE, GRWAVE [9], [10], [11]. The GRWAVE model
considers a troposphere whose refractive index varies with height. It is based
on three different methods to calculate the electric field strength at distances
within and over the radio horizon, respectively. Beyond the radio horizon,
the residue series is used; at distances within the radio horizon, the model
employs the extended form of the Sommerfeld flat-Earth theory [12] [13]. Fig.
1-4 shows the two way attenuation obtained from GRWAVE for various frequencies over sea water. The electrical conductivity, σ of sea water is fixed to
4.10 S/m and relative permittivity, r to 80 [14]. It can be seen from Fig. 1-4
that the attenuation of the surface wave reduces considerably with decreasing
frequency and due to less salinity of Baltic sea the attenuation is higher then
average sea water. At 5 MHz the attenuation over sea is comparatively low
however the size of a conventional monopole is 15m so the physical dimension
of the antenna poses major challenges in terms of placement and integration at
such low frequencies. Propagation at higher frequencies deteriorates rapidly.
A good compromise with propagation loss and size of the antenna structure
is in the mid of HF band. This is one of the main reasons why most of the
commercial HF SWR operates around 12 MHz. It is worth mentioning that
surface wave attenuation function for hard targets is a biquadratic function
of distance while in the case of sea clutter it is a cubic function of distance. It
can be seen that although at 5 MHz the propagation over sea is very good
however the size of the antennas are a major challenge at such low frequencies.
Propagation at higher frequencies deteriorates rapidly. A good compromise
with propagation loss and size of the antenna structure is in the mid HF bands.
This is one of the main reasons why most of the commercial HF SWR operate
around 12 MHz.

1.2 Literature Overview
HF propagation over the horizon was discovered in the 1920s after Marconi’s
transatlantic communication and was later used for the development of the
first radar called ’Chain Home’ during the World War II in 1938. Its purpose
was to use HF SW propagation to warn against German bomber attacks. It
had an imposing 120m tall transmitter antenna and four 74 m receiver towers
along the coasts of United Kingdom (U.K.) [15]. Operating mostly from 20-30
MHz the radar had limited success since it was overwhelmed by a strong
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Figure 1-4: Two way surface wave propagation losses over sea
water (σ=4.10 S/m, r =80) at various HF frequencies
calculated using GRWAVE.
interference which was then thought to be a German jammer and was later
discovered to be the intense Bragg backscatter from the ocean [16]. Even with
its limitation ’Chain Home’ inspired a generation of engineers all over the
world to develop more efficient and cost effective HF SWR, a race which is still
on today. In this section the historical developments are bifurcated according
to the part of the world in which they occurred namely North America and
Europe.

1.2.1 North America
Military Developments
Just after a year ’Chain Home’ was operational in U.K., magnetron was invented in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Massachusetts,
United States of America (USA). This invention pushed the development
and market for compact microwave radar across the world which threatened
to undermine the costly HF SWR. Lack of satellite surveillance, limitations
of microwave radar, an ever looming threat of a low flying planes and ballis-
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tic missiles combined by the paranoia of the cold war forced USA in 1960’s
towards a major HF SWR program [17]. This multimillion dollar program
was launched by Defence Research Project Agency (DARPA) and was code
named ’MayBell’. Sanders Associates (sold to Lockheed Martin in 1986 and
later to BAE Systems in 2005) was the major player in development of HF
SWR. In 1970 under project MayBell they developed TOP SEA radar for U.S.
Air Force’s Rome Laboratory and US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) [18].
This radar demonstrated the ability to detect low flying aircrafts at a range of
greater than 185 km. The target’s bearing was calculated with the help of a
hardware implemented beamformer. Set up along the coast of San Clemente’s
Island TOP SEA radar receiver array had 25 elements and was 500 m long.
In early 1990’s with the help of newly invented developments in the field of
digital processing technology NRL developed a smaller version of HF SWR.
Employing a log-periodic transmitter antenna and a single pair of crossed
loop antennas it was shown to detect low flying helicopter targets up to a
range of 45 km [19]. This was the first time a HF SWR was reduced in size
from a giant on the beach to a string of simple antennas.
The change in priorities following from the end of cold war saw generous funding from DARPA to dry up. This made it difficult for companies like Raytheon,
ITT, General Electric and Sanders Associates to justify the overwhelming
CAPital EXpenditure (CAPEX) and OPErational Expenditure (OPEX) of a
massive HF SWR project. All of them except Sanders Associates and Raytheon
scrapped their future projects and placed their current projects in ’warm
storage’. Raytheon USA sold off its OTHR operations to Raytheon Canada
which by then had developed a good market presence and still continues
to dominate the western market. The key to success of Raytheon Canada
lies in making good collaborations with Canada’s Department of National
Defence (DND) and Memorial University of Newfoundland. Raytheon and
DND together developed a phased array radar named SWR-503 which is used
for ship tracking, iceberg localization and oceanographic studies. Sanders
Associates diversified into developing a compact shipborne HF SWR named
Advanced Technology Demonstrator (ATD) to enhance ship’s self defence [20],
[21]. A Mach 2 missile is typically detected nearly at 20 km by conventional
Microwave radar, giving the crew about 5 seconds to make an engagement
decision. A shipborne HF SWR can potentially increase the detectible range
to nearly 40 km hence can provide extra 30 seconds to the crew to decide for
engaging the threat. A ship was equipped with a 2 element vertical Meander
Line Antenna (MLA) as transmitter and a 24 element linear receiver array con-
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sisting of MLA positioned at the edge of the deck. Positioning the elements on
the outer edge of the deck gives twofold advantage. Firstly the blockage and
Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) from other HF communication system is
minimized. Secondly, ATD designers observed an improvement in measured
antenna pattern and gain. Each Rx antenna element has a vertical monopole
like pattern and bearing was achieved by digital BeamForming (BF). The
signal bandwidth used was 80 kHz with Pulsed Doppler radar of 45% duty
cycle and 2 kHz Pulse Repetition Frequency. ATD also developed an option to
switch to Frequency Modulated Interrupted Continuous Wave (FMICW) as
alternate modulation waveform. The frequency range used was 12-25 MHz.
A small coherent integration time (1-4 s) justifies the need to detect the fast
anti ship missiles target. ATD is by far the most advanced shipborne HF SWR
study reported in open literature. In 1995 Electro Magnetic Compatibility
(EMC) studies were done on frigate ships to initiate the design and placement
of the antennas [22]. In the first phase Sanders planned to deliver the HF SWR
with testing on a land based site in 1999. Then the radar was installed onboard
the vessel named LSD-41 amphibious assault ship for shipborne trials in open
sea [18]. The system never made beyond this first phase, the exact reasons for
the project to fail are not published in open literature and are at best speculative. In [17] Barrrick argues that the program failed because missile detection
is the most challenging HFSWR application. Sea-skimming cruise missiles
have such low radar cross sections (RCS) that even under optimal conditions
ATD can detect missiles at a range perhaps only 40% greater than the already
present 12-nmi Aegis Ballistic Missile Defence System. Viewed in the light of
a large phased-array shipboard installation like ATD costing several tens of
millions of US dollars, this was not deemed a cost-effective answer. Ballistic
missiles were seen, but microwave radars provide better accuracy and more
rapid updates. Likewise, aircraft detection has only been marginally better
than with microwave radar, not enough to justify the costs. ATD was designed
for ship self defence against anti ship ballistics hence OTH ship detection was
not the focus of the project. With the scrapping of ATD program the military
applications of HF SWR reduced to only a few operating systems in Canada
(developed by Raytheon Canada).
Oceanographic Developments
The jamming signal in ’Chain Home’ was analyzed by Crombie in 1955 [23]. In
his ground breaking paper he explained the basic physics behind the backscattering of EM waves from a rough moving surface. In 1973 experiments carried
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out by Barrick and Crombie verified the validity of the theory of first order
resonant backscatter of sea surface [24]. These experiments were carried out at
NRL HFSWR facility on San Clemente Island, California, USA. It was the time
when huge HF SWR dominated and this radar had a 25 element receiver array
spanning 500 m and employed BF. In early 1970’s with the help of National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Barrick set out to design a
compact HF SWR employing Direction Finding (DF) to estimate the bearing
information of the backscattering echo [25]. In 1977 with funding from NOAA
and along with handful of engineers, Barrick developed the first commercial
and compact HF remote sensing system for measuring the sea surface current
using DF [19], [26], [27]. This system was named Coastal Ocean Dynamics
Applications Radar (CODAR) and would later go on to dominate the world
market for remote oceanographic sensing HF SWR. From 1977 to 1984 over
17 CODARS were deployed for experiments from Cook Inlet in Alaska, Sylt
Island in North Germany to Malaga in South Spain [28]. It was during these
NOAA backed experiments that the technology for compact HF SWR established itself through reasonably accurate surface current maps which were
checked against the data from Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)
and waverider buoys [29]. This marked the technological shift in bearing
estimation in HF SWR from BF to DF and thus reducing the size of HF SWR
significantly [30]. Beamformers were also reengineering themselves by using
the advances in digital signal processing technology. The old ferrite phase
shifters were replaced by digital weights which were able to form multiple
beams simultaneously [31]. The Radio Frequency (RF) electronics also saw a
shift towards solid-state devices and printed circuit board technology. In 1986
a phased array shipborne HF SWR was developed by Teague in the Stanford
University, USA. The project was called the JASIN Experiment and was a
low cost system for sea current measurement employing digital BF [32] [33]
[34]. Remarkably this was the first time digital BF was used for remote HF
oceanographic sensing. The trials during the JASIN experiment delivered the
first measured data sets which demonstrated the phase modulation caused by
sea clutter due to platform motion.
In 1998, a small and low cost coastal phased array HF SWR was developed by
Fernandez at California State University, Monterey Bay, USA [35], [36]. This
radar was named Multi-Frequency Coastal Radar (MCR) and had the ability
to operate simultaneously on multiple frequencies. It also employed digital
BF for sea current measurements. Due to aggressive marketing by CODAR
in the region the BF projects namely MCR and JASIN did not continue for
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long. Later Teague helped to develop a product for CODAR which could
measure the surface current on fresh water [37], [38]. By this time US navy was
looking for an alternative to the expensive HF SWR facility and funded few
experiments to compare the performance of DF employed by CODAR with
BF by MCR for OTH ship detection. These experiments always concluded
with the result that DF yielded encouraging results for ship detection and also
had more generic applicability in most of the scenarios [39], [40]. A major
advantage of BF which was overlooked was its ability to filter the sea clutter
signal in the spatial domain hence increasing the effective target signal to sea
clutter signal ratio. It looked like HF SWR was an old technology for target
detection and has reinvented itself successfully for remote oceanographic
sensing applications [41].

1.2.2 Europe
Like in the US the initial impetus for development of HF SWR in Europe was
also the cold war. One striking difference in the development of HF SWR in
Europe was the focus on non military application of HF SWR sensing during
the early phases of development.
Military Developments
As the birthplace of HF SWR U.K. had the first movers advantage and specialized in developing HF SWR. In 1980’s with a generous grant from Ministry
of Defence, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in Oxfordshire, U.K.,
developed a phased array HF SWR to detect and track ships.University of
Birmingham and at Admiralty Research Establishment did groundbreaking research on target modeling and receiver design [42], [43]. France also launched
an extensive HF OTHR program by setting up a giant HF SWR and Sky Wave
radar named NOSTRADAMUS [44]. Funded by French Ministry of Defence
(Aeronautics program department SPAe) and managed by ONERA its array
is structured as a star with 3 arms each spaced at 120◦ to each other. Each arm
is 400 m long with 96 antennas on each arm. Each elementary antenna is a
biconical monopole 7 m high and 6 m wide. One arm of the whole array is
used for transmitting and the whole array is used for receiving the incoming
backscattered signal. It is possible to simultaneously scan both azimuth and
elevation dimensions by a narrow beam. It is the biggest operational HF SWR
in Europe to date. Marc Lesturgie at ONERA has developed excellent space
time adaptive algorithms to suppress interferences and he is a leading au-
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thority on Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) radars [45]. Nostradamus
is powered by one of the most sophisticated signal processing algorithms to
extract targets which are deeply entrenched in noise. This program is spearheading the use of waveform diversity in the congested HF spectrum. ONERA
is also in close collaboration with National University of Singapore (NUS) in
research and development of state of art HF hardware and signal processing
algorithms for NOSTRADAMUS [46].
Oceanographic Developments
In 1980s the University of Birmingham, U.K. conducted elaborate experiments
on measuring sea current using HF SWR [43] . The RAL Ocean Surface Current
Radar (OSCR) system is based on the CODAR system but used beamforming
receiver antennas to determine the bearing of the backscattered signal [47]. A
similar phased array HFSWR named Pisces was also developed around this
time by Neptune Radar Limited, Gloucester, U.K., from University of Birmingham prototype [48]. OSCR was used for short range and Pisces was used
for long range current measurements. The first trials took place in 1986 during
the Netherlands/U.K. Radar Wavebuoy Experiment Comparison (NURWEC)
[49]. New methods for directional spectrum measurement were developed by
Wyatt at University of Sheffield, U.K. during the 1990s and tested during two
European funded projects Surface Current And Wave Variability EXperiments
(SCAWVEX) [50] and EUROpean Radar Ocean SEnsing (EuroROSE) [51], and
in the United States during SHOaling Waves Experiment (SHOWEX) [52].
HF SWR for remote oceanographic sensing also started in Germany when
University of Hamburg participated in Marine Remote Sensing Experiment
(MARSEN) conducted in the North Sea in 1979 [53]. In 1981 three CODAR
systems were purchased and the experiments took place on the island of Sylt,
Germany [28], [54]. In early 1990’s University of Hamubrg bought 4 CODAR
for conducting experiments on measuring the sea currents from a ship borne
HF SWR using the DF system. The experiments were designed and conducted
by Gurgel as part of his doctoral thesis [55]. The results from the experiments
were below satisfactory because for a DF system sources of errors are higher
on board a ship. The additional modulation caused by pitch, roll and yaw
of a ship confuses the inverting algorithm in any DF system. Moreover the
antenna pattern distortion caused by reradiators on board a ship adds another
significant source of error. Following these experiments backed by University
of Hamburg Gurgel set about developing a simple shore based phased array
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HF SWR named WEllen Radar (WERA) [54]. It was funded by European
Commission within the SCAWVEX (Surface Current And Wave Variability EXperiment) project. The transmitter consisted of a 4 element square monopole
array and the receiver was a linear 16 element array 150 m in length. The
simplicity in hardware and digital BF made WERA a relatively affordable and
semi compact shore based HF SWR. The first experiment with WERA was
conducted of the Dutch coast in 1996 and later in the fall of 1996 in North of
Germany at the mouth of Rhine river. In the fall experiment the measurements
from WERA were compared to those obtained by CODAR placed in the same
area. Since then to this date the oceanographic community is divided between
DF (backed by CODAR) and BF (backed by WERA) to estimate the bearing
of backscatter. DF needs a relatively simple hardware; just one transmitter
antenna and very few colocated receiver antennas but this comes at the price
of inferior information. Only sea current values can be determined by inverse
algorithm of DF. BF needs an antenna array on the beach which for a state
of the art coastal system (16 element linear array) is about 120 m long. The
advantage of the azimuth filter of BF is the ability to analyze the azimuth
dependency of sea backscatter which yields further important information
beside the surface currents like wave height and wind speed alongside with
a much better opportunity for clutter suppression for ship detection applications. There is no dearth of literature from which both the camps justify
their own approach. In 2000 WERA was bought by a company called Helzel
Messtechnik GmbH and the debate between CODAR and WERA took a commercial turn [56]. Comparing the quality of the oceanographic data from
CODAR and WERA was deemed out of the scope of this thesis and interested
readers are redirected to [39], [40], [57].

1.3 Recent Developments
After the tragic attacks on September 11, 2001 in New York, USA, round the
clock surveillance gained increased importance and urgency. US Department
of Homeland Security bought a few long range CODAR systems with the
claimed ranges for ship detection of up to 250 km. These claims remain unproved with measurement results [40], [58]. CODAR developed and patented
a circular superdirective array in 2005 for long range target detection [59].
In principle a superdirective array can achieve the high azimuth resolution
of conventional BF array but with much smaller aperture. A literature review was done to explore the usefulness of superdirectivity in ship borne HF
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SWR. Superdirective arrays, earlier known as ’supergain arrays’ are arrays
generating higher directivity than obtained with the same array length and
elements uniformly excited (constant amplitude and linear phase)[60]. However, practical application of superdirectivity has major problems such as low
radiation resistance (hence low radiation efficiency), sensitivity to excitation
and position tolerances, and narrow bandwidth [61]. Although many papers
have been published on the optimization of array excitation for maximum
directive gain, it has never been considered for practical design. After extensive literature survey it is discovered that most of the research in the field
of superdirective arrays has been academic in nature. The motivation being
able to find out the maximum possible directivity achievable by an array
rather than any application oriented approach. Since for an array maximum
directivity can be achieved in endfire direction, only endfire directivity and
gain have been measured. No experimental data on the radiation pattern and
broadside gain of a superdirective array has been published. Moreover due
to strong mutual coupling between the superdirective antenna elements it is
difficult to steer the beam. There is no published experimental verification of
beamforming in any superdirective receiver array. After the literature review,
it can conclude that it will be difficult to realize a highly directive receiving
antenna system consisting of a superdirective array. To the best of the author’s
knowledge it can be concluded that the system adverted in [59] is nothing
more than an awareness campaign.
Meanwhile WERA which uses BF is more suited to the task of ship detection. Dzvonkovskaya working at Technical University of Hamburg Harburg
(TUHH), Hamburg, Germany developed state of art algorithms for target
detection and tracking with shore based HF SWR like WERA. In the middle
of first decade of 21st century Helzel sold the algorithms for ship detection
to Atlas Elecktronik (joint company of ThyssenKrupp and EADS) [62], [63],
[64] . In the past couple of years plagued by the global financial crisis most of
the defence and security agencies are being pushed for budget cuts. The cost
of surveillance per unit square km for a HF SWR is much less than airborne
surveillance. Low CAPEX and OPEX for systems like WERA and CODAR is
making countries like USA, Norway, Singapore, Germany and Italy to consider
coastal HF SWR as an cost efficient power multiplier in littoral surveillance.
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1.4 Motivation
From the historical background it is clear that in the past decade HF SWR
was mostly used and developed by the oceanographic community. As a
result many advances in array and post processing by the radar community
remained unaddressed. On the other hand the radar engineers which were
involved in HF SWR did not fully incorporate the oceanographic models
developed by decades of remote oceanographic sensing to enhance target
detection or develop noise reduction algorithms. The motivation in this
thesis is to incorporate the advances in oceanography and radar to develop
functional concepts for compact Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave HF
SWR which delivers more robust and effective target detection. This will also
deliver more value to oceanographic community since better target detection
can be used to filter out the target noise in sea clutter.

1.5 Structure of the Dissertation
The broad structure of the dissertation can be explained by tracing the path
of the signal in the system and is shown in Fig. 1-5. A floodlight transmitter
generating HF FMCW signal is considered. Chapter 2 describes in detail the
channel modelling in a HF SWR and is divided in two sections. The first
section explains the fundamentals of propagation of a surface wave with the
help of a plane wave model. Following from the results and understanding of
a plane wave, field calculation of an infinitesimally small dipole over plane
earth is presented. In the second section the basic oceanographic model for
the calculation of backscattered sea signal at HF frequencies is explained. This
also includes a brief comment on the drawbacks of this sea scattering model.
Chapter 3 describes the design and testing of a tunable HF Electrically Small
Antenna (ESA) which can be used in a compact HF SWR solution. This
chapters outlines the basic performance parameters like radiation efficiency,
bandwidth, polarization and tunability of an ESA. Subsequently the proposed
antenna structure is compared with other antennas in literature on the aforementioned performance parameters.
Chapter 4 proposes a clutter suppression algorithm which estimates the sea
clutter amplitude with the help of an auxiliary beam. This estimated signal is
then coherently subtracted from the received signal. This clutter suppression
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Figure 1-5: Structure of the dissertation explained while tracing
the signal flow.
is implemented in the BF stage of the processing chain as shown in Fig. 1-5.
This schema is applied to a 16 element receiver array of a coastal HF SWR
system. Measurement results verify that successful clutter suppression in
regions dominated by sea noise is achieved.
Chapter 5 presents a novel two step detection algorithm which uses empirical oceanographic methodology to detect a target in the range and Doppler
domain, followed by minimum mean square error estimation of the target’s
azimuth. The detector was implemented on a running coastal radar. Such
interdisciplinary knowledge fusion is unique in HF Radar and for the first time
in open literature successful detection of targets which were highly corrupted
by sea clutter has been reported for measured data.
A brief summary of the work will be presented in chapter 6 along with
prospects for further research.
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Channel

This chapter provides a basic overview of the theoretical background of
Ground Wave (GW) propagation and the nature of HF backscatter from a
moving sea surface. In the beginning, section 2.1 addresses the fundamentals
of ground wave propagation. GW is defined as the total wave which would
have been present on the ground if the Kennelly-Heaviside layer did not exist
(i.e. without the contribution of the sky wave propagation) [14]. Hence GW
consists of summation of the fields from the space wave which consists of
direct path and reflected path from the earth’s surface, and the Norton Surface
Wave (NSW) caused by diffraction of field along the surface [65], [66], [67].
NSW has sometimes been misused interchangeably with GW but the two
are not similar. NSW is defined as the difference between the exact field of a
dipole above an lossy ground, and the field calculated by using geometrical
optics (direct path and reflected path from the surface) [2]. Below the horizon
NSW is a part of the GW but beyond the horizon (in the diffraction region)
the direct path and the reflected path cease to exist hence GW only consists of
NSW. The software which International Telecommunication Union provides
to evaluate the propagation loss of GW power as a function of the height of
the antenna above lossy ground is called GRound WAVE (GRWAVE). This
software also distinguishes between the two regions. It uses physical optics
to evaluate fields below the radio horizon and NSW field integrals beyond
the radio horizon [9], [10], [11]. Schelkunoff presents an elaborate discussion
on the properties of many waves termed as surface waves and the avoidable
confusion as a result [68]. In the first section of this chapter the field integrals
corresponding to GW propagation are evaluated using a planar semi infinite
lossy dielectric medium [69].
In 1977 Barrick proposed a model to estimate the HF SW backscatter from
moving ocean waves [27]. This relatively simple model finds application in a
variety of oceanographic engineering applications and still remains widely
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used. Section 2.2 explains briefly the oceanographic background and key
features of this model. Most of radar engineers are not fully informed about
the limitations and drawbacks of this model, hence these are also discussed
in this section. Moreover this section derives few important properties of sea
clutter which will be used later on in design of improved clutter suppression
and ship detection techniques later in the dissertation.

2.1 Ground Wave Propagation
To understand the propagation of GW the scenario can be simplified to a
planar semi infinite lossy dielectric medium without the effect of atmospheric
ducting, atmospheric reflections and ionospheric reflections. Working with a
similar model in 1907 Zenneck discovered the presence of surface wave on the
planar boundary between air and a conductor [70]. This type of Zenneck surface wave was thought to be responsible for the long distance communication
(presence of ionospheric propagation was not discovered until then). In 1926
Sommerfeld derived the general integrals for calculating the field of a vertical
dipole on the surface of a homogeneous, isotropic half sphere (representing
Earth) and concluded that the surface wave term could not be separated from
the other terms in the complete solution for the field [12], [13]. He proved
that ground wave propagation consist of the surface wave component (due
to diffraction) and space wave component (calculated from direct path and
reflected path). Nevertheless, the existence of Zenneck surface wave remained
a question for controversy and in view of the voluminous literature on the
subject we abstain from the discussion and development of the problem; interested readers are referred to [71]. Sommerfeld, Norton and Wait calculated
the GW field component as derivatives of the Hertz potentials [72], [73], [74],
[75]. Though the Hertz potential was important in the early development of
the classical electromagnetic theory but it appears distant from the point of
view of modern day radio engineers. An important contribution to describe
the field calculation of GW in a more modern day acceptable format came
from King [76]. Hence in this section we follow King’s approach to present
a qualitative discussion on the existence and propagation of GW over semi
infinite planar lossy medium.
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Figure 2-1: Rectangular and cylindrical coordinate system used
to describe the surface wave propagation at a point P
with coordinates (x,y,z) and (ρ, φ,z).

2.1.1 Infinitesimal Small Dipole Over Seminifinite Flat
Lossy Earth
A simple model has been considered to demonstrate the GW propagation
excited by an infinitesimal small dipole in a coordinate system shown in Fig.
2-1. A dipole situated in free space at a height d over lossy dielectric semi
infinite half space with relative complex permittivity r as shown in Fig. 2-2.
The length of the dipole is dl with a constant current of I0 . The free space is
termed as Region 0 and the dielectric is termed as Region 1 which can be sea,
earth, river, etc. The image of the dipole is located at (0,0,-d) and field value
is calculated at point P which is at a height z from the interface. Maxwell’s
equations in phasor form for the two regions (p= 0, 1) can be expressed as
∇ × Ep = −jωBp
∇ × Bp =
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jkp2
ω

Ep + µ0 Jp

(2.1)
(2.2)
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Figure 2-2: Infinitesimal vertical dipole placed in free space over
lossy planar Earth. The field value is calculated at point
P.

where Ep , Bp , kp represent electric vector, magnetic (flux density) vector and
wavenumber in the two medium. The two regions are characterized by the
complex wave number kp = βp + jαp and it is assumed that both regions are
nonmagnetic (µr = 1). The angular frequency corresponding of the source is
ω. The electric current density is represented by J and can be expressed by
J = ẑJ = ẑI0 dl∂(x)∂(y)∂(z − d),

(2.3)

where ẑ is the unit vector along z axis. Due to rotational symmetry, Bpz = 0.
Using this symmetry equation (2.1) can be evaluated as
∂Epy
∂Epz
−
= −jωBpx ,
∂y
∂z
∂Epx
∂Epz
−
= −jωBpy ,
∂z
∂x
∂Epz
∂Epx
−
= 0.
∂x
∂y
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Similarly from equation (2.2) it can be evaluated
jkp2
−∂Bpy
=
Epx ,
∂z
ω
jkp2
∂Bpx
=
Epy ,
∂z
ω
jkp2
∂Bpy
∂Bpx
−
=
Epz + Jµ0 .
∂x
∂y
ω

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

Using equation (2.4) and (2.8) the equation (2.9) can be restructured as
∂ 2 Bpx
∂ 2 Bpy
∂ 2 Bpx
∂J
−
+
+ kp2 Bpx = −µ0
.
∂y 2
∂x∂y
∂z 2
∂y

(2.10)

Now we take partial derivative with respect to y on both sides of equation (2.7)
and with respect to x on both sides of equation (2.8). Subsequently equating it
to equation (2.6) gives
∂ 2 Bpx
∂ 2 Bpy
−
=
(2.11)
∂y∂z
∂x∂z
implying
−

∂ 2 Bpy
∂ 2 Bpx
=
.
∂x∂y
∂2x

(2.12)

Using equation (2.12), we restructure equation (2.10) to get
∂ 2 Bpx
∂ 2 Bpx
∂J
∂ 2 Bpx
.
+
+
+ kp2 Bpx = −µ0
2
2
∂x
∂y
∂z 2
∂y

(2.13)

To simplify the solution of above non homogeneous differential equation it
is often useful to make Fourier transformation from the space domain to the
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frequency domain as :
Ē(ξ, χ, z) = (2π)

2

Z∞ Z∞

−∞ −∞
Z∞ Z∞

B̄(ξ, χ, z) = (2π)2

−∞ −∞
Z∞ Z∞

J̄(ξ, χ, z) = (2π)2

ej(ξ x+χ y) E(x, y, z)dξ dχ

(2.14)

ej(ξ x+χ y) B(x, y, z)dξ dχ

(2.15)

ej(ξ x+χ

0

y)

J(x, y, z)dξ dχ

(2.16)

−∞ −∞

where Ē, B̄, J̄ are the transformed electric field, magnetic field and current
density vectors respectively. Now taking the spatial Fourier transform of
equation (2.13) on both sides (for details on using the Fourier transform to
solve partial differential equations please refer to Appendix A)
∂ 2 B̄px
¯
+ γp2 B̄px = jχµ0 J.
∂z 2
with

(2.17)

1

γp = (kp2 − ξ 2 − χ2 ) 2 ;

(2.18)

Taking spatial Fourier transform of equations (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8) we get
Ēpx =

−jωξ ∂ B̄px
,
kp2 χ ∂z

(2.19)

−jω ∂ B̄px
,
kp2 ∂z
 2

ω
∂
2
= 2
+ kp B̄px .
kp χ ∂z 2

Ēpy =

(2.20)

Ēpz

(2.21)

The solution of the transformed non-homogenous ordinary second order
differential equation (2.17) can be written as
B̄0x (z) = C0 e−jγ0 z −
B̄1x (z) = C1 e+jγ1 z
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χµ0 I0 dl −jγ0 |z−d|
e
;
2γ0

z≥0

(2.22)

z≤0

(2.23)
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Applying the boundary conditions
Ē0x (ξ, χ,0) = Ē1x (ξ, χ,0),

(2.24)

B̄0x (ξ, χ,0) = B̄1x (ξ, χ,0),

(2.25)

one can evaluate the field components in Region 0 and Region 1 as (for details
refer to Appendix B) :
Region 0, z ≥ 0
Ē0x (ξ, χ, z)

=

Ē0y (ξ, χ, z)

=

Ē0z (ξ, χ, z)

=

B̄0x (ξ, χ, z)

=

B̄0y (ξ, χ, z)

=

B̄0z (ξ, χ, z)

=

 −jγ0 |z−d|
e−jγ0 (z+d)
e
+
∓
2
2

2
−jγ0 (z+d)
k γ0 e
z≤d
− 1
z>d
N
χ
Ē0x (ξ, χ, z),
ξ

ωµ0 (ξ 2 + χ2 )I0 dl e−jγ0 |z−d|
e−jγ0 (z+d)
−
−
2
k0
2γ0
2γ0

2 −jγ0 (z+d)
k e
+ 1
,
N
−ωµ0 ξI0 dl
k02

e−jγ0 |z−d|
2γ0
−jγ0 (z+d)
e
k 2 e−jγ0 (z+d)
−
+ 1
);
2γ0
N
ξ
− B̄0x (ξ, χ, z),
χ
0.

(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)

−µ0 χI0 dl(

(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)

where
N = k02 γ1 + k12 γ0

(2.33)

Region 1, z ≤ 0
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Ē1x (ξ, χ, z)
Ē1y (ξ, χ, z)

= −ωµ0 ξ
=

γ1 e−jγ0 d ejγ1 z I0 dl
,
N

(2.34)

χ
Ē1x (ξ, χ, z),
ξ

(2.35)

 e−jγ0 d ejγ1 z I0 dl
.
N
k 2 e−jγ0 (z+d) ejγ1 z I0 dl
B̄1x (ξ, χ, z) = −µ0 χ 1
,
N
χ
B̄1y (ξ, χ, z) = − B̄1x (ξ, χ, z),
ξ
B̄1z (ξ, χ, z) = 0.
Ē1z (ξ, χ, z)

= −ωµ0 ξ 2 + χ2

(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)

The general integrals for electric field (Egw ) and magnetic field (Bgw ) representing ground wave propagation in Cartesian coordinates can be obtained by
substituting values from equation(2.26) to equation (2.39) in equations (2.14)
and (2.15) . Due to the symmetry of problem in the azimuth (xy) plane a better
insight can be obtained by converting the field integrals to the cylindrical
coordinate system (φ, ρ, z) as shown in Fig. 2-1 as:
gw
E0ρ
(ρ, z)
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=

gw
E0z
(ρ, z)

=

gw
B0φ
(ρ, z)

=

Z∞  −jγ0 |z−d|
−jωµ0 I0 dl
e
e−jγ0 (z+d)
±
+
+ k12 γ0
2πk02
2
2
0



1
1
z≤d
−jγ0 (z+d)
2
e
− 2
J1 (λρ)λ dλ;
z>d
N
k1 γ0

(2.40)

Z∞  −jγ0 |z−d|
e
−ωµ0 I0 dl
e−jγ0 (z+d)
+
+ k12 e−jγ0 (z+d)
2
2πk0
2γ0
2γ0
0


1
1
− 2
J0 (λρ)λ3 dλ
(2.41)
N
k1 γ0
Z∞  −jγ0 |z−d|
−jµ0 I0 dl
e
e−jγ0 (z+d)
+
2π
2γ0
2γ0
0


1
1
+k12 e−jγ0 (z+d)
− 2
J1 (λρ)λ2 dλ;
(2.42)
N
k1 γ0
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gw
gw
gw
Epφ
(ρ, z) = 0; Epz
(ρ, z) = 0; Bpz
(ρ, z) = 0;

(2.43)

with
Jn (λρ) =

jn
2π

γp =

(kp2

Z2π

exp−jλρ cos (φ) cos (nφ) dφ,

(2.44)

0
1

− λ2 ) 2 ;

(2.45)

To evaluate the ground wave field integrals in equations (2.40) to (2.42) it is
possible to break the field into three components at observation point P as:
E0gw (ρ, z) = E0d (ρ, z) + E0i (ρ, z) + E0s (ρ, z),

(2.46)

B0gw (ρ, z) = B0d (ρ, z) + B0i (ρ, z) + B0s (ρ, z).

(2.47)

where superscript d refers to the direct field component defined as the
field observed if there would be no boundary and the whole space is filled
with medium 0. Superscript i refers to the reflected field components due
to an ideal image defined as the field observed due to an image antenna at
(0, −d) when there is no boundary and the whole space is filled with medium
0. Superscript s refers to the surface wave field components due to diffraction
of the field along the interface and a correction term. The correction term is
added since the interface is not a perfect reflector; hence the assumption of an
ideal image in calculation of E0i and B0i is erroneous.
If the source and receiver is inside medium 1 then the surface wave component is called as Lateral wave [77]. If the source and receiver are in medium
0 then this surface wave component is known as Norton surface wave[73].
Hence it clear from equations (2.46) and (2.47) that Norton surface wave is
just a part of ground wave and both the terms only interchangeable beyond
the horizon where E0d → 0 and E0i → 0, re-emphasizing the point made in the
introduction of this chapter.
For most cases in GW propagation the infinitesimal small dipole is close
to the ground, so for most practical application it can be assumed that d → 0.
Calculation of the field components in this case were investigated by Norton
and Sommerfeld. Though with this assumption the evaluation of the field
integrals is eased but the algebraic calculations are still considerable and tire-
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some. Since the process of solution of these tedious integrals is not in the
direct scope of this thesis, we will only present the final results but the reader
is encouraged to read though the appendix F of [72] for details. Assuming
that |k1 | ≥ 3 |k0 |, the solution of equations (2.40) to (2.42) when d → 0 can be
expressed as [72]:



−µ0 I0 dl −jk0 r  ρ  −jk0
1
gw
B0φ (ρ, z) =
e
− 2
2π
r
r
r
#
 21

3
0
k
π
− 0
ejP F(P 0 ) ,
(2.48)
k1 k0 r



1
−ωµ0 I0 dl −jk0 r  ρ  −jk0
gw
e
− 2
E0ρ (ρ, z) =
2πk1
r
r
r
#
1


k3
π 2 jP 0
− 0
e F(P 0 ) ,
(2.49)
k1 k0 r

 z 2  3j
j
1
ωµ0 I0 dl −jk0 r −jk0
gw
+
−
−
E0z (ρ, z) =
e
2πk0
r
k0 r 3
r2
r
k0 r 3
#
1



jk0
3
k3
π 2  ρ  jP 0
−
− 2 − 0
e F(P 0 )
(2.50)
r
r
k1 k0 r
r
where
r
F(P 0 )

=

p

=

1
(1 − j) − F C(P 0 ) + jF S(P 0 ),
2

ρ2 + z 2

(2.51)
(2.52)

F C(P 0 ) and F S(P 0 ) are the Fresnel Cosine and Fresnel Sine integrals where
k3 r
P = 02
2k1
0



k0 r + k1 z
k0 ρ

2
(2.53)

In the case of surface wave radar the receiver dipole and the target is both lie
on the surface of region 0. Hence there is high interest in investigating the
fields for far away distances (more than a few km) where r → ρ and d → 0.
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For far away distances where
k0 ρ ≥

8|k12 |
,
k02

(2.54)

the Fresnel−integral term can be simplified as
k03
k1



π
k0 r

 21  
k2
ρ jP 0
jk0
e F(P 0 ) →
− 21 2
r
ρ
k0 ρ

(2.55)

The determination of the field for this case was the original scope of the work
in the period from Sommerfeld to Norton. This far field (evaluated above)
corresponds to a guided wave which is known as Norton surface wave.

2.2 Sea Clutter Modelling
The nature of backscattered sea clutter signal at HF band is significantly different from that of typical microwave radar. At HF band the sea clutter power
dominates over the internal receiver noise and the clutter has a characteristic
behavior [4]. In a fully developed sea the waves having wavelength equal
to half the radar wavelength correspond to a strong Bragg backscatter. Since
the phase velocity of a gravity wave depends on its wavelength hence the
Bragg backscattered signal corresponds to a specific Doppler frequency which
shifts on changing the radar wavelength. In 1973 experiments carried out
by Barrick and Crombie verified the validity of the monostatic theory of first
order resonant backscatter of sea surface [24]. In 1976 Barrick developed a
simple but widely used model to estimate the HF SW backscatter from moving
ocean waves [78], [79].
Let the radar receive power from an annulus at an range ri of width ∆R as
shown in Fig. 2-3. When illuminated with an two way antenna radiation
pattern (with look direction of ψL )- shown by dotted green line - the shaded
part of the ocean will correspond to the maximum received signal. The area of
this patch is expressed as A(ri ). The sea clutter power received from this patch
of ocean with an area of A(ri ) located at range ri with Doppler frequency ωj
and look angle ψL is expressed as PCijL . Value of PCijL is calculated as
4

PCijL =
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λ2 Pt Gt Gr |F (ri )|
3

(4π) ri4

σ̃Cij (ωj , ψL )A(ri ),

(2.56)
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Figure 2-3: Power PCij received from a patch with area A(ri ) at
range ri .

where ψL is the look angle, λ is the radar wavelength, Pt is the transmitted
power, Gt and Gr the transmitter and receiver gain respectively. All the angles
are measured from boresight with counter clockwise as positive. The function
F (ri ) is the Norton surface wave attenuation function and is evaluated from
[11]. σ̃Cij (ωj , ψL ) represents the spectral density of the Radar Cross Section
(RCS) for the look angle ψL .
The sea clutter power received (PCijL ) along all the look angles are saved
in the azimuth vector PCij expressed as
h
i
PCij = PCij1 , PCij2 , · · · , PCijL , · · · , PCijNψ
(2.57)
where Nψ is the total number of azimuth bins/look directions. The broad
beam return at a look angle ψL is the integration of the narrow beam sea
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clutter radar cross section and the antenna radiation pattern as:
1
σ̃Cj (ωj , ψL ) =
2π

Zπ
PTx (ψL − ψ)PRx (ψL − ψ)σCj (ωj , ψ)dψ,

(2.58)

−π

where, σCij (ωj , ψ) is the narrow beam sea clutter RCS which represents the
backscattered electromagnetic wave incident on the radar receiver from direction ψ. It is then weighted by the transmitter antenna array radiation pattern
PTx (ψL ) and receiver antenna array pattern PRx (ψL ). Two phenomena are at
work in contributing to σCij (ωj , ψ). Firstly all the ocean waves with wavelength equal half the radar wavelength (λ0 /2) and traveling perpendicular
to or away from the radar will give rise to a strong Bragg backscatter echo.
This echo signal is known as first order Bragg scattering, after W.L. Bragg,
who first proposed this mechanism to explain the scattering of X rays from
crystals [80]. The sea clutter RCS corresponding to this backscatter is knows
as first order sea clutter which is represented by σC1ij (ωj , ψ). The rest of the
Doppler spectrum is known as second order Bragg scattering, σC2ij (ωj , ψ)
√
3
with significant peaks at 2 and 2 4 times the Bragg frequency. Higher harmonic sea waves which fulfil the Bragg backscattering condition
√ √have longer
wavelengths like 2λ0 /2, 3λ0 /2,. . . and correspond to peaks 2, √ 3, . . . times
the Bragg frequency respectively. The peak corresponding to 2 times the
Bragg frequency is visible since the other peaks are masked by the second
order Bragg continuum caused by sea waves of all wavelength. The HF signal
is also scattered back to the radar from two sea waves traveling at right angles
3
to each other. This corner reflector corresponds to peak at 2 4 times the Bragg
frequency. Through many empirical experiments it can be concluded that the
signal from the Bragg backscatter by the resultant ocean wave formed by the
combination of three or more ocean waves is very less and is only observable
by a high gain array systems thus can be ignored for most of the practical
applications [81] [82]. So σCij (ωj , ψ) can be written as
σCij (ωj , ψ) = σC1ij (ωj , ψ) + σC2ij (ωj , ψ).

(2.59)

Following from [78] which models the interaction of the electromagnetic
waves with the sea surface, in the absence of ocean surface current σC1ij (ωj , ψ)
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can be expressed as
σC1ij (ωj , ψ) = k04


π
D 2k0 , ψ + (m + 1)
δ(ω − m ωB ),
2
m=±1
X

(2.60)

where m represents an incoming (m = +1) and a receding (m = −1) ocean
wave which results in a first order Bragg backscatter at +ωB and −ωB respectively [83]. The Bragg frequency is defined by ωB and can be evaluated
as
r
4gπ
ωB =
(2.61)
λ0
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The wavenumber of the radar
signal is given by k0 . D(k, ψ) is the directional distribution of the wave energy
of a fetch limited, wind generated gravity wave which is modeled as [84]
D(k, ψ) = F (k)G(ψ),

(2.62)

where, F (k) is the non-directional sea spectra energy density term and has
been modeled by Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum [85] as

 0.005
if k ≥ g/U 2
F (k) =
k4

0
otherwise
(2.63)
where U is the absolute wind speed in a fully developed patch of sea. G(ψ)
incorporates the information about the directional spread of the sea wave
energy and is modeled as [86] [87]


ψ − θw
G(ψ) = Acos2S
,
(2.64)
2
where θw is the direction of propagation of the wind and the parameter S
depends on U and radar operating frequency (f0 ) as [88],

2
if µ ≤ 0.2
S=
−1
0.2(µ − 0.1)
if µ > 0.2
(2.65)

µ=

30

3.65 × 10−6 U 1.25 f00.5

if U ≤ 15 m/s

8.33 × 10−6 U f00.5

if U > 15 m/s

(2.66)
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This is an empirical model but has been used widely by oceanographers in
wave parameter extraction using HF radar. The detail of this empirical model
are not in the direct scope of this thesis. Interested readers are encouraged to
read [89] and [90].

Figure 2-4: The second order Bragg backscattering of incident EM
wave by combination of two ocean waves (~k1 and ~k2 )
at point P.

As mentioned earlier the second order sea clutter signal is generated by the
superposition of two ocean waves, Fig. 2-4 shows these two ocean waves with
wavenumbers ~k1 and ~k2 , respectively. They superimpose with each other at
point P and the resultant wave has a wave number of −2~k0 (a wavelength
of λ0 /2) traveling at an angle ψ towards the radar. This corresponds to the
second order Bragg backscatter σC2ij (ωj , ψ). The two way radiation pattern
of the transmit and receive array is depicted by dashed line and the look angle
of the array is ψL . The wave numbers follow the relation
~k1 + ~k2 = −2~k0 ,

(2.67)

The angle between ~k1 and −~k0 is shown as θ1 and angle between ~k2 and −~k0
is shown as θ2 . Following simple geometrical manipulations from Fig.2-4 it
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can be calculated that
θ2 = −sin−1



k1 sin(θ1 )
k2


(2.68)

According to [78] σC2ij (ωj , ψ) can be modeled mathematically as

σC2ij (ωj , ψ)

=

k04

X

Z2π Z∞

Γ2c D(k1 , θ1 + ψ + m1 π)

m1 ,m2 =±1 0 −∞

D(k2 , θ2 + ψ + m2 π)∂(ω − m1
k1 dk1 dθ1 .

p
p
gk1 − m2 gk2 )
(2.69)

Since we are dealing with two ocean waves, one can observes the directional
dependence D(ψ) of both the waves. m1 = ±1 and m2 = ±1 covers all the
four possibilities of one wave approaching/receding while other wave is approaching/receding. Integrating over k1 from −∞ to +∞ and θ1 from 0 to 2π
while obeying equation (2.67), all the possibilities of k1 and k2 which can result
in a second order Bragg backscatter of EM field in the direction of ψ have been
considered. Γc is the radar coupling coefficient, which is the incoherent sum
of hydrodynamic and electromagnetic terms. δ is the Dirac delta function.
Figure 2-5 shows the simulated sea clutter signal for single omnidirectional
transmit antenna and a 16 element linear receiver array at 10 MHz. The interelement spacing is 0.5λ and number of chirps are 512. The simulations are
performed using equations (2.60) and (2.69). Hamming beamformer is used
as Range, Doppler and Azimuth window.The transmitter and each element of
the receiver array is a perfect quarter-wave monopole on infinite ground plane.
The conductivity of sea is assumed to be 4 S/m with r of 80. The difference
in the power level of the approaching and receding sea clutter is due to the
wind direction. It should be noted that equation (2.69) predicts first order
Bragg line as a Dirac impulse at ωB . This does not directly corresponds to
experimental results hence the Bragg lines are artificially broadened by using
a Gaussian filter implemented in MATLAB. An Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filter is used whose specifications were estimated empirically by fitting the
simulation data with measured results. It has a single sided 3dB bandwidth
symbol time product of 0.6. The number of symbol periods between the start
of the filter response and its peak was set to 10. The oversampling factor was
chosen to be 8.
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Figure 2-5: Simulated RD map consisting of sea clutter power at
10 MHz for transmitted power of 4W and look angle
of 0◦ and wind speed of 5 m/s blowing 30◦ from the
boresight

Let us select two adjacent Doppler cells with Doppler frequencies ωj and
ωj+1 such that both of them correspond to ocean waves having similar radial
velocity with respect to their direction of motion towards or away from radar.
This implies that ωj and ωj+1 lie on the same sideband of the Bragg peak
expressed as :
m1,ωj = m1,ωj+1 = m,
m2,ωj = m2,ωj+1 = m0

(2.70)

where m1,ωj and m2,ωj represent the direction of propagation of the two ocean
waves corresponding to ωj . Similarly m1,ωj+1 and m2,ωj+1 represent direction
of the ocean waves corresponding to ωj+1 . Using equations (2.62) and (2.70),
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equation (2.69) is transformed as
Z2π
ht (θ1 , ψ) dθ1

σC2j (ωj , ψ) = Λ(ωj )

(2.71)

0

where,
ht (θ1 , ψ)

=

Λ(ωj )

=

G(θ1 + ψ + mπ) G(θ1 + ψ + m0 π)
−∞
Z
I(k1 , k2 , ωj ) k1 dk

(2.72)
(2.73)

∞

I(k1 , k2 , ωj )

=


p
k04 Γ2c A2 F (k1 )F (k2 ) δ ω − m1 gk1
p 
−m2 gk2

(2.74)

So σ̃C2j (ωj , ψ) can be written as

σ̃C2j (ωj , ψL )

=

Λ(ωj )
2π

Zπ Z2π
PTx (ψL − ψ)PRx (ψL − ψ)
−π 0

ht (θ1 , ψ) dθ1 dψ

(2.75)

For two look angles ψa and ψb using equation (2.75) we can conclude
σ̃C2j (ωj , ψb )
σ̃C2j (ωj , ψa )

=

σ̃C2j+1 (ωj+1 , ψb )
σ̃C2j+1 (ωj+1 , ψa )

.

(2.76)

By observing equation (2.76) it can be concluded that when the look angle is
varied from ψb to ψa the second order sea clutter RCS in Doppler bin ωj+1 is
always proportional to the clutter RCS in neighboring Doppler bin ωj . Similar
derivation can also be done for the first order sea clutter to yield:
σ̃C1j (ωj , ψb )
σ̃C1j (ωj , ψa )

=

σ̃C1j+1 (ωj+1 , ψb )
σ̃C1j+1 (ωj+1 , ψa )

.

(2.77)

From equations (2.76) and (2.77) it can summarized that provided equation
(2.70) is satisfied then the variation of clutter RCS along the azimuth axis
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is correlated across nearby Doppler cells. For example consider the three
dimensional RD Azimuth cube populated only by clutter signal. Two azimuth
vectors are selected where criterion equation (2.70) is satisfied. According to
equations (2.76) and (2.77) both these azimuth vectors will be linearly correlated.
It is evident that clutter power is correlated in nearby ranges. From equations
(2.76) and (2.77) it can be concluded that clutter power is correlated in nearby
Doppler bins. Hence using equation (2.56) it can be summarized that the
clutter power in Ri+1 Dj+1 is a function of clutter power in Ri Dj expressed
mathematically as:
PCi+1 j+1 = Y(PCij )
(2.78)
where Y is the function defining the dependence.
The main advantage of the above model is its simplicity. Using this model a
fairly accurate value of wave speed can be evaluated. Moreover calculation of
wave height is an inverse problem of equation (2.69) using the measurement
data. This simple model allows this complex inversion [91]. This model has
been used widely in radar community to evaluate detectors and trackers.
The simplicity of this model can also prove to be a drawback. As mentioned
earlier equation (2.69) only accounts for interaction of 2 ocean waves combining together to generate a Bragg backscatter. Many military HF SWR have a
very high gain antenna array, in this scenario a third order Bragg backscatter
can also be observed. Hence for high gain antenna array typically consisting
of elements which itself are made of 3-4 element Yagi array like in SECAR
Australia [92], the model fails. Another drawback of this model lies in artificial broadening of Bragg lines. The Gaussian filter has no pre-mentioned
specification and is set by trial and error to fit the measurement result. There
are more sophisticated models available which do not need such broadening
filters [82], [93] and [94]. Unlike the aforementioned model these sophisticated
models can model both amplitude and phase of the received clutter signal.
Sea clutter models cannot emulate the sea clutter signal with high accuracy
because there are so many unknown variables involved which are ignored in
the process of modeling. The basic assumption that the sea is fully developed
is hardly valid for most of the coastal installations since when a ocean wave
breaks the maximum height of the sea wave has no relation to the wind speed.
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Moreover, underwater sea currents and surface water runoff can modulate the
Bragg lines in the corresponding range bins. This modulation in the RD map
looks like small ripples along the range axis in the positive and negative first
order Bragg line. This modulation cannot be predicted by any model since
in this scenario the sea wave height is not only dominated by wind induced
gravity waves. With these drawbacks in mind one should be very careful in
interpreting the simulation results achieved by such modeling both for target
detection and oceanographic information.
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Electrically Small Antenna for
Ground Wave Excitation

Due to long wavelengths at HF band, a major limitation of current HF SWR systems is the large physical dimension of the transmitter and receiver antenna.
To achieve vertical polarization many coastal systems use λ/4 monopoles
whose length can vary from 2.5 m up to 25 m. It is highly desirable to design
HF antennas which have a low profile and can thus be disguised from the
public view on a beach. This limited visual impact of the antennas can provide
more flexibility in site planning making the system more efficient and commonplace. Homeland security and coastguards also desire an antenna which
is easy to deploy on floating platforms like a buoy, barge, ship or an offshore
rig. Large monopoles are less suitable for such remote and mobile applications.
Section 3.1 gives a brief introduction to small antennas and explain the fundamental limit relating the radiation efficiency, 3 dB bandwidth and size of an
Electrically Small Antenna (ESA). In section 3.2 we enumerate the basic design
specifications which if met will make an ESA suitable for HF SWR application.
The fundamental limit and the design specifications will be used as a tool
to evaluate and compare the performance of the state of the art HF ESA in
section 3.3. It will be of help to understand the design trade off between size,
radiation efficiency and bandwidth practically.
In the section 3.4 a novel capacitive top loaded and inductively coupled ESA
is presented which is tunable in the mid and upper HF band with the help of
a variable capacitor. The dimensions of the inductively coupling transformer
and the cap are optimized using an EM simulator. A prototype is fabricated
and the measured -10 dB bandwidth was found to be in excess of 350 kHz
which makes it attractive both for radar and multi channel communication applications. It is demonstrated that the Quality factor of the proposed antenna
lies close to the fundamental Chu-McLean limit hence further reduction in
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antenna size will result in inferior performance.

3.1 Chu-McLean Limit for ESA
An antenna is considered to be electrically small as a function of its overall size
by comparing the volume enclosed by the antenna to the resonant wavelength
[95]. For the free space wavenumber k0 and the radius a of an imaginary
sphere circumscribing the dimensions of the antenna (as shown in Fig. 3-1),
an antenna is called as ESA if k0 a ≤ 0.5 [96], [97],[98]. The design and optimization of ESA has been well researched topic in recent years. Performance
of an ESA is typically optimized for a good impedance match, high radiation
efficiency and wide bandwidth corresponding to low radiation Quality factor
(Q) [99].

Figure 3-1: A sphere of radius a circumscribing a dipole.

Narrowband matching of an ESA can be achieved by external matching network. The drawback of this approach is limited bandwidth and the loss
resistance of the network which typically exceeds the radiation resistance
in the case of ESA. This results in extremely low radiation efficiency values.
Another approach in achieving impedance matching is to design the antenna
structure such that it is self tuned by various methodologies. There are many
methodologies in the literature like the use of multiple folded arms [100],
[101] stub matching [102], [103] and use of metamaterials [104], [105]. These
techniques are generally more efficient than external matching circuits.
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Next challenge lies in optimizing the size of the ESA to have lowest value of
Q for a given efficiency [106]. The Q factor of an ESA is defined as

We


for We > Wm
 2ω
Prad
Q=
W


 2ω m
for We ≤ Wm
(3.1)
Prad
where We is the time average, non propagating, stored electric energy [107],
[108]. Wm is the time average, non-propagating, stored magnetic energy. Prad
is the radiated power and ω is the angular frequency where the ESA is tuned
or made to be self resonant.
The minimum radiation quality factor Qmin was calculated by Chu in 1948
[109] which was later corrected by McLean in 1996 [108]. This theoretical fundamental limit has thus been termed as the Chu-McLean Limit. In Chu’s paper
the ESA is placed inside the smallest imaginary sphere of radius a such that
the sphere completely encloses the antenna. The field of the antenna external
to this sphere are represented in terms of a weighted sum of spherical wave
functions. These spherical wave functions exhibit power orthogonality. For a
vertical electric dipole the radiation Q factor was defined using time-average,
non- propagating energy external to the sphere and power radiated in equation (3.1). Chu also shows that an antenna which excites either TE10 or TM10
external to the sphere stores no energy inside the sphere and has theoretically
the lowest possible radiation Q of any linearly polarized antenna. However
instead of exact electric and magnetic field values Chu uses an equivalent
second order series RLC circuit. It is a significant approximation and was later
corrected by McLean in 1996. The McLeans’s derivation for an infinitesimally
small vertical electric dipole antenna radiating in TM10 mode is presented
below.
For an infinitesimally small dipole of length l and with constant current
of I0 in free space the H and E vectors at a distance of r can be written from
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[110] as
H

=

E

=



kI0 lsinθ
1
j
1+
e−jkr φ̂ + 0 θ̂ + 0 r̂
4πr
jkr


1
kI0 lsinθ
1
−
0 φ̂ + jη0
1+
e−jkr θ̂ +
4πr
jkr (kr)2


1
I0 lcosθ
1+
e−jkr r̂
η0
2πr2
jkr

(3.2)

(3.3)

where η0 is the free space impedance. A vertical dipole will produce TM10
field so Q factor will be calculated using equation (3.1). The root-mean-square
value of the field components is used to calculate the electric energy density
(we ) as
1
E · E∗
2

1
=  |Eθ |2 + |Er |2
2

we =

(3.4)
(3.5)

The above equation can be rearranged to get
η0
we =
2ω



I0 l
2λ

2 




1
1
k
1
1
2
2
− 4 + 2 + 4cos θ
+ 4
sin θ
(3.6)
k3 r6
kr
r
k3 r6
kr

The propagating energy density (werad ) is calculated from the far field components of equations (3.2) and (3.3) since they only correspond to the propagating
or radiated power. So werad is defined as
k 2 sin2 θ(I0 l)2
16π 2 r2
 2
2
η
I0 l
= 02
sin2 θ
r
2λ

werad = η02

(3.7)
(3.8)

The non propagating energy density (we0 ) is defined as the difference of the
total energy density and propagating energy density as
we0 = we − werad
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The total non-propagating electric energy (We ) is calculated using equations
(3.6), (3.8) and (3.9) as
Z2πZπ Z∞
We =
0

we0 r2 sinθ drdθdφ

(3.10)

a

0

4πη0
=
3ω



I0 l
2λ

2 

1
1
+ 4
k 3 a6
ka


(3.11)

Total radiated power is calculated by integrating the Poynting vector over a
closed sphere of radius r
Z2πZπ
Prad =
0

Re(E × H∗ ) · r̂ r2 sinθ dθdφ

(3.12)

0

2ηπ
=
3



I0 l
λ

2
(3.13)

Using equations (3.1), (3.11) and (3.13) Qmin (Chu McLean limit) for a lossless
antenna is calculated as
1
1
(3.14)
Qmin = 3 3 +
k a
ka
For an antenna with radiation efficiency ηeff < 1, Qmin is redefined as


1
1
Qmin = ηeff
(3.15)
+
k 3 a3
ka

3.2 Design Criteria for ESA in HF SWR
With an exception of few, most of the HF ESA are designed exclusively for
communication applications. The communication HF ESA are generally narrowband tunable antennas which are extremely compact but with low efficiency ηeff <<1. Such antennas are not suitable for radar systems whose
requirement set is very different from a communication antenna. For an ESA
deployable in HF SWR the broad design criteria can be enumerated as follows
1. Efficiency: Antenna efficiency is one of the most critical design criterion
for a HF SWR. Some papers claim that since the radar is external noise
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limited thus an antenna with higher gain will not directly correspond
to better detectability [111]. It must be noted that this argument is only
valid for Range Doppler (RD) regions which are sea clutter limited. For
most of the RD region this argument does not hold true and a more
efficient antenna would mean farther detectable range.
2. Tunability: HF SWR suffers from severe band congestion making tunability very critical for performance enhancement for any HF SWR. The
antenna must be flexible enough to allow the radar to scan through the
whole HF spectra for free band to operate.
3. Bandwidth: In HF SWR the range resolution is inversely proportional
to the radar bandwidth following equation (1.3). It can be calculated
that to ensure a minimum resolution of 1.5 km a bandwidth of 100 kHz
is required.
4. Vertical polarization: Only vertically polarized field is coupled into
the surface wave mode hence the HF ESA must maximize its vertically
polarized far field component.
5. Low profile: The antenna must be as small as possible providing satisfactory performance in terms of efficiency, bandwidth and tunability. An
antenna which is very small but compromises on any of above defined
creation is not a feasible solution.

3.3 State of the art HF ESA
In the past decade many techniques to design an HF ESA for radar applications
have been presented in open literature [112], [113], [114]. Though none of
them enumerate the specific design criteria like in section 3.2 but all of them
broadly follow these design rules. In this section we will present a study of
the performance properties of these state of the art HF ESA as a function of
height and size (ka).

3.3.1 Double Meander Line Antenna
The first antenna considered is a double Meander Line Antenna (MLA) because it is an extension from a common MLA, widely used in microwave
frequency band. Bronner working at the French defence research center ONERA designed the first prototype of double MLA for HF SWR in 2005 [112]
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shown in Fig. 3-2. This double MLA consists of a one dimensional symmetrical triangular meander line section above a ground plane and it’s image
parallel to the plane of the first meander section. These two meander lines are
then connected at the top by a connecting wire. The feeding point as shown in
Fig. 3-2 is at the bottom of the first meander line. This antenna was 0.88 m in
length, 0.45 m in width and 0.525 m in height. The ka of the antenna is 0.352
at 15 MHz.
The antenna was found to be non resonant in HF frequency band and used
simple and narrowband stub match network for matching. Three frequencies
9.76 MHz, 14.80 MHz and 19.6 MHz are reported to be matched. It is claimed
that the antenna is perfectly matched at 14.8 MHz and this frequency can be
tuned by changing the stub matching network. Interestingly no comment on
the efficiency of the antenna is made. The exact bandwidth of the ESA is also
not reported. There is a gain comparison made with a simple λ/4 monopole
and a biconical antenna and it has been reported that the gain of this antenna
is very low. An experiment was conducted at ONERA where high power
FMCW signal was transmitted (power level not mentioned) with a high gain
biconical transmitter array. This signal was received by a λ/4 monopole, biconical antenna and HF double MLA which consisted of sea clutter and echoes
from low flying aircrafts. The received signal were processed to generate three
Range Doppler (RD) maps for each of these three antennas. From these RD
maps it is claimed that the signal to noise ratio is not effected with the size of
the antenna making it an attractive option as a receiver antenna. Looking at
the RD maps generated for the 3 antennas there are few observations which
are not explained. For example even with a poor gain the echo from an aircraft
is strongest for the HF ESA as compared to the other high gain antennas. The
dynamic range of the RD map is also highest in case of the low gain small
ESA. The bandwidth of the transmitted FMCW chirp is not mentioned but
looking at the VSWR curves of the Double MLA ESA it can be the case that it
would have been a narrowband signal. The comparison of the Q value of this
antenna with Qmin is also unreported.
At 14.8 MHz value of Qmin calculated from equation (3.15) for a lossless
antenna of this size is 2.683 which is very low and hard to achieve. To estimate
the value of Q the double MLA was simulated using FEKO electromagnetic
field solver [115]. The -3dB bandwidth of the simulated antenna at 14.8 MHz
was found to be 10 KHz which corresponds to a Q of 1480 which is nearly 55
times the Qmin . The main reason for such large divergence is because the ESA
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is not resonant at this frequency band and hence is poorly matched.
It serves a good example which demonstrates that in design of ESA for a
given radiation efficiency it is not possible to shrink the size of the antenna
below a given ka value. As the antenna begins to get smaller it gets much
more difficult for a designer to get closer to Qmin . This antenna was modified
from bottom feed to central feeding double MLA by Baker in 2009 [116] and is
shown in Fig. 3-3. The results of this modification were only slightly improved
and the efficiency of the antenna was still not reported.

Figure 3-2: Double MLA with bottom feed.

3.3.2 Spherical helix loaded monopole
This antenna has been developed by Lim from the university of Texas at
Austin, USA in 2005 and is one of the most sophisticated VHF ESA in open
literature. It operates in lower VHF band (40 to 60 MHz) and the physical
dimensions of the antenna fit within a hemisphere of 22.75 cm with a corresponding ka of 0.1906 at 40 MHz [113], [117]. The antenna geometry is
shown in Fig. 3-4. It consists of a short monopole which is loaded by a two
arm spherical-helix top loading. The two arms are used to achieve self resonance and increase the radiation resistance of the ESA while filling minimum
physical volume. At the bottom of the monopole there is a transformer for
inductive coupling to match the impedance of the monopole to the feeding
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Figure 3-3: Double MLA with centeral feeding.

line. The antenna can be tuned with a lumped capacitor located at the top
of the top winding of the antenna. The tunability of the antenna is shown
experimentally and the 3-dB bandwidth of the antenna was around 1%. The
results were verified by simulating antenna structure with FEKO. All the results produced with FEKO match the papers results exactly for line imdeance
of 200 Ω. So the author believes that Lim used a 200 Ω feeding line. The exact
value of the source impedance is not mentioned in the paper but on simulation of the antenna with a line impedance of 50 Ω the antenna is not matched.
Across the band the efficiency of the antenna was experimentally measured by
Wheeler cap method and was found to be around 50%. In order to measure
the efficiency of an ESA the size of the Wheeler cap must be modified carefully.
The dimension and shape of the Wheeler cap are not quoted in the paper.
For application in HF SWR this efficiency is still on the lower side. Ideally
an efficiency of more than 75 % is demanded for the reciever antennas since
it reduces the power transmitted by the system hence making it more cost
efficient. Current coastal HF SWR reciever array (WERA) use λ/4 monopoles
and 4 W of trasmitted power [28]. It is highly desirable that deployment of an
ESA reciever array must not push this power requirement significantly.
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A prototype of the antenna was simulated in FEKO. Significant amount of
current in the upper sections of the spherical helix causes distortion in the
radiation pattern and generates a significant amount of horizontal component
of electric field. The -10 dB bandwidth of the antenna was found to be around
0.1% which makes it unsuitable for radar application. One possbile solution to
this problem is a tuning circuit but it would inevitably lead to loss of already
low efficiency.
The value of Q of the antenna is 77.98 which is very close to Qmin = 71.91
given by equation (3.15). It implies that for radiation efficiency of 50% it is not
possible to make a smaller antenna in band of 40 MHz - 60 MHz. Even with
the aforementioned drawbacks this antenna is a good example of optimizing
the volume covered by the antenna, though it is smaller than double MLA its
value is much closer to Qmin .

Figure 3-4: Spherical helix loaded monopole with a variable capacitor for tuning.
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3.3.3 Helical MLA monopole
This design combines a helical antenna structure with a MLA and is developed
by Baker in 2010 [118]. The design of the antenna is shown in Fig. 3-5, the
height of ESA is 0.9 m, width is 1.1 m and the ground disk radius is 0.3 m.
Corresponding value of ka is 0.44 at 15 MHz placed over infinite PEC ground
plane. There are three ports located where each arm connects to the ground
disk. The first port provides the feed point and the other are configured with
a switch providing open circuit or short circuit modes. It is claimed that in the
open circuit mode the wire ends are disconnected from the ground plate thus
decreasing the total effective length of the wires and increasing the resonance
frequency. On analyzing the reflection coefficient curves in the paper it is
proved that four bands in the HF bands can be obtained by using such simple
switching.
The antenna is still not tunable since each of the four bands of operation
corresponds respectively to an electrical length of the conductor. Hence the
only way to change these band of operations is by changing the physical
length of the wire. Moreover the matching in the lower HF band is not satisfactory across all the bands. The half power bandwidth in the open circuit
mode can be as small as 1.3%. This will significantly fluctuate the performance
of the HF SWR over different bands of operation. The Qmin of the antenna in
open circuit mode is 3.3 and the achieved Q of the antenna is 235.7. It can be
concluded that this design might need some improvement since it has high
losses and a very narrow bandwidth of operation.
Table 3.1 presents the evaluation of the state of the art HF ESA design on
the design criteria defined in section 3.2.

3.4 Cap Loaded Inductively Coupled ES
Monopole
In the last section we have seen that no state of the art HF ESA fairs well on
all the design criteria defined in section 3.2. In this section we will present a
novel capacitive top loaded and inductively coupled ESA which is tunable
in the mid and upper HF band with the help of a variable capacitor situated
between the monopole and the top capacitive cap. A 1:2 scaled prototype has
been fabricated and the measured results will be presented which show an
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Table 3.1: Performance comparison of present HF ESA design at
HF band
HF ESA
Double MLA [112]
Spherical Helix
Loaded Monopole [113]
Helical MLA [118]

Limited

-10 dB
BW(%)
0.01

Size
(ka)
0.352

Vertical
polarization
Good

50

Good

0.1

0.19

Bad

1.6

Limited

0.1

0.432

Good

ηrad
(%)
<1

Tunability

Compact HF
al elements to
ry for achieving
andwidth. The
ring lines was
aintain vertical
length of wire
ume. The total
1 meter and the
1 shows a photo
tenna shown in
ms, each arm
Figure 3-5: Double MLA

unscaled -10 dB bandwidth in excess of 350 kHz [119]. This makes this HF
ESA attractive both for radar and multi channel communication applications.
Efficiency of the scaled antenna is measured to be 80% using the Wheeler Cap
method. Hence for an unscaled antenna the efficency value will be heigher.
The Q of the antenna will be compared to the Qmin and it will be demonstrated
that further reduction in size of the antenna will result in inferior bandwidth
performance. Finally the novel antenna will be compared to the state of the
art HF ESA on the perfomance parameters like in section 3.3.
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3.4.1 Design Principle
As shown in section 3.2 the miniaturization of the size of the HF ESA is not
the most crucial design goal. Hence we will aim for constrained optimization
of the size of the ESA making sure the tunability, efficiency and bandwidth
are not compromised. Designers advocate filling maximum volume of the
sphere surrounding the antenna to have the most compact design. It was the
same design rule behind the design of Double MLA, Spherical Helix Loaded
Monopole and Helical MLA. As rightly mentioned in these publications it
maximizes the input resistance in the given volume but it can have severe
drawbacks while designing antennas for radar applications. Firstly, as shown
in Spherical helix loaded monopole that if the main radiator (in this case the
monopole) is surrounded by conducting helix this results in dilution of the
vertical polarization of the far field, low -10 dB bandwidth and an increase
in the Q factor. Ideally it is expected that the current following in the spirals
is much smaller than in the monopole section hence they do not couple to
the monopole. As the size of the HF ESA is reduced the value of current in
the helical spiral increases. This current leads to a stronger coupling between
the monopole and the spirals. As the first design principle, the volume of the
sphere enclosing the antenna will be minimized while making sure that the
main radiator is not surrounded by metal.
As we observe from Double MLA and Helical MLA that achieving resonance
by increasing the current path through extra wire is not a flexible solution.
It can never be adapted to have a dynamic tuning throughout the HF band.
Moreover, in a compact MLA the meander lines will couple with each other
and decrease the -10 dB bandwidth. Hence as the second design principle, a
technique is devised that increases the effective length of the monopole by not
increasing the physical length of the conductor.
Following from these two design principles we found that a good solution
will be a capacitor loaded ES monopole which consists of a electrically small
monopole with a top metallic disk. The basic principle of operation can be
understood with the help of Fig. 3-8 where the dotted line represents the
current distribution along the monopole of length l without any loading. It
is clear that the monopole is resonant at λ/4 so the electrical length of the
monopole equals the physical length. If one places a metallic disk on top it
acts as a capacitor and pulls the current towards itself [120]. As a result the
current distribution changes to the solid line shown in Fig. 3-8. The new
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current distribution corresponds to a monopole with an electrical length of
λ0 /4 which is much larger than the physical length (λ/4).
Hence the antenna after capacitive loading will resonate at frequency lower
than the λ/4 resonance corresponding to the physical length of the monopole.
The monopole is the main radiator and one can see it is not surrounded by any
metal. A very interesting feature of this type of ESA is the fact that the effective
value of top capacitor can be tuned by a lumped capacitor in series. So this
design fulfills both the design principles. The drawback of this approach is
the fact that the input resistance of the monopole is still very small. To have
a broadband matching of this resistance to the line impedance of 50 Ω an
inductive matching is introduced with the help of a transformer. The details
of the design will be presented in the next section.

Figure 3-6: Current distribution I of a simple monopole of length l
as compared to capacitive loaded monopole at respective resonant frequency.

3.4.2 Antenna Geometry
The capacitive loaded and inductively coupled self resonant monopole consists of six sections [119], [121]. The model of this antenna is shown in Fig. 3-7.
The antenna consists of the following sections (for detailed specification of the
design please refer to Appendix C)
• Capacitive Plate: The capacitive plate should have minimum current
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Figure 3-7: Capacitive loaded and inductively coupled ESA for HF
Surface Wave propagation.
density hence must be thicker than the skin depth of copper at HF band
which is 21 µm at 10 MHz. Since it is less practical to realize a capacitive
cap with a copper disk, it has been approximated with 4 flat spirals
resting on 8 radials. The radius of the capacitive cap is 0.057λ0 where λ0
is the wavelength corresponding to the lowest resonant frequency (10.7
MHz). Fig. 3-8 shows the simulated normalized current distribution
of the ESA on infinite PEC ground at 10.7 MHz. It is clear that the
wire current on the capacitive top plate is 20 dBA below that of the ES
monopole. Hence the capacitive plate does not contribute to radiation
but ensures a nearly constant current distribution along the monopole.
• ES Monopole: An Electrically Small (ES) monopole of length 0.053λ0
is the main radiating element of the ESA since the current density is
highest at this part of antenna. The current from the bottom of the
monopole to the top only varies by 5%. Since the main radiating element
of the ESA is a monopole all the far field is vertically polarized. The
radiation pattern of the ESA also resembles that of a monopole. A larger
top capacitor will decrease the resonance frequency. However there is a
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Figure 3-8: Normalized current distribution in dB scale of capacitive loaded and inductively coupled self resonant
monopole at 10.7 MHz.
practical limitation in pushing the top capacitor with the given area of
the capacitive plate.
• Primary Coil: Due to the top capacitor the antenna’s reactance is
matched but the real impedance of the ESA still remains small. Unlike
in MLA we match the small real impedance with an air core transformer
at the bottom of the antenna. Primary coil of the transformer consists
of a single loop and is connected to the feeding port of the antenna on
one terminals and another terminal is shorted to the ground plane. It
is evident from Fig. 3-8 that current density on the primary coil is low
at resonance so it does not radiate, and only facilitate matching. The
dimension of the coil was optimized using the EM simulator FEKO and
was found to be a rectangle of width 7.13 × 10−3 λ0 and height of 14.26
×10−3 λ0 .
• Secondary Coil: Monopole is fed via the one and a half turn secondary
coil of the transformer. Its cross sectional dimensions are same as the
primary coil. One of its terminal is connected to the main radiating
structure hence has high current density (refer to Fig. 3-8) while another
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terminal is grounded. It should be kept in mind that a concious effort
was made so that the turn in the transformer are kept to minimum
because higher number of turns deviates the behaviour of the far field
of the ESA from a simple vertical monopole. This deviation is due to
the large currents in the secondary coil therefore a large number of
secondary coils will push the ESA to behave more like a loop antenna.
Another drawback of increase in coil numbers is the subsequent increase
in resistive loss.
• Ground Plane: The ground plane used is made from (0.07×0.07) λ20
copper plate which was extended by 24 ground radials of length 0.3 λ0
each. The number of ground radials and the length can be decreased.
However it will result in lower efficiency of the ESA.
• Feed Port: SMA connector is used to realize the feeding point of the
antenna.
A self resonating ESA with a combination of capacitive top loading with a
bottom transformer is a novel design. Simulation and measurement results in
the next section will prove that this new combination allows such an ESA to
fulfill all the design parameters described in section 3.2 better than MLA and
Helical antenna.

3.4.3 Equivalent Circuit
The equivalent circuit of the proposed capacitive top loaded and inductively
coupled HF ESA for the fundamental resonance is shown in Fig. 3-9 when the
switch is open. The monopole is represented with a capacitor CM , inductor
LM and very low resistance RM which includes the radiation resistance [110].
The resistance and inductance of the secondary coil of the transformer are
represented by RS and LS respectively. Top loading section is also represented
by a capacitance CCap and resistance RCap . In the case of an ESA with a cap
of very large top cap area the value of CCap increases. As a result the antenna
will resonate at much lower frequency.

3.4.4 Tunability
Lumped tunable capacitor CT is used to change the top capacitance. In terms
of equivalent circuit the ESA can be expressed as shown in Fig. 3-9. The
lowest resonance frequency of the antenna will be achieved when the CT will
be shorted out (switch closed).
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Figure 3-9: Equivalent circuit of the proposed ESA with a tuning
capacitor CT .

3.4.5 Constructed Prototype
For measurement purposes, a 1:2 scaled prototype of the antenna is constructed and is shown in Fig. 3-11. The main radiator and secondary coil
are both made from 12 mm copper plumbing pipe as it provided a ridged
structure to mount the top loading structure upon the antenna. To allow for
the addition of capacitors between the main radiator and the top hat a M10
plastic thread are used to attach the hat to the radiator. This allowed for plastic insulating washers to be inserted between the two structures. A ceramic
capacitor is then soldered onto lines which are fastened between the main
radiator and the top hat structure, electrically connecting the two structures
as shown in Fig. 3-10. With the help of a switch the capacitor in series with
the top cap and the monopole can be bypassed [121].

Figure 3-10: Side view of the HF ESA showing the placement of
tuning capacitor CT between top loading structure
and the main radiator (ES monopole).
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The top helical lines are constructed from silver wire to ensure good conductivity (a detailed image of this can be seen in appendix C). The primary
feed is constructed from a 1.25 mm copper wire. During testing Styrofoam
(r ∼
= 1) is used to support the secondary feed coil to provide structural stability.
Due to the lack of an anechoic chamber of sufficient size free space measurements has been performed in a open sporting ground. The ground was
elliptical in shape with minor axis of length 70 m and major axis of length
100 m. The ground plate was a 2 mm sheet of solid copper measuring 1m ×
1m, this plane was further extended with radial wires for the actual experiment. Experiments with different number of ground radials each 11m long
were performed. It was found that a low number of radials resulted in high
ground loss effects, which resulted in wide bandwidth, indicating reduced
radiation efficiency. As such the number of radial wires was increased to 24,
substantially reducing the ground loss. To allow for feeding the antenna was
elevated on a frame of 5.08 cm × 10.16 cm over wooden slats. This allows for
a shielded SMA lead to be inserted through a slot in the wooden frame into
the SMA terminal on the underside of the antenna.

3.4.6 Simulation and Measurement Results
The simulations and optimization of the full scale ESA have been carried out
using FEKO field simulator via Method of Moment (MOM) solver [115]. The
measurement of the 1:2 scaled prototype has been done by using Agilent’s
E5071C vector network analyzer [121], [119].
3.4.6.1 Return Loss
The return loss of the antenna is shown in Fig. 3-12 when the tuning capacitor
was short circuited. The simulated resonant frequency was at 10.7 MHz but
the measured resonance of 1:2 scale model was observed at 23.8 MHz. This corresponds to resonance at 11.9 MHz which is seen in the plot. If the plastic plate
and the shorting wire are removed while the monopole is directly connected
to the top copper plate. The shift in the resonance frequency is significantly
reduced. It must be noted that in the EM simulator all the components like
the switch were considered to ideal. Additionally all the electric properties
of the plastic plate in between the main conductor and top cap were ignored
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Figure 3-11: Scaled 1:2 capacitive loaded and inductively coupled
ESA resonant at 21.4 MHz; height = 0.75 m and width
= 0.8 m.

in the EM simulator. These two factors can account for the deviation of the
simulated resonant frequency with the measured frequency in this scenario.
In addition the manufacturing tolerance of the transformer are not taken into
account. The primary coil of the transformer which is made of thin wire can
distort in shape hence influencing the coupling and resonant frequency.
It is clear from Fig. 3-12 that the antenna is well resonant at 11.9 MHz and
simulation results match well with the measured results. The simulated -10
dB bandwidth is 150 kHz. Due to additional losses the measured -10 dB
bandwidth is 360 kHz which is large enough for both radar applications and
supporting many voice communication channels. The bandwidth of the measured ESA is better than simulated model because of the additional ohmic
losses of imperfect ground plane and the copper pipe.
As a next step a ceramic capacitor CT of value 56 pF is used (switch off).
Fig. 3-13 shows the simulated and measured (rescaled) return loss of the
antenna. The resonance frequency from the simulation model is 14.7 MHz
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Figure 3-12: Simulated and measured (rescaled) |S11 | of the proposed HF ESA with CT shorted.
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Figure 3-13: Simulated and measured (rescaled) |S11 | of the proposed HF ESA CT = 50pF and shunt open.
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but the measured resonance frequency now shifts to 13.7 MHz. In this case
the measured -10dB bandwidth is 370 kHz while simulated bandwidth is 180
kHz. This downward shift of the resonance frequency can also be explained
the incorrect component modeling in EM simulation as explained above. The
6.8% deviation in the resonance frequency can also attributed by the tolerance
in the capacitor values. Another reason for this scenario is the inaccurate
modeling of the switch at HF band. In the simulation an ideal switch was
assumed.
The two results in Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13 act as proof of the concept that
the designed capacitive loaded inductively coupled HF ESA can be tuned
with the help of a lumped variable capacitor. The simulated value of the
variable capacitors needed to cover the mid and higher HF band is shown
in Fig. 3-14. The deviation of the simulated resonance frequency from the
measured resonant frequency decrease as the resonant frequency increases.
This is due to fact that the isolation of the monopole from the top cap provided
by the plastic plate and air gap increases as the frequency increases. From Fig.
3-14 it can be concluded that the proposed ESA can be made to resonate from
mid to high HF bands with the help of tuning capacitors from 10 pF upto 470
pF. These capacitance values can be achieved by cheap ceramic capacitors.
3.4.6.2 Radiation Pattern
Fig. 3-15a and Fig. 3-15b show the simulated radiation pattern of the HF
ESA which is similar to that of a quarter wave monopole. To avoid reflections
from the ionosphere one desires a deep null directly above the antenna and
maximum gain in the azimuth plane. Hence the radiation pattern of the
proposed HF ESA is satisfactory.
3.4.6.3 Radiation Efficiency
The radiation efficiency is the most critical performance parameter for an ESA.
The radiation efficiency calculated from the field simulator for the proposed
HF ESA was 88% and this was measured experimentally by Wheeler cap
method [106], [122], [123].
In Wheeler cap method a highly conductive metal is placed at the so called
radiansphere [96]. Radiansphere covers the region where the field strength
from the far field and the near field is nearly equal. The metal at the radi-
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Figure 3-14: Simulated resonant frequency as function of tuning
capacitor

(a) Azimuth cut (θ = 90◦ )

(b) Horizontal cut (φ = 0◦ )

Figure 3-15: Calculated radiation pattern (dB) of the proposed HF
ESA at 10.7 MHz (FEKO).
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ansphere electrically shorts the far field from the investigated antenna. The
measured reflection coefficient is only influenced by the losses of the antenna.
The losses of the antenna consists of the ohmic losses in the antenna structure.
The radiation efficiency (ηrad ) is thus defined as
2

ηrad =

|Γ2 | − |Γ1 |

2

(3.16)

2

1 − |Γ1 |

where Γ1 is reflection coefficient without the Wheeler cap and Γ2 is the reflection coefficient with the Wheeler cap. The dimensions of the Wheeler cap
must be determined by calculating the radiansphere. The literature advocates
using the value as λ/(2π) [106], [122], [123]. This is only valid for antennas
with dimensions in order that of a monopole and is not valid for ESA. Fig.
3-16 shows the near field radiation pattern of a top loaded inductively coupled
ESA and a λ/4 monopole. It is evident that due to additional capacitance
the near field decays faster as compared to a monopole. Hence the radiansphere for the proposed HF ESA will be smaller than for a monopole (λ/(2π)).

(a) λ/4 monopole

(b) Top loaded inductively coupled ESA

Figure 3-16: Normalized near field distribution of the proposed
HF ESA as compared to a resonant quarter wave
monopole at 14.5 MHz

Due to imperfect ground plane the value of the radius radiansphere can
change so a rectangular cuboid is constructed with height of 2m. The length
and width of the cap can be varied from 1m up to 2m independently (for
details on the constructed Wheeler cap please refer to Appendix D). It is not
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possible to make this big cap from pure metal so conducting metallic fence
with square mesh of size 1.4 cm by 1.4 cm was used. To verify the perfor-

Figure 3-17: The Wheeler cap can slide over each other to realize
caps of various size. Height of the cap was fixed to
2m.
mance of the fence as building material for the cap a 1:20 scaled monopole
is constructed and the measured radiation efficiency was found to be 96%
[119], [124]. Since Wheeler cap has an accuracy of ±5% the use of the fence is
justified [125]. The set up to measure ηrad is shown in Fig. 3-17. The measured
ηrad of 1:2 scaled prototype for 24 ground radials is 80% at unsclaed frequency
of 11.9 MHz [124].

3.4.7 Performance Comparison
The performance of the proposed capacitively loaded inductively coupled HF
ESA is compared with the state of the art ESA presented in section 3.3 on the
design criteria proposed in section 3.2. The Chu-Mclean limit of the antenna
for given size calculated from equation (3.15) is 25.2 and the measured Q of
the proposed antenna is 39.1 which is very close the fundamental limit. A
new parameter called the Efficiency Bandwidth Product EBP is defined which
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represents the product of radiation efficiency with the -10 dB bandwidth of
an antenna. The unit of EBP is Hz. It quantifies how efficiently an ESA radiates while being broadband matched to the line impedance. As the antenna
becomes more broadband losses increases and consequently EBP decreases.
Alternatively as the antenna gets very efficient by reducing the losses its -10
dB bandwidth also shrinks. Ideally all antenna designers aim for maximizing
the value of EBP. Table 3.2 gives the broad evaluation of the different HF ESA
on the aforementioned parameters. The double MLA owing to low efficiency
and small BW has the least EBP value. Spherical helix loaded monopole is
relatively efficient but has a poor BW when matched to 50Ω line impedance.
This results in also a relatively low EBP value of 0.05 Hz. Moreover due to
spiral arms surrounding the main radiator it exhibits poor vertical polarization
of the far field. Helical MLA is very low in efficiency and subsequently the
value of EBP is only 0.0016 Hz. It is clear from Table 3.2 that the proposed
capacitively loaded inductively coupled monopole antenna is not the smallest in size but it’s performance in terms of efficiency, tunability, bandwidth
and vertical polarization is superior than the state of the art electrically small
antennas.
Table 3.2: Performance comparison of present HF ESA designs

HF ESA
Double MLA [112]
Spherical Helix Loaded
Monopole [113]
Helical MLA [118]
Capacitive Loaded
Inductively Coupled
Monopole

Limited

-10 dB
BW(%)
0.01

Size
(kr)
0.352

Vertical
polarization
Good

EBP
(Hz)
< 0.001

50

Good

0.1

0.19

Bad

0.05

1.6

Limited

0.1

0.432

Good

0.0016

80

Good

23

0.33

Good

0.184

ηrad
(%)
<1

Tunability

3.5 Summary
State of the art antennas which try to maximize the length of radiator in a
given antenna volume have strong coupling between antenna components
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and suffer from low efficiency. As a design rule the electrical length of the
antenna is increased by a capacitive loading which keeps the physical length
small. The real part of the impedance is matched by an inductive coupling.
The proposed antenna is compact and easy to deploy in remote coastal locations and floating platforms. Operating at middle and higher HF bands
the dimensions of the antenna are small enough so that it can be concealed
from the public view. The most important aspect of the antenna is the high
efficiency and broadband matching with the line impedance. The antenna is
easily tunable with a lumped capacitor.
The value measured Q of the proposed antenna is 39.1 which is also very
close the fundamental limit. The proposed antenna has a lower Q value since
the main radiator is not surrounded by conducting metal so there is no mutual
coupling. As a result it has higher radiation efficiency and wider bandwidth.
The efficiency bandwidth product of the proposed antenna is nearly 4 times
better than the any other HF ESA in the open literature.
All the above properties makes this antenna ideal for both coastal and mobile
HF SWR applications.
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4

First and Second Order Sea Clutter
Suppression

From the past chapters we understand that the nature of backscattered clutter
signal of HF radar is significantly different from that of typical microwave
radar in most regions of the range Doppler map. At HF band the sea clutter
power dominates over the internal receiver noise and the clutter has a characteristic behaviour. In a fully developed sea the waves having wavelength
equal to half the radar wavelength corresponds to a strong Bragg backscatter.
Since the velocity of a gravity wave depends on its wavelength hence the
Bragg backscattered signal corresponds to a specific Doppler frequency which
shifts on changing the radar wavelength. When the target velocity is close to
the sea waves causing the Bragg backscattering of the radar signal then sea
clutter can easily mask the target. This has been the a major drawback that
has limited the adoption of HF SWR in the field of coastal surveillance.
This chapter explains the key aspects in designing sea clutter suppression
techniques in HF SWR. Firstly in section 4.1 we will understand the basic
requirements of an desirable sea clutter suppression schema. Based on these
requirements we will analyze the state of art clutter reduction algorithm which
proposes to filter out the Bragg lines adaptively in the space, time and azimuth
domain. We will understand how the spectral and statistical nature of sea
clutter limit the application of such an algorithm in HF SWR. Moreover in
its attempt to suppress the first order Bragg clutter this clutter suppression
algorithm also end up attenuating the target signal within the Bragg lines
as well, hence detection of targets within the first order clutter is not enhanced.
In section 4.3 a novel clutter suppression scheme is proposed which estimates the sea clutter signal with the help of an auxiliary spatial window called
as Estimator Beam (EB). The signal from EB is coherently subtracted from
the received signal which results in higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). This
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schema is applied to a 16 element receiver array of a coastal HF Surface Wave
Radar (SWR) system and the measurement results are also presented. Section
4.4 briefly summaries the chapter.

4.1 Desirable Sea Clutter Suppression
Before we analyze the state of the art clutter suppression techniques it is important to understand the basic performance requirements from an desirable
clutter suppression scheme. This will help us appreciate the bottlenecks in the
design of such a signal processing algorithm. These bottlenecks will lead to
some basic design rules following which we will propose a novel sea clutter
suppression algorithm. The performance requirements demanded from an
ideal sea clutter suppression algorithm can be enumerates as follows
1. Target selectivity: It means that the suppression algorithm should always suppress the clutter signal from the received sum of both target
and the clutter. This will always result in an increase in the Signal to
Clutter Ratio (SCR). Since HF SWR is external noise (sea clutter) limited
so an increase in SCR corresponds to an increase in Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR). Target selectivity is one of the most critical performance
parameter for any clutter suppression algorithm.
2. Clutter non-selectivity: The suppression of the sea clutter signal must
be uniform across all the range, Doppler and azimuth cells. We saw in
section 2.2 that sea clutter consists of first and second order backscatter
separated in the Doppler domain. Ideal suppression will result in equal
gain in SCR in both the regions.
3. Computational cost: The clutter suppression algorithm should not add
too much computational complexity in the HF SWR. Added computational cost will result in slower update of the detection list. This makes
tracking of a target erroneous and especially for fast moving target it
can give high value of false alarms.
4. Capability for moving HFSWR: Ideally the performance of clutter suppression algorithm must be similar for shore based HF SWR and mobile
HF SWR. This makes the system more flexible and easy to implement.
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The maximum velocity of the sea waves in a fully developed sea is equal to
the maximum velocity of the wind. Hence in HF SWR (coastal or on moving
platform) the clutter signal has a considerable velocity relative to the radar
platform. Radar engineers in the last decade have equated this scenario to
the Moving Target Indicator (MTI) and other airborne radar systems where
the ground clutter also has a relative velocity as seen from the radar platform
[126], [127]. Thus, many clutter suppression techniques developed in such
airborne radar systems have been adapted for the HF SWR. In this section
we will evaluate and compare one popular approach on the requirement
presented in the section 4.1.

4.2.1 Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP)
A moving target can be efficiently detected by joint exploitation of multiple
parallel digitized receiving channels and several transmitted waveform. For
realistic scenarios where the interference environment is unknown the data
samples have to be combined adaptively leading to a framework known as
Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) [128], [129].

Figure 4-1: Principle of STAP filtering [128].
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Fig.4-1 uses the angle-Doppler space to illustrate the advantage of spacetime processing. The clutter spectral power for a fast moving aircraft with
side looking radar is plotted over the cosine of the look direction(ψL ) and
the Doppler frequency. A target at a specific angle and traveling at a specific
velocity (corresponding to a specific Doppler frequency) occupies a single
point in this space plane.
Conventional temporal processing means that the projection of the clutter
spectrum on the Doppler axis is canceled by an inverse FIR filter marked
as inverse temporal clutter filter in Fig. 4-1. The zeros of this clutter filter
are determined by the projection of the clutter beam which is the Doppler
response of the transmit beam. As it is seen in Fig. 4-1 such a filter attenuates
the slow targets since they fall in the stop band. Conventionally for spatial
processing, as used in jammer nulling, the clutter spectrum is projected onto
the cos(ψL ) axis. Then an inverse filter is applied marked as inverse spatial
clutter filter in Fig. 4-1. This inverse spatial filter has a very broad stop band
in the look direction of the radar. So as seen from Fig. in Fig. 4-1 fast targets
fall into the clutter notch and are subsequently suppressed.
It can be observed from Fig. 4-1 that the clutter, due to the motion of the
platform, occupies a small ridge in this 2D space. A clutter patch in front
of the moving aircraft has the highest Doppler shift while at broadside has
zero Doppler. The clutter spectrum is filtered by the two way beam pattern.
As shown in the figure that the space-time clutter filter has a narrow notch
so that both fast and slow targets fall into the passband while clutter always
falls in the stop band. Hence in case of airborne radar STAP outperforms
conventional spatial and temporal processing in terms of target selectivity and
clutter non-selectivity.
Let there be a radar system with N antenna elements which receives signals from targets and clutter. Snapshots of the measured data collected at
J successive time intervals give rise to the JN × 1 spatio-temporal complex
matrix of the received radar data. To generate the space-time clutter notch
filter as shown in Fig. 4-1 this matrix is multiplied by a weighting vector
Wstap . To calculate the values of Wstap one of the basic requirement is the
knowledge of spectral and statistical characteristics of the clutter signal. However, this knowledge is seldom available in practice and the unknown spectral
characteristic of the clutter corresponds to the the measured spatio-temporal
covariance matrix of a the JN × 1 data consisting only of clutter. Additionally
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the statistical characteristic can be either Gaussian or non-Gaussian.
Following the above model Lesturgie in 2003 presented simulation results
in which STAP was used to suppress first order Bragg sea clutter and to enhance target detection in shipborne HF SWR [130], [112]. A linear array of 8
monopole antenna was installed on the broadside of the ship. Each antenna
was 5 m long and carrier frequency was set to 15 MHz. The Coherent Integration Time (CIT) was 500 ms and 9 data sets each equal to CIT were used
to construct the spatio-temporal matrix. To calculate Wstap it was assumed
that the sea clutter is non correlated along range and Doppler domain. It was
also assumed that it has Gaussian probability density function. In author’s
opinion the clutter suppression achieved is limited.
The use of STAP in HF SWR is not as straightforward because of the special nature of sea clutter. The azimuth Doppler response of only the first order
Bragg clutter for a stationary HF SWR system is shown in Fig. 4-2 when wind
is blowing from boresight. The wind speed is 5.14 m/s, operating frequency of
HF SWR is 15 MHz with bandwidth of 100 KHz. The power spectra shown in
the figure was simulated by MATLAB using algorithm explained in section 2.2
for a 8 element linear array with Hamming window in the spatial (azimuth)
and temporal (range Doppler) domain. When the look angle is at the boresight
(ψL =0◦ ) then all the reflection is from the waves coming towards the radar
so it is seen in Fig. 4-2 that there is only negative Bragg line. Similarly when
ψL =90◦ (perpendicular to the direction of wind) then both the Bragg lines are
equally strong since the energy contained in the sea waves coming towards
the radar is same to the energy in the sea waves away from the radar. It is
easy to appreciate the difference in the nature of sea clutter from the ground
clutter in airborne domain by comparing Fig. 4-1 with Fig. 4-2. The white
line marked by in Fig. 4-2 refers to the notch created by the space-time clutter
filter along the azimuth Doppler diagonal in Fig. 4-1 to effectively suppress
the clutter. It is evident from Fig. 4-2 that this filter will not be effective in
suppressing sea clutter in the scenario when the HF SWR is at rest.
To have a fair comparison with the airborne system Lesturgie used a simple model for modeling sea clutter for a platform with a translation motion
with antenna array phase displacement by roll as explained in Fig.4-3. The
model was derived from intuitive approach so the modeled sea clutter does
not match the measured sea clutter power spectra on a moving platform. The
experiments to obtain measured sea clutter by an antenna array on a moving
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Figure 4-2: Simulated Azimuth Doppler response of first order sea
clutter with no platform motion, wind blowing from
boresight. The bold white line represents the plane of
STAP filter.

platform were conducted recently by groups working in China [131], [132],
Canada [133] and France [130].
A comprehensive first order sea clutter model when the transmitting antenna is at rest and the receiving antenna on a moving platform with pitch and
roll was developed by Walsh in 2010. It is the latest and the most sophisticated
model which assumes that the sway movement of the platform is responsible
for the modulation in the sea clutter power spectra. Translation motion just
adds an extra Doppler shift to the spectra as explained by Lesturgie. A general
expression which models the electric field corresponding to the bistatic first
order sea backscatter was derived by Walsh in [134]. This expression consists
of a two-dimensional spatial convolution which was reduced to an integral
form. The sea surface is described by a Fourier series whose coefficients are
zero-mean Gaussian random variables, and from there the analysis limits
itself only for the first order backscatter case. The receiver system consists of a
infinitesimal small vertically polarized dipole antenna on a floating platform.
The integrals are taken to the time domain and the resulting first order sea
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Figure 4-3: Schematic representation of the platform with translation speed, pitch and roll.

clutter radar cross section is found to consist of Bessel functions. These Bessel
function arise due to the phase modulation of the received sea clutter signal
due to the pitch and roll. This modulation of the first order of sea clutter
predicted by the simulation results are supported by the measurement results
from the groups in China, France and Canada. As mentioned in section 2.2
that simulations can not accurately model sea clutter signal because of so
many unknowns influencing the roughness and motion of the sea surface. It is
worthwhile to mention that to the best of the author’s knowledge this model
is the one which yields closest results of sea clutter to the measured results on
a moving platform.
A fair evaluation of STAP with the aforementioned sea clutter model has
not been presented in literature yet. The model by Walsh was used to model
the pitch and roll of the platform while the model by Lesturgie was used to
model translation motion. The evaluation of STAP for HF SWR on moving
platform using model of sea clutter verified by experimental results is new.
This evaluation is presented below.
The two dimensional azimuth Doppler response of the first order sea clutter
for platform moving at 20 m/s with sway frequency of 0.261 Hz and amplitude of 0.177 m in the angular sector from 0◦ to 180◦ with reference to the
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boresight of the platform (please refer to Fig. 4-3) for various direction of wind
(θw ) is shown in Fig. 4-4. All the other simulation parameters are similar to
the ones used to generate Fig. 4-2. The additional lines are caused due to the
platform’s pitch and roll modeled by Bessel functions. The oblique shaping of
the sea clutter in the spatio temporal domain is caused due to the translation
motion of the platform. The difference in the clutter characteristics from a
moving platform in HF SWR as compared to airborne radar can be estimated
by the contrast in Fig.4-1 and Fig. 4-4 where sea clutter is not limited to a
narrow ridge so the proposed notch filtering will not be effective.
This is very different to the spectral response expected by Lesturgie in his
paper following from his simple model. Following from the above understanding of the nature of sea clutter the major challenges which impede the efficient
use of STAP (directly adapted from airborne domain in HFSWR scenario) can
be succinctly enlisted as:
• Spectral Incompatibility: From the spectral azimuth Doppler response
of sea clutter from a moving platform (Fig. 4-4) it can be seen that a sea
clutter is not along a single thin ridge. There are many clutter lines and
the spatio temporal bandwidth of these lines is significant. The standard
STAP filter creates only one notch filter so most of the clutter signal will
remain unfiltered. This means that the standard STAP filtering will have
very poor clutter non-selectivity.
Due to the large spatio temporal bandwidth of the clutter spectra there
is a high probability that a target is hiding within the clutter lines. If
a filter cuts out the clutter lines it inevitably removes targets which lie
within the clutter lines. It is highly desirable that the clutter suppression
scheme should never remove prospective targets from the signal. It is
also evident that the strength of the clutter signal along the lines varies
significantly. Consider a target echo in Fig. 4-4a located on boresight
(cos(ψ)=0◦ )and with Doppler frequency equal to the Bragg frequency
(fB ). The standard STAP filter will adaptively estimate the slope of the
clutter ridge corresponding to the negative Bragg line and create a sharp
notch filter along this ridge. This will suppress this target which would
otherwise be easily detected. Hence the STAP filter which is directly
adopted from airborne domain will have insufficient target selectivity.
Another important aspect of sea clutter which remain un-addressed is
the strong dependence of sea clutter spectra on wind direction. In a
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Figure 4-4: Azimuth Doppler response of normalized first order
sea clutter RCS (dB) on platform with translation speed
= 20 m/sec, sway frequency = 0.261 Hz and sway amplitude = 0.177m for various wind direction, θw .

scenario where a platform is changing directions relatively fast with
respect to the direction of wind the filter predicted by STAP algorithm
will be sub optimum with a high chances of suppressing the targets
signals.
• Statistical Incompatibility: The probability density function of clutter
in airborne radar is assumed to be Gaussian. In adoption of the methods for optimum estimation of Wstap from the airborne radar Lesturgie
assumes that the first order sea clutter is a random Gaussian process
and there exists no correlation between the negative and positive Bragg
backscatter. He refers that these two assumptions have not been verified
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experimentally. From initial analysis the it has been verified that the sea
clutter is not a Gaussian process [135], [136]. It is a compounded Gaussian process with zero mean and its variance changes with the Doppler
bin. The dependence of the variance on the Doppler bin is not fully understood yet. The correlation between the positive and negative Bragg
backscatter is well known in the field of oceanography. Oceanographers
have been using it for remote measurement of wind direction using HF
radars [91]. Moreover the correlation between the wind direction and
the two bragg lines can also be seen in Fig.4-4. Hence the unknown
statistical nature of sea clutter makes adoption of STAP from airborne to
HF SWR ineffective.
• Implementation Challenges: STAP requires to estimate the clutter signal by calculating the clutter covariance matrix from training data which
is only populated by the sea clutter signal. This is not possible in HF
SWR since even a small power signal propagates to large distances and
the backscatter return always has a lot of target echoes.
From the aforementioned reasons it can be concluded that it is very difficult
to design an efficient STAP algorithm to suppress sea clutter signal. The
spectral nature of sea clutter and its strong dependence on wind angle makes
it difficult to design the appropriate filters. It is proven that unlike in airborne
domain the sea clutter is compound Gaussian random process with zero mean
and variable variance. Hence estimation of Wstap is not trivial and through
analysis of the statistical nature of sea clutter is needed. Another bottleneck to
be overcome is the problem of estimating noise covariance matrix by having
a training sequence which is not corrupted by target echoes. None of these
problems have been addressed in the open literature and are still open for
investigation. Until these issues are fully understood and resolved STAP for
HF SWR will remains inefficient and unsuitable.

4.2.2 Amplitude Comparison Monopulse Scheme (ACMES)
Amplitude Comparison Monopulse Estimation Scheme (ACMES) is an established technique for microwave radars for precision angle estimation and
clutter reduction by generating a notch filter in the spatial domain [137]. This
is not an adaptive approach hence does not need computational intensive
technique to estimating the beamforming weighting vectors of the receiver
array. It has evolved from an intuitive engineering technique based on the
principal of interferometry for angle estimation. The ACMES compares the
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outputs from a Flat top Beam (FB) and a Difference Beam (DB) pattern. The
FB and DB pattern for a 16 element linear receiver array with inter-element
spacing of 0.5λ is shown in Fig. 4-5. The FB output, AFB will be maximum
when the target is exactly in the look direction ψL , and the DB, ADB output
will be zero at the same time (zero squint angle assumed). The ratio of the
output sum absolute amplitude to output difference absolute amplitude is
called as monopulse ratio R [137]:
R(ψL ) =

AFB (ψL )
ADB (ψL )

(4.1)

where ADB (ψL ) and AFB (ψL ) are the absolute value of the complex output
voltage for the look angle ψL received by the DB and FB, respectively. Normalized value of R versus look angle for a point target with no background
noise scenario is plotted in Fig. 4-6. The target lies at ψ = 0◦ and a sharp peak
characterizes successful filtering of the target signal.
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Figure 4-7: Normalized value of R versus SNR simulated for a
single target in homogeneous white noise background.
Angular width ∆θtar of the target varies from 1◦ up to
5◦ .
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This approach is employed in airborne tracking radars where the signal to
noise ratio is very high. As the noise power in the system increases ACMES
starts to degrade in performance. To investigate the impact of noise and non
point target scenario on the performance of this scheme, a 16 element array
ACMES beamformer is simulated with a single target at boresight in homogeneous white background. Fig. 4-7 shows the variation of R with simulated
Signal to Noise Ratio SNR for a target of varying azimuth aspect angels. It
can be observed that the value of R decreases as the value of SNR decreases.
This is because of the noise power picked up by the DB the value of ADB in
equation (4.1) is never very small as compared to AFB and the characteristic
comb filter peak as shown in Fig. 4-6 is never achieved. Another observation
to be drawn from Fig. 4-7 is that ACMES is a very sensitive approach with
respect to a target’s angular width ∆θtar . It works well for point targets but as
the value of ∆θtar increases from 1◦ to 5◦ the value of R drops from 40 to 1.4.
The lower value of 1.4 is due to the difference in the area under the radiation
patterns in DB and FB. These are major obstacles in implementing ACMES in
HFSWR systems. The sea clutter is not white noise but has a azimuth shape
dependent on wind speed as seen from equation (2.64). To demonstrate these
limitations of ACMES in noise dominated scenario, ACMES beamforming
approach was applied to measurement data of a 16 element reciever array of a
coastal HFSWR. Fig. 4-8 shows the Range Doppler map for the receiver array
looking in boresight. It is not possible to resolve any useful signal including
Bragg lines and targets because of the noise picked up by the difference beam.
Though ACMES is not effective in HFSWR but the concept of non-adaptive
azimuth filter is very attractive since sea clutter is well defined in the azimuth
domain. In the following subsection we will propose a non adaptive clutter
scheme using azimuth filtering.

4.3 Clutter Canceller Beamformer
In this section an algorithm is proposed which dynamically estimates the sea
clutter signal with the help of an auxiliary spatial window called as Estimator
Beam, EB. The signal from EB is coherently subtracted from the received signal
which results in higher Signal to Clutter Ratio (SCR). Since the dominant noise
signals are external in nature a further increase in SCR is achieved by a nonlinear processing which greedily amplifies the strong signal while suppressing
the weaker ones. The suppression scheme is thus called Clutter Canceller
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Beamformer (CCBF) [138], [139], [140]. The basic design principle of the
CCBF will be presented in section 4.3.1. The realization and implementation
of the design will be explained in section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 will explain
the algorithm to calculate the elements weights to generate the required
beam patterns for a linear equispaced array. The measurement set up will be
described in section 4.3.4 and will include detailed description of the analog
and digital signal processing steps from the receiver antenna elements to
the generation of Range Doppler (RD) maps. Section 4.3.5 will present the
measured results and will compare them with the state of art processing.

4.3.1 Principle of Operation
Spatio temporal filtering of sea clutter as shown in 4.2 is not effective. Though
there is a good understanding of Bragg backscatter from the sea surface but
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it’s spectral bandwidth depends on the illuminated sea patch size (azimuth
width) and the position of the Bragg lines changes with changing relative
velocity between the sea patch and the radar. Fig. 4-4 proves that pitch and
roll of the radar platform can cause severe modulation in the sea echo.
In contrast it can be proven from oceanographic models that sea clutter power
spectra remain fairly well behaved in the spatial domain even when the platform’s pitch and roll induce phase modulation [134]. Section 2.2 models the
first and second order backscatter from the moving sea surface. It is evident
that for values of ω close to ωB the value of sea clutter RCS (σ̃Cij (ωj , ψ)) will
be dominated by first order sea clutter (σ̃C1ij (ωj , ψ) ) and at other frequencies
second order sea clutter (σ̃C2ij (ωj , ψ) ) will dominate. Fig. 4-9 shows the
relative variation of the first order clutter power and second order clutter
power simulated for different look angles for wind speed of 10 m/sec and
radar frequency of 10 MHz using equation (2.62). It can be observed that the
variation of the first order clutter power and second order clutter power with
look angle is very smooth in particular around the direction of wind. Fig. 4-9
proves that the spectral characteristics of sea clutter is well behaved in the
spatial domain. The first design principle of CCBF will be the suppression of
clutter signal in the spatial domain instead of the spatio-temporal domain.
The probability density function of sea clutter is not fully understood and
can vary from one region in RD map to another. To circumvent this problem
the clutter power within a given spatial beam can be estimated by an axillary
window called the Estimator Beam(EB). The design of EB ensures that the
clutter power picked up by the EB is nearly the same as in DB and FB.
It must be noted that this is a sub optimum solution, the optimum solution
would be a design of an adaptive spatial windowing function by using the
clutter covariance matrix. This is only possible after detailed understanding
of the sea clutter’s statistical properties. Even though the sea clutter’s spectral
properties have been analyzed since 1960’s the statistical properties of sea
backscatter at HF frequencies are still not fully understood. To the best of
author’s knowledge no research group is investigating sea clutter with this
view point. The proposed CCBF can be optimized when better understanding
of the statistical aspect of sea clutter is achieved.
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4.3.2 Proposed Spatial Clutter Suppression
The design of the CCBF is explained with the help of a block diagram shown
in Fig. 4-10 which has n element linear uniform receiver antenna array. The
variables r(1), r(2),..., r(n) represent the raw measured complex voltage at
each receiver element respectively and are stored in the measurement vector r.
The measurement vector can be represented as
r = rTar + rNext + rNint

(4.2)

where rTar , rNext and rNint represent the measured complex voltage from the
target, external noise and internal noise, respectively. The external noise
voltage is dominated by the sea clutter signal but also includes other external
noise sources like the ionospheric noise, man made noise, etc. Since HF SWR
is external noise limited upto ranges of 150 km, the presented beamformer is
designed on the assumption that
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Figure 4-10: Block diagram of the CCBF with an estimator beam to
generate output yCCBF for range Ri , Doppler Dj and
look angle ψL .
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(4.3)

rNext >> rNint .

The elemental complex voltage undergoes analog processing explained in
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Figure 4-11: Normalized array pattern of Difference Beam (DB),
Estimator Beam (EB) and Flat top Beam (FB) of a 16
element linear quater wavelength monopole array
with inter-element distance = 0.45λ.
later section (Fig.4-16) which is represented in Fig. 4-10 as H/W block. Here
after the complex signals are filtered in range and Doppler bins by two FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform) blocks (refer to section 4.3.4). A digital beamformer is
then used to filter the signal in the azimuth domain. So, the received voltages
from each antenna elements are weighted to simultaneously generate Nψ
beams.
The three dimensional matrix corresponding to range Ri , Doppler Dj and
look angle ψL is called as RD azimuth cube. Each cell in the RD azimuth cube
is defined by three coordinates i, j and L. Table 4.1 shows the nomenclature
of a cell in the RD azimuth cube which will be followed throughout the dissertation. The value of NR , ND , Nψ corresponds to the total number of range,
Doppler and azimuth bins respectively.
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Range Bin
Doppler Bin
Azimuth Bin

Ri
Dj
ψL

i=1, 2, ..., NR
j=1, 2, ..., ND
L=1, 2, ..., Nψ

Table 4.1: Nomenclature of a cell within the RD azimuth cube with
coordinates i, j and L.

The absolute value of the filtered received voltage from k th antenna element
is stored in respective RD matrix named as Uk of dimensions NR × ND . The
elemental voltages Uk are weighted to generate UFB , UDB and UEB as
T

(4.4)

T

(4.5)

T

(4.6)

UFB (Ri , Dj )(ψ) = wFB (ψL ) [U1 (Ri , Dj ), U2 (Ri , Dj ), . . . , Un (Ri , Dj )] ,
UDB (Ri , Dj )(ψ) = wDB (ψL ) [U1 (Ri , Dj ), U2 (Ri , Dj ), . . . , Un (Ri , Dj )] ,
UEB (Ri , Dj )(ψ) = wEB (ψL ) [U1 (Ri , Dj ), U2 (Ri , Dj ), . . . , Un (Ri , Dj )] .

where T corresponds to the transpose operation,UFB (ψL ),UDB (ψL ) and UEB (ψL )
are the output from the FB, DB and EB at look angle ψL respectively. The
weighting row vectors wFB , wDB and wEB are used to generate the FB, DB and
EB respectively. These vectors are calculated by using the algorithm described
by Orchard [141], [142] to yield a power pattern with independent control on
the side lobe level. The details of the calculation will be presented in section
4.3.3. The weights were calculated for a linear, equispaced coastal HF SWR
receiver array of 16 elements with an inter-element spacing of 0.45λ. The
patterns generated for the coastal receiver array are shown in Fig.4-11. It can
be seen that all beams have identically located nulls except for the DB which
has an additional null in the centre of the main lobe. The EB has a 3 dB dip at
the centre of its main lobe compared to the maximum of the FB. In order to
filter the external noise in the spatial domain and to avoid detection of false
targets the side lobe level has been fixed to be -40 dB.
Let the index i vary from the first range cell to the last range cell in the
matrix UFB (ψL ). Similarly let j vary across all the Doppler bins in UFB (ψL ).
For all range Doppler cells Ri Dj for a chosen look angle ψL ; yFB (ψL ), yDB (ψL )
and yEB (ψL ) vectors are normalized by the maximum voltage value across all
RD cells for the particular look angle ψL of yFB (ψL ) expressed as:
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yFB (ψL )

=

yEB (ψL )

=

yDB (ψL )

=

|UFB (ψL )|
,
max (yFB (R, D, ψL ))
|UEB (ψL )|
,
max (yFB (R, D, ψL ))
|UDB (ψL )|
,
max (yFB (R, D, ψL ))

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

The estimate of the absolute sea clutter voltage is subtracted coherently from
the FB and DB voltages as
ŷFB (Ri , Dj , ψL ) = yFB (Ri , Dj , ψL ) − yEB (Ri , Dj , ψL ),

(4.10)

ŷDB (Ri , Dj , ψL ) = yEB (Ri , Dj , ψL ) − yDB (Ri , Dj , ψL ),

(4.11)

where ŷFB (ψL ) and ŷDB (ψL ) are the RD matrices which are called the estimated
FB and estimated DB responses respectively. Since the absolute value of voltage is proportional to power, the EB is used to roughly ’estimate’ the sea
clutter power picked up by the FB and the DB. It is evident that for this simple
estimate the statistical properties of sea clutter are not needed.
The outputs from the estimated FB (ŷFB (ψL )) and estimated DB (ŷDB (ψL )) are
multiplied together to generate the output RD matrix, yL which is represented
as
y(ψL ) = ŷFB (ψL ) ŷDB (ψL ) .
(4.12)
The reason for this step of non linear processing lies in the assumption expressed by equation (4.3). Since the scenario is external noise limited one
generates an appreciable gain in the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) by the process of multiplication. The spatial response of the proposed beamformer can
be estimated by evaluating the response for a point target and a homogeneous
background (constant clutter power). Fig. 4-12 shows the variation of y in
the system for look angles from -90◦ to 90◦ with the point target located at 0◦
(boresight). This response is compared with the response of a conventional 16
element Chebychev beamformer (side lobe level = -40 dB) in the same scenario.
The areas below both graphs in Fig. 4-12 are a measure for the reduction of
clutter power by CCBF. From Fig. 4-11 it can be concluded that in the look
direction ψL = 0◦ the value of ŷFB and ŷDB are 3 dB below the output signal
yCBF of a Chebyshev beamformer. Thus, considering the case of a point target
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; 16 element array, ψL = 0◦ .

there is a loss of target signal of 6 dB in the look direction. Keeping in mind
that normalization of the curves in Fig. 4-12 has removed the offset of 6 dB,
the areas below both graphs in Fig. 4-12 are a measure for the reduction of
clutter power by the CCBF. The amount of reduction in clutter power (8.5 dB
for a homogeneous background) is significantly higher than the loss in signal
power (6dB), thus, SCR is effectively increased by 2.5 dB in the case of a point
target. However, this value is dependent on the side lobe level (SLL) chosen
for both beamformers.
It is evident that the CCBF will pick up less clutter as compared to the conventional Chebyshev beamformer since for the same number of elements it
has a more compact spatial response. The Half Power BeamWidth (HPBW) of
the proposed beamformer is ± 2.3◦ as compared to ± 4.5◦ of a conventional
Chebyshev beamformer (side lobe level = -40 dB) which are common for
coastal HF SWR [54]. The pattern of the sea clutter suppression beamformer
has two side lobes at -12 dB level whose power levels are similar to that of
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the corresponding points of the mainlobe of the Chebyshev Beamformer. The
distance between these highest side lobes is 16◦ .
0
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To demonstrate the principal of operation of CCBF a comparison is made
with Chebyshev beamformer (CBF) by implementing a synthetic target of
known Radar Cross Section (RCS) in a given range and Doppler cell populated only by white Gaussian homogeneous background clutter. Fig. 4-13
shows the normalized spatial response of CCBF, CBF and squared CBF for
a point target located at boresight (ψL =0◦ ) in white Gaussian homogeneous
background clutter level with input SCR = +5 dB. There is a significant increase in the output SCR for CCBF as compared to CBF achieved by non linear
processing and clutter cancellation by the EB. To investigate the impact of
clutter cancellation the output from the CBF was multiplied by itself. As it can
be observed the multiplication results in a much sharper azimuth beam and
lower SCR. However CCBF still has a much sharper beam with lower SCR.
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This observation is also verified with measurement data in section 4.3.5.
The spatial weighting functions (wFB ,wDB and wEB ) do not adaptively change
with time. As described in section 4.3.1 this sub-optimum solution is chosen
since the clutter statistical properties are not well defined. In future once the
statistical properties of sea clutter are known then CCBF can be optimized by
adaptively changing the shape of the EB so that it can estimate sea clutter with
minimum error.

4.3.3 Beam Pattern Synthesis
A technique for linear equispaced array which produces a beam pattern with
arbitrary sidelobe and main topography was proposed by Orchard in 1985
[141], [142]. This method requires a polynomial representation of the shape
of the pattern with all its roots on the Schelkunoff unit circle. The zeros and
poles of the roots are then iteratively adjusted to yield a sum pattern with side
lobe level independently specified.
The Array Factor (AF) of an N element equispaced linear array can be expressed mathematically as [110]
AF =

N
−1
X

In ejnkd cos θ

(4.13)

n=0

where In is the nonuniform excitation coefficient of nth radiating element, d is
the inter-element spacing, k is the wavenumber and angle θ is measured from
endfire direction. Assuming
z = ejχ = ejnkd cos θ .

(4.14)

and substituting equation (4.14) in equation (4.13) we get
AF = I0 + I1 z + I2 z 2 + ... + IN z N-1

(4.15)

which is (N − 1)th degree polynomial with N roots. Hence equation (4.15) can
be expressed as
N
−1
Y
AF = IN
(z − zn ),
(4.16)
n=0
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where zn is the nth complex root of equation (4.15). Each complex root can be
expressed as
zn = ean + jbn ,
(4.17)
where an and bn are both real. Substituting equation (4.17) in equation (4.16)
we get
N
−1
Y


2
|AF |2 = |IN |
1 − 2ean cos(χ − bn ) + e2an .
(4.18)
n=1
th

The (N − 1) root is kept fixed at zN −1 = −1. The normalized power pattern
of the array in decibels (PPat ) can be expressed as
PPat

N
−1
X

=



10 log10 1 − 2ean cos(χ − bn ) + e2an +

n=1

10 log10 [2(1 + cos(χ))] + C.

(4.19)

where the value of the constant C is fixed in such a way that the maximum
power is normalized to 0 dB. The expression in equation (4.19) is optimized
by recursively changing the position of bn and an and has been explained in
detail by Orchard in [141],[142].
As an example 11 element linear array with inter-element spacing of 0.45λ is
used to generate the FB, EB and DB. Fig. 4-14 shows the normalized power
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Figure 4-14: The power pattern (PPat (ψ)) and complex z plane for
the initial starting values of roots. The roots (◦) are
represented around the Schelkunoff unit circle.
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pattern, PPat (ψ) and the corresponding roots on the Schelkunoff unit circle for
the starting point in the optimization algorithm. For an 11 element array there
exists 10 roots which are represented in Fig. 4-14b and the corresponding nulls
can be located in Fig. 4-14a. Like any Finite Impulse Response(FIR) filter there
also exists 10 poles all located at z=0+j0.
Values of each roots is associated with one lobe (mainlobe or sidelobe) level in
PPat . The locations of each root is iteratively varied as described by Orchard
to generate the desired pattern. Interested readers are encouraged to refer to
the papers [141],[142] and [110]. This algorithm is applied to the example to
generate a Difference Beam (DB) at look angle zero (boresight). The optimized
value of roots and the corresponding PPat (ψ) is shown in Fig. 4-15a and Fig.
4-15b.
Fig. 4-15c and Fig. 4-15d show the PPat for the synthesized EB and the
corresponding locations of wn . On comparison of Fig. 4-15b with Fig. 4-15d
it is evident that the EB is produced by changing value of the real part of the
root in the DB corresponding to the azimuth of 0◦ . The value was determined
iteratively and in this example it is set to 0.225.
The power pattern of the flat beam is generated similarly and is shown in Fig.
4-15e. To generate the flat top beam the value of the real part of the root in the
DB corresponding to the azimuth of 0◦ is set to 0.455 as shown in Fig. 4-15f.

4.3.4 Measurement Set Up
The measurement data used for the analysis are from a coastal FMCW HF SWR
called WavE RAdar (WERA) system located on the North West German coast
at Wangerooge [54]. This section gives a detailed description of the analog and
digital signal processing steps from the receiver antenna elements to the CCBF.
The receiver array consists of 16 elements with inter-element spacing of 0.45λ.
The operating frequency is 12.27 MHz with a bandwidth of 100 kHz. Fig. 4-16
shows a schematic diagram of the hardware architecture in the radar receiver
system. This hardware architecture is responsible for the analog processing
of the received echoes at each antenna element. The complex voltage signal
from each receiver element is labeled from v1 to v16 . The complex signal from
each element is passed to a broadband band pass filter which filters all the HF
band. This filter rejects all the noise sources which do not lie in the HF band.
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Figure 4-16: Block Diagram of the hardware architecture of WERA
receiver for analog processing.

Next the HF signal is amplified with an low noise amplifier. In the next step
the received FM chirp is down mixed with the transmitted chirp by an Image
Reject (IR) mixer. The heart of the system is a low-noise crystal oscillator
which is used for frequency generation and master clock. This master clock
is used for Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) generation of accurate transmitted
chip in the block named as Chirp Generator. The master clock is also used as a
trigger for the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) as shown in Fig. 4-16. The
output of the IR mixer is the in phase and quadrature phase components of
the signal. The in phase component is shown in black color and is expressed
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as I(vn ). The quadrature phase component is expressed in red color as Q(vn ).
The signal is then filtered by second order analog high pass filter. This serves
two purposes. Firstly the DC component of the signal related to the direct
path from the transmitter to the receiver is removed. Secondly the strong
backscatter signal from nearly by ranges is suppressed. Then the signal is
passed to the low pass filters which filters out the higher harmonics of the
signal which are caused by the process of mixing. The final result of the
aforementioned analog processing is the beat signal which has the range and
Doppler information of the backscattering sea waves and hard targets. The
bandwidth of the beat signal is less than 1 kHz which can be digitized by a
simple, cheap and off the shelf ADC. A 32 channel sample and hold followed
by a 16 bit ADC is used to convert each I(vn ) and Q(vn ) into digital signal. In
principal it is also possible to feed the signals from the LNA to a high speed
ADC since even 1 Gsps data acquisition systems are readily available off the
shelf. The low pass and high pass filtering can implemented in the software
domain. The only big disadvantage of a totally digital receiver architecture
would be higher cost. A more detailed explanation of the hardware structure
of WERA system is presented in Appendix E.
The transmitter of WERA is very simple. Most of the WERA systems are
quasi monostatic so the output of the Chirp Generator is fed to a Digital to
Analog Converter (DAC) subsequently amplified by an power amplifier and
fed to a 4 element flood light transmitter array. The typical value of transmitted power is 4W. For a typical HF system a small ship with resonant mast has
a RCS of 20 dBsm. The power received by a typical coastal WERA system
operating at 5 MHz from such a ship 50 km away from the coast is around
-100 dB.
The software architecture of a 16 channel WERA receiver is shown in Fig.
4-17. The in phase and quadrature phase signals from each antenna element
after the analog processing are combined together to generate the analog
filtered complex signal from each element. These complex signals called
as r1 , r2 , ..., r16 and are shown Fig. 4-10. In the next step these signals are
weighted by a windowing function and are filtered into different range and
Doppler bins by respective transformations. In the example shown in Fig.
4-17, rn is filtered into NR range cells and ND Doppler cells.
In the measurement set up Hamming windowing is used both in the Range
and Doppler processing chain. A single chirp was 0.26 s long with a bandwidth
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Figure 4-17: Block Diagram of the software architecture of WERA
receiver for digital processing.
of 100 KHz and NR =316. A set of 512 chirps is used for Doppler transform
(ND =512). As seen in Fig. 4-17 range Doppler transformation generates N × M
samples for each antenna element. Each of the sample is filtered in the spatial
domain by the Clutter Canceller Beamformer (CCBF) and saved in a 3 dimensional matrix with the dimensions NR × ND × Nψ called the RD Azimuth cube.
For each of the NR ND samples the look angle of the CCBF varies from -35◦ to
+35◦ in (70/(Nψ − 1)) steps.

4.3.5 Results
The measurement set up described in section 4.3.4 is used to collect and analyze 100 data sets. Each data set corresponds to a single RD Azimuth cube.
The measurement data were collected in the aforementioned setup in early
August 2010 [138], [139], [140]. From the local metrological data it was found
that during the course of measurement the wind velocity ranged from 1.5
m/s to 4 m/s. The exact direction of the wind vector relative to the radar
location is not known. The results of clutter suppression will be evaluated on
comparison with the conventional receiver software processing which consists
of a Chebyshev beamformer in place of CCBF in Fig. 4-17.
The RD map for a Chebyshev beamformer looking at ψL =-3.5◦ is shown
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in Fig. 4-18. Since this system does not employ any clutter reduction techniques hence one can observe an overwhelming clutter signal in the RD map.
The first order Bragg peak is visible around ±0.7 Hz. The RD map has been
normalized by strongest signal in the RD map and this normalization procedure has been used for all the RD maps in the dissertation. For the same data
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Figure 4-18: Power RD map for look angle ψL =-3.5◦ of a 16 element Chebyshev Beamformer (CBF). Normalization
performed by the maximum power value for given
ψL in the RD map.
set the CCBF is employed and the resulting RD map corresponding to a look
direction of ψL = −3 5◦ is presented in Fig. 4-19a. An appreciable reduction
in the general noise floor level is observable.
The reduction in the relative clutter power in the first order and second order
sea clutter is clearly visible. The reduction in the relative power levels of sea
clutter is due to the 3 beam clutter cancellation and non linear processing. It is
important to investigate the role of 3 beam clutter cancellation since it is the
central idea of the proposed beamformer. For comparison the RD map of the
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Figure 4-19: Power RD map for look angle of ψL =-3.5◦ of a 16
element CCBF. Effective increase in SNR is achieved
by non linear amplification and coherent clutter cancellation. Normalization performed by the maximum
power value for given ψL in the RD map.
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same data set processed by Chebychev beamformer followed by non linear
process of multiplication is shown in Fig. 4-19b. This implies that the difference between Fig. 4-19a and Fig. 4-19b is purely due to the clutter suppression
by FB, EB and DB respectively. It is clear that due to the clutter suppression
by EB many targets are visible in Fig. 4-19a which are not seen in Fig. 4-19b.
Due to the process of coherent subtraction Fig. 4-19a displays higher noise
levels as compared to 4-19b. One to one comparison of the two figures reveal
the functionality and importance of clutter reduction by the auxiliary EB. To
analyze the performance of the clutter suppression in more detail a set of 10
RD azimuth cells have been selected and marked in Fig. 4-18, 4-19a and 4-19b.
Cell
#

Signal
composition

YFB

YEB

YDB

YFB
/YEB

20*log[yCCBF
/max(yCCBF )]

20*log[yCBF
/max(yCBF )]

CCG
(dB)

1

Ext. Noise

1.19
x 10−3

1.15
x 10−3

1.14
x 10−3

1.27

-124.31

-57.2

-9.91

0.162

0.1048

0.0461

1.55

-30.15

-28.05

25.95

0.063

0.0341

0.0059

1.85

-42.45

-25.17

7.89

0.8468

0.6434

0.4971

1.32

-11.19

-18.39

25.59

0.3071

0.2148

0.1844

1.43

-31.71

-9.57

-12.58

0.4142

0.2679

0.1646

1.54

-17.18

-10.26

3.34

0.2010

0.1144

0.0532

1.75

-26.18

-16.63

7.08

0.2213

0.1446

0.0723

1.53

-26.18

-12.34

-1.11

0.4352

0.3369

0.2638

1.29

-23.53

-19.42

15.31

0.1991

0.1599

0.1265

1.24

-38.34

-26.96

15.58

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Target+
Ext. Noise
Target+
Ext. Noise
Target+
Ext. Noise
1st Bragg
Target +
1st Bragg
Target +
1st Bragg
Target +
1st Bragg
Target +
2nd Bragg
Target +
2nd Bragg

Table 4.2: Comparison of CCBF with CBB in various regions of RD
bin populated by target power (Target), external noise
(Ext. Noise), first order sea clutter power (1st Bragg) and
second order sea clutter power (2nd Bragg)

To quantify the improvement in the relative power level only by the process of clutter cancellation by 3 beams an evaluation parameter called Clutter
Canceller Gain (CCG) is introduced. CCG (i, j, k) is defined as the increase in
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relative power value within a range, Doppler, azimuth cell only due to the
process of clutter suppression by FB, EB and DB respectively. It is calculated
as
"


2 #
yCCBF (i, j, k)
yCBF (i, j, k)
CCG(i, j, k) = 20log10
− 20log10
(4.20)
max (yCCBF )
max (yCBF )
where yCBF is the output from the Chebychev beamformer, CBF. The non
linear amplification of the CBF is represented in equation (4.20) by squaring
yCBF (i, j, k)/max(yCBF ). Hence value of CCG represents the amplification of
received signal power within a given i, j and k cell with respect to conventional CBF due to clutter cancellation by EB, DB and FB respectively. The
performance of CCBF for the selected 10 RD azimuth cells is presented in
detail in Table 4.2.
Another important performance parameter shown in Table 4.2 is the ratio
of YFB with YEB . It signifies the azimuth spreading of the power inside the
RD vector. For a point target which lies exactly in the look direction of the
FB, DB and EB the value of YFB /YEB must be 2, however from Table 4.2 it is
clear that it varies from 1.24 to 1.85. As the target misalignment from the look
angle increases the value of the YFB /YEB decreases. RD azimuth cells 3 and 7
represent targets close to the look angle of the beamformer hence the value
of YFB /YEB is close to 2. From Table 4.2 it can be seen that for all RD azimuth
cells the value of YEB always lies in between the value of YFB and YDB . This
shows that the EB is effectively estimating the power collected by FB and DB.
Moreover it is also observed that the values of YFB , YEB and YDB are always
higher than yCBF /max(yCBF ); this is due to the larger beam width of FB, EB
and DB as compared to the CBF.
Cell 1 is only populated by external noise of the HF SWR. It is clear from
the table that the CCG of this cell is -9.91 dB. This means that the external
noise is suppressed by nearly 10 dB by the coherent complex voltage subtraction of estimated clutter signal from the FB and DB. This demonstrates the core
idea behind the use of 3 beams, they are designed to result in positive CCG
for RD azimuth cells with targets and have negative CCG for cells containing
noise. One point which must be noted is that the value of CCG depends on
the relative value of YFB , YEB and YDB .
Cells 2, 3 and 4 are populated by target power and external noise. From
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Fig. 4-18 it can be concluded that Target in cell 2 is also corrupted by second
order sea clutter but has a CCG of 25.95 dB. Such high CCG is achieved even
when the target does not lie in the look direction of CCBF (YFB /YEB = 1.55).
Due to this target misalignment the ratio YDB /YFB is 0.28 which is fairly high.
On comparison of cell number 2 in Fig. 4-19a with Fig. 4-19b it is evident that
CCBF results in higher signal to surrounding clutter ratio. Target in cell 3 is
also much more prominent in RD map after CCBF processing as compared to a
CBF processing. This target lies close to the CCBF’s look angle since the value
of YFB /YEB is 1.85. Consequently the value of YDB /YFB is 0.093 which signifies
that only a small fraction of target power is picked up by the DB. The CCG is
7.89 dB which is not high owing to the fact that in the case of targets close to
look angle in homogeneous white external noise the CBF also performs well.
Target in cell 4 also has a CCG of 25.59 dB which can be explained with similar
explanation as in the case of target in cell 2.
Cell number 5 represents a RD azimuth cell only containing first order sea
clutter. Due to coherent clutter suppression by the EB it has an CCG of -12.58.
This example demonstrates that the proposed CCBF effectively suppresses
first order sea clutter power. It is interesting to note that the ratio of YFB with
YEB for first order sea clutter is 1.43 which is much higher as compared to
1.27 in cell 1 which was only populated by external noise. This is due to the
azimuth shaping of the sea clutter signal following sea clutter directional
spectrum as defined by equation (2.62) and shown in Fig. 4-9.
Cells 6, 7 and 8 exemplify regions having a target and first order sea clutter. In cell 6 there is a 3 dB CCG in the target power and is clearly visible in Fig.
4-19a. This demonstrates the ability of CCBF to suppress sea clutter within
first order Bragg line. Such suppression of sea clutter within the first order
is not possible with STAP because the notch filter suppresses the target lying
inside the first Bragg lines along with the clutter power. Target in RD Azimuth
cell 8 is much more closer to a point target and demonstrates higher CCG of
7.08 dB. However CCBF can sometimes lead to slight loss of CCG as shown in
cell 8. The value of the ratio YFB /YEB and YEB /YDB is 1.53 and 2 respectively.
This is because the target does not lie in the null of the DB hence DB picks
up significant power. This leads to a low value of ŶDB and consequently a
lower CCG. Hence in cell 8 due to target misalignment from the look angle
the beamforming algorithms mistakes the target inside the cell as sea clutter
and consequently suppresses the target power.
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Cells 9 and 10 are populated by very smeared targets and second order sea
clutter power. After CCBF processing both of them have CCG of 15 dB. Hence
CCBF reduces the target smearing is considerably. On comparing Fig. 4-19a
with Fig. 4-18 and Fig. 4-19b it can be concluded that both the targets look
more sharp and discreet in the RD power map hence making them easier to
detect.
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Figure 4-20: Comparison of the sorted power level of the RD bins
across all look angles for 16 element CCBF and Cbebyshev beamformer.

Fig. 4-20 shows the increase in SNR across all the RD bins. The abscissa
depicts the RD samples across all look angles sorted in descending order of
their power level and consequently normalized to the maximum value of
CCBF and Chebyshev beamformer respectively. The normalized power is
plotted on the ordinate. Evidently the dynamic range of the power levels has
increased in the case of CCBF. Mostly the strong power signals are assumed to
be targets and it is clear that there is a significant increase in the SCR across the
RD map. The increase in the dynamic range is not only due to multiplication
but also due to clutter suppression.
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4.3.5.1 Evaluation of CCBF
This subsection focuses on the evaluation of the Clutter Canceller BeamFormer
(CCBF). Any dislocation of the elements of the antenna array or presence of
an objects in the near field of the array leads to distortion of the antenna
pattern. This signifies the importance to study the importance of evaluating
the robustness of CCBF. To study the distortion simulation are first performed
from the array factor ignoring the mutual coupling between elements (by
MATLAB). Then the results are compared by considering inter element coupling via an EM solver (by FEKO). The CCBF and CBF will be compared for
this scenario. Later on the performance of CCBF will be compared to CBF
in various Signal to Clutter, SCR scenarios to evaluate the robustness of the
proposed beamformer in high noise environment.
The first scenario to investigate is the two dimensional (2D) displacement
of elements which belong to the 16 element reciever array in WERA described
in detail in section 4.3.4 [143]. The inter element spacing is d = 0.5λ but a displacement of antenna elements inevitably leads to shorter distances between
some elements which results in stronger inter element coupling. Nevertheless,
the element coupling is neglected in the analytical evaluation using the array
factor. Therefore, a simulation with FEKO is performed and compared to the
results provided using MATLAB. The outcome for the distorted CCBF is compared to that of the distorted CBF. The side lobe level of the undistorted array
is set to -40 dB as shown in Fig. 4-11. An antenna array with one displaced
element is illustrated in Fig. 4-21. The first element of the array at x = 0 and
y = 0 is the origin of the coordinate system. The x-axis corresponds to endfire
and the y-axis to broadside direction. As reference for each displaced element
we use its original position. The offset in x-direction is termed ∆x and the one
in y-direction accordingly ∆y. A displacement of one or more elements of a
coastal array can be caused by the shape of the terrain. The designated position for the element might not be available due to multiple practical reasons
on the installation site. The Fig. 4-21 shows a plane wavefront of a far field
arriving at the antenna array at an angle θ. Table 4.3 shows the offsets ∆x and
∆y of the individual elements of the antenna array. The offsets are normalized
to a thousandth of the wavelength. A Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation of λ/16 has been used to calculate those values [143].
Fig. 4-22 depicts the impact of that displacement for the DB, EB, FB and the
CBF. The look angle is chosen as ψL = 0◦ . It can be stated that the sidelobe
level which is set to -40 dB for all four beams increased significantly. In the
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Figure 4-21: Top view of 16 element antenna array containing one
displaced element.

Element
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Offset ∆x
(λ/1000)
0
-30.8
-11.3
2.9
-4.0
38.2
6.8
113.4
19.5
112.8
-45.2
32.9
-16.3
37.5
37.1
-136.6

Offset ∆x
(λ/1000)
0
-82.9
-90.1
25.1
91.9
-20.4
50.8
34.1
-65.7
24.8
-47.0
94.8
-2.0
102.2
-26.6
36.8

Table 4.3: Relative offset of antenna element
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given displacement scenario EB and FB seem to be more susceptible for distortions since their sidelobes reach the highest values with -15 dB. But also
the DB and CBF are severely distorted. The DB has a side lobe level of about
-18 dB and the CBF of approximately -20 dB. Moreover, the main lobes of the
DB, EB and FB are also distorted. In case of the DB and EB, the left main
lobe dropped off to lower values which are -1.7 dB and -0.5 dB respectively.
The center of the main lobe of the estimator beam is also slightly suppressed.
It is normally the 3 dB dip but has now a value of -3.5 dB. This leads to a
mildly higher loss of target signal. From the three patterns of the DB, EB and
0
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Figure 4-22: Distorted antenna pattern of DB, EB and FB of CCBF
in comparison to CBF (SLL = −40dB); 16 element
monopole array with inter element spacing d = 0.5λ
whose elements are displaced in two dimensions; look
angle ψL = 0◦ ; analytical result with MATLAB.
FB the CCBF array factor pattern can be calculated neglecting the element
coupling (by MATLAB). Corresponding radiation pattern is displayed in Fig.
4-23. Additionally the radiation pattern calculated by the EM solver FEKO
incorporating the mutual element coupling is also shown. It can be observed
that the side lobe level of the CCBF is lower than the one of the CBF even
when element coupling is taken into consideration.
At first, we compare the results generated by array factor without element
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Figure 4-23: Distorted antenna pattern of CCBF in comparison
to CBF (SLL = −40dB); 16 element monopole array
with inter element spacing d = 0.5λ; look angle
ψL = 0◦ ; simulated results achieved by neglecting (MATLAB) and considering (FEKO) element coupling,respectively.

coupling achieved by MATLAB. As mentioned before, the CBF has a side
lobe level of about -20 dB which is high compared to -40 dB of the CCBF. The
shape of the main lobe of the CCBF is not distorted but its characteristic two
high sidelobes have different level now with -13.2 dB and -9 dB respectively.
In comparison to the undistorted beamformer, the Half Power Beamwidth
(HPBW) of the CCBF increased a little bit from 4.8◦ to 5.0◦ . For the CBF the
HPBW is lower with 8.6◦ compared to the former 9.0◦ . At least for the MATLAB result, the distortion seems to have a positive influence on the beamwidth
of the CBF. Nevertheless, the main lobe of the CBF is clearly broader than the
one of the CCBF. The SCR enhancement has a value of 2.54 dB which is even
higher than for an undistorted pattern considering a point target. We see
that the average sidelobe level of displaced bemformer is higher. Comparing
these results with the curves in Fig. 4-12 it is evident, that qualitatively the
antenna pattern distortion caused by element displacement does affect the
CCB no more than the Chebyshev beamformer. The Half Power Beamwidth
(HPBW) of the former is increased from 4.8◦ to 5.5◦ and for the latter from
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9.0◦ to 9.5◦ . The side lobe level of the CCB - with the exception of both close
by sidelobes - is still significantly (more than 10 dB) lower than that for the
Chebyshev beamformer. Considering a point target the increase of SCR still
remains high at a high value of 2.55 dB.
As a last point for this scenario, we set our focus on the half power beamwidth
and the clutter suppression of CCBF and CBF. Both are determined in dependence of the look angle ψL by using MATLAB. As the ψL changes the
performance of a beamformer radiation pattern starts to degrade, Fig. 4-24
compares the degradation of CCBF with CBF. It is evident that for look angles
up to ±45◦ CCBF main beam remains much narrower than for a CBF. The
narrow resolution corresponds to better azimuth estimation of targets. The
-3dB beamwidth of CCBF is 4.8◦ which is equivalent to a linear array of 30
elements each spaced half a wavelength away and weightd by CBF of side
lobe level of -40 dB. Clutter suppression is represented by the enhancement of
the signal to clutter ratio for a point target in homogeneous noise background
scenario. For the misaligned antenna array these parameters as a function of
the look angle 0◦ ≤ ψL ≤ 40◦ are depicted in Fig. 4-24 [143].
As mentioned before, for a look angle of 0◦ the HPBW of the CCBF and
CBF are 8.6◦ and 5.0◦ , respectively. For larger look angles the HPBW increases
for both beamformers. The broadening of the main lobe for the CCBF is
slightly less than for the CBF. The HPBW reaches a value of 7.7◦ at a look angle
of ψL = 40◦ in case of the CCBF. At this look angle the HPBW of CBF is 11.6◦ .
Since the width of the main lobe of the CCBF is significantly smaller across
all look angles, its selectivity for target is better than that of the CBF. As the
results show, this ability remains for an antenna array that contains displaced
elements. Another advantage of the clutter canceller beamformer is the increase of SCR in comparison to the Chebyshev beamformer. As we can see in
Fig. 4-24, the SCR enhancement of the non distorted antenna patterns has an
almost constant value of 2.48 dB for all look angles ψL . The SCR enhancement
of the misaligned antenna array has higher values than the undistorted case up
to a look angle of 20◦ . Its maximum is at a look angle ψL = 7.5◦ with a value
of 2.57 dB. That the maximum does not occur at ψL = 0◦ has to be explained
by the chosen configuration of displacement. For other displacements it might
be at another look angle or at boresight, as expected. After its maximum the
SCR enhancement decreases slightly for larger look angles. It is 2.33 dB for a
look angle of 40◦ .
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BF
BF

Figure 4-24: Impact of look angle ψL on HPBW of CCBF and CBF
(displaced elements) and on clutter suppression for
misaligned and aligned 16 element antenna array;
analytical result with MATLAB.

Finally, we can note that the two dimensional displacement of the elements
of an antenna array does have an impact on the antenna pattern of the CBF
and CCBF. In case of the FEKO simulation, the sidelobe levels as well as the
half power beamwidth increases for both beamformers. In particular, the side
lobe level have significantly higher values for the distorted patterns than for
undistorted patterns. The sidelobes of the DB, EB and FB have nearly the
same level as the sidelobes of the CBF. However, the side lobe level of the
resulting CCBF is more than 15 dB lower than the one of the CBF. In addition,
the HPBW of the CCBF has a much smaller width than the CBF. This has also
been proven for increasing look angles. The SCR enhancement of the CCBF is
higher than 2.33 dB for 0◦ ≤ ψL ≤ 40◦ . The CCBF is more resistant to distortions due to displacement than the CBF. This can have different reasons. At
first, the undistorted CCBF’s side lobe level are much lower than the those of
the CBF. Hence they are still lower for the distorted pattern. Additionally, the
calculation of the CCBF might have a positive influence on its resistance. Since
the DB, EB and FB are all distorted by the 2D displacement, their combination
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Figure 4-25: Comparison of the HPBW for different SCR for 16
element CCBF and Cbebyshev beamformer. ψL = 0◦ .

(subtraction) could reduce the negative impact of the distortion. To conclude,
it could be shown that the CCBF provides better properties for spatial filtering
than the conventional CBF for a misaligned antenna array.
In the last part of the section we will investigate the impact of clutter noise on
the CCBF performance [143]. Fig. 4-25 shows the degradation of CCBF in high
SCR scenario as compared to Chebyshev beamformer in terms of HPBW. For
any beamformer targets having higher SCR would have azimuth resolution
as calculated by the array factor. This is due to the fact that clutter power
picked up by the main lobe and side lobes is negligible as compared to the
target power. But as the target RCS decreases, the SCR decreases (since the
clutter power remains the same) and the -3 dB azimuth resolution degrades.
A beamformer with a narrower main beam will pick up less clutter power
and consequently such a beamformer will be more robust against lower SCR
scenarios. This is clearly visible in Fig. 4-25 where a 16 element Chebyshev
beamformer degrades significantly as the SCR decreases. For SCR less than 0
dB the HPBW increases from 10◦ to upto 18◦ for SCR = -7dB. If a target has an
SCR of -8 dB or less then Chebyshev beamformer is not able to resolve such a
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target since HPBW does not exist. On the other hand CCBF performs much
better and has a constant HPBW upto SCR value of -6dB. In a scenario with
a RD bin with target of SCR less than -10 dB then HPBW cease to exist and
the CCBF can no longer resolve the target. The most important conclusion
that can be inferred is the fact that CCBF performs more uniformly in low and
high SCR scenario so the angular resolution of targets will be less affected.

4.4 Summary and Notes
Temporal spectra and statistical properties of sea clutter for HF SWR are much
harder to estimate than in the case of ground clutter in airborne radar. It does
not lie on a narrow ridge in the spatio temporal domain so a single notch
filter as in the case of airborne STAP will not not be effective. In the case of
platform motion the clutter signal is highly modulated due to the pitch and
roll of the platform. So additional first order peaks are observed which makes
the concept of STAP incompatible in HF SWR.
The azimuth distribution of sea clutter is better behaved as compared to
the spatial spectra hence an adaptive azimuth processing will generate optimum clutter suppression methodology. To design a beamformer which
adaptively minimizes the sea clutter power requires the pre-knowledge of
the statistical nature of sea clutter. To the best of author’s knowledge the
statistical nature of the HF backscatter of sea waves in HF SWR for stationary
and mobile platforms is not fully modeled. As a result a sub optimum solution
is presented which uses a non adaptive axillary beam to estimate the clutter
signal. With the help of measurement data it is proven that sea clutter power
and external noise level in a HF SWR can be reduced by coherently subtraction of the estimated noise signal from the received signal. This estimation of
noise signal is achieved by the help of an auxiliary estimator beam. Further
SNR increment can be achieved by non linear process of multiplication of the
estimated flat beam signal with the estimated difference beam signal. This also
results in a smaller HPBW of 4.6◦ for a 16 element linear uniform array which
results in absence of many ghost targets which appear in RD map generated
by the state of art Chebyshev beamformer, CBF.
The proposed CCBF is more robust to array distortion. It is shown that the
proposed CCBF shows lesser degradation with decreasing SNR as compared
to CBF. Moreover smallest target which can be spatially resolved by CCBF
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has a RCS of -10 dBsm which in case of CBF is -8 dBsm. The degradation in
the HPBW when the beamformer is steered to large angles (|ψL | > 30◦ ) is also
less in case of CCBF than conventional CBF. Assuming ideal antenna patterns
for the Flat Top Beam, Difference Beam and Estimator Beam, a homogeneous
background and a point target an enhancement in SCR of 2.48 dB as compared
to conventional 16 element Chebyshev beamformer (SLL=-40 dB) has been
demonstrated over a wide scan angle of ψL ± 40◦ . When introducing significant pattern distortion by misplacing antenna elements or adding a reradiator
in the vicinity of the array only very little impact on clutter cancellation has
been observed. HPBW of CCBF increases slightly less with rising scan angle
as compared to Chebyshev beamformer. The robustness of the CCBF is based
on the fact that relative distortion of the 3 beams is less pronounced than the
distortion of the beam formed by Chebyshev beamformer.
Suppression of first order sea clutter is novel in the field of HF SWR processing. Though the proposed scheme is suboptimal it is effective and easy
to implement since it does not require to adaptively estimate the noise covariance matrix. Moreover the proposed approach is highly flexible since it
will show similar performance both on moving platform and on stationary
HFSWR systems. The proposed approach can be extended to generate the
optimal results by adaptively shaping the estimator beam so that the clutter
power in the final estimated flat top beam and estimator beam is minimized.
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One of the primary task of HF SWR is to detect a target in a RD bin which is
populated by high power sea echoes. Unlike in most radar systems which
are internally noise limited the noise is not white Gaussian. It has Rayleigh
distribution whose mean and variance depend on range and Doppler bins
respectively. Improvement in target detection over the standard detectors
can be achieved by having an adaptive detector which is well suited to such
spectral and statistical properties of sea clutter. These natural properties of
sea signal can be exploited to design a detector which is more informed about
the nature of noise around a potential target.
There has been work done in developing a specialized detection scheme
for HF SWR, like a 3D Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detection procedure
in which for each azimuth cell the adaptive threshold is chosen as the maximum of the upper confidence bound value for the power regression curve
along range and Doppler cells [144]. Such a detector is presented in section
5.1. This is the state of the art technology but has some drawbacks. This
detector makes the assumption that sea clutter power is randomly distributed
along the Doppler and azimuth axis. However in the past 4 decades radio
oceanography has developed good understanding on the nature of sea clutter
at HF band. In section 5.2 such principles will be understood and used to
design some design rules for a new detection scheme. Based on these design
rules a novel two step detector will be presented in section 5.3. This detection
scheme will be used to detect targets up to 120 km on the measured data of a
coastal HF SWR in section 5.5. This chapter concludes with a brief summary
in section 5.6.
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5.1 Regression Thresholding Detector
The absolute value of the power received in a RD azimuth cell located at range
cell i, Doppler cell j and azimuth cell L is represented as m(i, j, L). This cell is
called Cell Under Test (CUT). Detection of a target signal in this RD Azimuth
cell can be expressed by two hypotheses:
H0 : m(i, j, L) = n(i, j, L)

(5.1)

H1 : m(i, j, L) = t(i, j, L) + n(i, j, L)

(5.2)

where t(i, j, L) denotes the value of the power from the target, n(i, j, L) represents the value of the power from sea clutter and background noise. Hypothesis H0 and H1 represents the case of no target and presence of at least one
single target respectively. Each detector makes an attempt to determine one of
the two hypotheses with minimum or user defined probability of error. Let
the estimated state of the CUT is expressed by H̃.
In radar detection theory the conditional probability expressed as P(H̃ =
H1 |H1 ) is known as probability of detection. The conditional probability
P(H̃ = H1 |H0 ) is called as probability of false alarm and P(H̃ = H0 |H1 ) is
termed as probability of miss [145].
Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) is based on Neyman-Pearson criterion
where the probability of detection is maximized for a user acceptable constant probability of false alarm. For each CUT, CFAR method estimates the
noise signal in its neighbourhood and based on this estimation calculates the
threshold. The calculated threshold is compared to m(i, j, L) to determine the
presence or absence of a target.
Conventional CFAR assumes a uniform statistics of the clutter signal around
the CUT which has limited application in many radar scenarios due to the
RD heterogeneity of the clutter signal [1]. In 1983 Rohling proposed Ordered
Statistical CFAR (OS CFAR) which provided robust measure for clutter signal
having unimodal probability density function [146]. It is shown that this
method performs better than conventional CFAR in non homogeneous clutter environment and along clutter edges. However Rohling calculated the
probability of detection and false alarm by assuming the clutter power as
exponentially distributed random variable.
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As it is known from section 2.2 and section 4.2 that the clutter signal in
HF SWR is dominated by sea surface echoes whose spectral nature can vary
drastically. A detector must detect a target signal from a CUT corrupted by
varying level of first and second order sea clutter power and ionospheric noise.
Working with Rohling, Dzvonkovskaya developed a specialized CFAR detection scheme for HF SWR which has an adaptive threshold level to compensate
for varying clutter level [144], [147].
The scheme uses a conventional CFAR detector but the thresholding scheme
is based on regression analysis of power spectrum values along range and
Doppler axis hence is called Regression Thresholding Detector (RTD) [144]. To
apply RTD to a single snapshot of collected data by HF SWR, first the signals
from receiver array undergo analog and digital signal processing as shown in
Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-17. The only difference is the spatial windowing function
is not a clutter canceler beamformer as shown in Fig. 4-17 but a conventional
CBF.
The processed signals are eventually stored in a RD Azimuth cube. For a
given CUT a conventional curvilinear regression analysis is applied to the
logarithmic scaled power spectrum first along the range axis and then along
the Doppler axis. The adaptive threshold for the CUT is set as maximum
between 100 (1-α)% upper confidential bound for the range and Doppler regression curves respectively. Due to the range and Doppler filtering the target
and clutter power will be smeared over adjacent range and Doppler bins.
To account for this smearing the target is said to be detected in CUT only if
m(i, j, L) fulfills both of the following detection conditions:
m(i, j, L) > Adaptive Threshold

(5.3)

m(i, j, L) > max {m(i, j, L)}

(5.4)

1≤i≤p
1≤j≤q

where p and q are the number of range and Doppler cells that surround the
CUT within a rectangular window of p × q. Dzvonkovskaya does not define
any rule to find out the value of p and q but does stresses that importance of
both the detection rules.
WERA system was used to test the effectiveness of the RTD. The value of
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α was set to 0.05 and for regression along range and Doppler cell a 2nd order
polynomial was used to calculate the adaptive threshold. The regression
curves along range and Doppler on the measured data are shown in Fig. 5-1.
The distance between the upper confidence bound and the regression curves
is determined by the value of α. The paper does not explain why the value of
α was chosen to be 0.05 or how will it change with changing ocean state. The
value of p and q are also unknown from the paper.
RTD is the state of the art detection algorithm which is used in many coastal
HF SWR systems for littoral surveillance [148], [149], [150]. There are a few
aspect of the detector which have a scope of improvement and they can be
briefly enlisted as
• Ambiguity on Probability of False Alarm: Though RTD is defined as
CFAR with adaptive thresholding no comment on the probability of
detection or probability of false alarm achievable with this detector is
made. The reason is the unknown and varying statistical properties of
sea clutter as explained in section 4.2.1. CFAR uses Neyman-Pearson
criterion to evaluate the value of threshold which essentially needs the
probability distribution function of the noise. In the case of HF SWR this
distribution is not fully understood yet. A variable threshold without
keeping in mind the probability distribution of clutter signal will result
in variable probability of false alarm. This important shortcoming is not
addressed in any literature on RTD.
• Limited Adaptability: The threshold value of in RTD is calculated adaptively but thresholding is only one of the two step detection process involved in detection. The second step of detection expressed in equation
(5.4) is however not adaptive. This gives limited adaptability to RTD.
• Detection only in Homogeneous background: RTD is effective to detect targets only in homogeneous background because of the equation
(5.4) in detection. For example if there is a first order Bragg sea clutter
signal in the p × q window then only the targets which are stronger than
the Bragg line will be detected. This implies that it is not possible to detect targets weaker than first order Bragg sea clutter in and around Bragg
lines. The window length of RTD does not change dynamically along
the RD cells to minimize the non homogeneity in clutter estimation.
• No Oceanographic a priori knowledge: The underlying assumption in
RTD is that the clutter power is randomly distributed along the Doppler
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Figure 5-1: Example of normalized power spectrum with regression curves along (a) Range (b) Doppler [144].
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and azimuth axis. From section 2.2 it is evident that oceanographers have
a good understanding of the spectral nature of sea clutter in Doppler
and azimuth domain. This a priori knowledge of sea clutter nature is
not used in RTD which for example could have yielded a better estimate
of α to minimize the chances of false alarm.

5.2 Design Principle for Novel Two Step Detector
A new detector is proposed whose design principle is fundamentally different
than others in the respect that it assumes that the understanding of spectral
nature of backscattering of HF signal from sea waves can help in devising
a more efficient way to optimize the detection. The statistical nature of sea
clutter is not used but the spectral nature of sea clutter is employed.
Another unique property of the proposed detector is the two step detection
process. To determine if a target exists in a given CUT of the RD Azimuth
cube first the target is detected in range and Doppler domain by using the
correlation of received power in the azimuth domain across neighboring range
cells. As a second step using the a priori knowledge that a target exists in the
given range and Doppler cell a sophisticated direction of arrival algorithm
is used to estimate the target location in the azimuth domain. This leads to
a more accurate target localization than the conventional RTD which uses
beamforming to estimate target bearing.
In this section using the state of art clutter model described in section 2.2
we will derive analytically the basic design principle of a correlation detector
in the RD domain and a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) azimuth estimator. The first part of this section shows the correlation of sea clutter Radar
Cross Section (RCS) along the azimuth axis along neighboring Range Doppler
cells. The second part of this section describes how the spatial nature of sea
clutter can be used to design an azimuth estimator.

5.2.1 RD Localization
The proposed detector uses the correlation of sea clutter along azimuth across
neighboring RD cells and is termed as correlation detector. This correlation
detector can only localize a target in range and Doppler domain. To estimate
the location of target in the azimuth domain we need a azimuth estimator for
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HF SWR. For a given range and Doppler cell the variation of power along
azimuth cells is given by the vector Uij defined as


Uij = Uij1 , Uij2 , · · · , UijL , · · · , UijNψ ,
(5.5)
where Nψ is the total number of azimuth bins. The power level Uij consists of
Uij = UTar ij + UC ij + UN ij ,

(5.6)

where UTar ij , UC ij and UN ij are the respective azimuth distribution of the
absolute value of the target power, clutter power and the uncorrelated noise
power along look angles (azimuth bins) in Ri Dj . Similarly the received power
in the neighboring range Doppler cell Ui+1 j+1 will include UTar i+1 j+1 which
is the image of UTar ij . This image is caused by spilling of the target’s power
in nearby RD cells since the target does not lie in the center of Ri Dj . It can be
concluded that UTar i+1 j+1 is proportional to UTar ij as:
UTar i+1 j+1 = f1 (UTar ij )
= C UTar ij with C < 1

(5.7)
(5.8)

where the value of C depends on the relative location of the target with respect
to the center of Ri Dj and the windowing functions in the range and Doppler
domain.
From equations (2.76) and (2.77) it can be summarized that the clutter power
in Ri+1 Dj+1 is a function of clutter power in Ri Dj hence it can be concluded
that
UC i+1 j+1 = f2 (UC ij )
(5.9)
where f2 is the function defining the dependence. The theoretical model in
section 2.2 predicts a very strong dependence of first and second order sea
clutter on nearby range and Doppler bins. In the first prototype of the detector
it was assumed that this dependence can be measured by a correlation and
will be very strong (implying f2 is strictly linear). In presence of a target
signal power this correlation will cease to exist and it was assumed that this
could be the basis for an efficient detection scheme [151]. However the main
assumption in the theoretical model is the fact that the sea is fully developed.
So the sea wave height in Ri Dj and Ri+1 Dj+1 is same and defined by the maximum velocity of the wind. Due to local wind effects and random perturbation
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this assumption has limited validity in practice especially along the coastline.
Hence f2 does not represent a very strong linear dependency as predicted by
sea clutter modeling. This serves as a good example in demonstrating the
limitation of the clutter modeling.
Even though f2 does not represent a linear dependency but it is found from
measurement data that it represent some weak dependency of sea clutter on
nearby range Doppler bins. In the final version of a RD detector we use this
dependency to predict the presence of a target. Using equations (5.7) and (5.9)
it can be concluded that in presence of a target
Ui+1 j+1 = C(UTar ij ) + f2 (UC ij ) + UN i+1 j+1

(5.10)

while in absence of a target
Ui+1 j+1 = f2 (UC ij ) + UN i+1 j+1

(5.11)

In presence of a target there is an additional sum term CUTar ij , so it can be concluded that if there exists a target in Ri Dj then Ui+1 j+1 is stronger correlated
to Uij . The value of C depends on the relative location of target within the
RD cell. Consequently the performance of the detection algorithm depends
on the relative location of target within a RD cell. Let there be a target at
a range Doppler cell Ri Dj and it is assumed that there is no other target in
the adjacent range and Doppler bins. The above discussion implies that in
presence of a target in a given Ri Dj cell, the azimuth variation of power will
be more correlated across the adjacent Ri Dj cells than for a Ri Dj cell without
target [152],[153].
This forms the basis of the detection principle and can be represented mathematically as:


P M CC Uij Target , Ui+1 j+1 > P M CC Uij No Target , Ui+1 j+1
(5.12)
where P M CC is the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient. It must
be noted that though the above proof compares the correlation of Ri Dj with
Ri+1 Dj+1 but without the loss of generality it can be extended to all the RD
cells in the neighbourhood of Ri Dj . We use the property that azimuth variation
of received power for a RD cell including a target will be more correlated
across the adjacent RD cells as compared to a RD cell without a target. Unlike
conventional detectors that define guard cells to avoid errors due to target
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power spilling, the proposed scheme uses this fact as an opportunity to detect
targets which are close together or are corrupted by sea clutter. This detection
principle will enable us to fulfill the first step in detection which involves
localization of the target in a given range and Doppler bin.

5.2.2 Azimuth Localization
Making use of the correlation detector explained in section 5.2.1 the presence
of a target in a given RD cell is detected by observing the correlation of
power along the azimuth axis across neighboring RD cells. Then using the
preknowledge that a target exists in the RD cell an improved direction finding
algorithm is achieved by oceanographic knowledge based Minimum Mean
Square Error (MMSE) Estimator [154]. For MMSE algorithm an estimate of
noise within Vector Under Test (VUT) is required which is generally estimated
by covariance matrix of the noise. However the statistical properties of clutter
are not known hence empirical estimate of sea noise is made. Sea clutter is
not a purely random signal it can be concluded that for close by Doppler bins,
where ∆ω <0.1 Hz
σ̃C2j (ω1 , ψk ) ∼
= σ̃C2j (ω1 + ∆ω, ψk )

(5.13)

There is an error involved in this approximation but as ∆ω gets closer to zero
this error is minimized. Same result can be achieved for first order sea clutter
following similar derivation as
σ̃C1j (ω1 , ψk ) ∼
= σ̃C1j (ω1 + ∆ω, ψk )

(5.14)

The value of sea clutter power received in a given RD cell can be estimated
by equations (5.13) and (5.14). This estimate of sea clutter power can be used
to determine the azimuth of the target with MMSE. It must be noted that no
knowledge of the statistical properties of sea clutter is needed for this MMSE
azimuth estimator. This is a sub-optimum solution since the optimum solution
will include covariance matrix of the sea clutter signal. This sub optimum
solution can provide better azimuth estimate as compared to state of the art
beamforming approach (Chebyshev Beamformer).
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5.3 Proposed Detection Algorithm
This section will present the detection algorithm based on the observations
from the last subsections . The first step in detection is to localize a target in
a given RD domain, this is achieved by RD Correlation detector described
in section 5.3.1. If a target is detected by RD correlation detector then as
the second step its azimuth bearing is determined by Azimuth Estimator
proposed in section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 RD Correlation Detector
The data in HFSWR is processed via range Doppler processing to be filtered
into different range, Doppler and azimuth bins in a RD Azimuth cube as
shown in Fig. 4-17. Each azimuth bin corresponds to a certain look angle,
ψL = ψk (k = 1, · · · , Nψ ) of the receiver beam. A matrix z is calculated which
measures the correlation of power variation along the azimuth domain across
the neighboring range bins by calculating the PMCC values. For a given range
Ri and Doppler bin Dj , zij matrix is calculated as shown in Fig. 5-2a and
mathematically expressed as


z11 · · · z1j · · · z1ND
 ..
.. 
..
 .
.
. 



z =  zi1 · · · zij · · · ziND 
(5.15)

 .
.. 
.
.
.
 .
.
. 
zNR 1 · · · zNR j · · · zNR ND
where
zij = Fisher [PMCC (Uij , Ui+1 j )]
=

1 1 + PMCC (Uij , Ui+1 j )
ln
2 1 − PMCC (Uij , Ui+1 j )

(5.16)
(5.17)

The value of Uij is calculated from equation (5.5). PMCC measures the linear correlation between two vectors and ranges from ±1 inclusive. Since
the variance of PMCC grows smaller as it gets closer to 1, an approximate
variance stabilization transformation called Fisher transform is applied which
theoretically forces the variance of the output (zij ) to a nearly constant value
for all values of PMCC. For the Fisher transform to be effective the vectors
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-2: Block diagram for (a) z matrix calculation (b) Comparator stage (c) Threshold matrix T calculation of correlation detector which localizes the presence of a target in
a given RD cell
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Uij and Ui+1 j must have bivariate normal distribution. However sea clutter
amplitude is not strictly bivariate normal distributed so in the proposed detector even after Fisher transform the output variance is not fully stabilized. This
is another example where a good pre knowledge of the statistical properties
of sea clutter could help to optimize HF SWR processing. Assuming that the
presence of a target has to be detected in the azimuth vector corresponding
to range bin i and Doppler bin j. This vector is named as Vector Under Test
(VUT). If there is a target present in VUT then the value of zVUT (zij ) will
assumed to be higher than the threshold value Tij calculated adaptively as
shown in Fig. 5-2b. The threshold value Tij is calculated as the (win − 1)th
order statistics from the window of length win along a vector formed for each
column (corresponding to a given Doppler bin) of z matrix as shown in Fig.
5-2c. The window, win is placed symmetrically around Ri Dj . The value of Tij
is saved in a threshold matrix T as:


T11 · · · T1j · · · T1ND
 ..
.. 
..
 .
.
. 



T
·
·
·
T
·
·
·
T
T=
(5.18)
ij
iND 
 i1
 .

.
.
..
.. 
 ..
TNR 1 · · · TNR j · · · TNR ND
The value of threshold changes adaptively for every range and Doppler bins
making the detector adaptive to non homogeneous regions in the RD map.
One important property of this detector which follows from the discussion
above is that it detects targets only in the range and Doppler domain.

5.3.2 MMSE Azimuth Estimator
After localization of target in the RD domain the process of azimuth estimation
begins. The absolute value of the measured power in VUT is the sum value
of the target power, sea clutter powert and external noise. From the design
principle derived in equation (5.14) it can be concluded that if the condition,
∆ω <0.1 is fulfilled then the clutter signal in CUT can be approximated by the
value of its Doppler neighbors.
We make two assumptions; firstly there are no targets in the neighbourhood
of VUT and secondly that the external noise is constant around the neighbourhood of VUT. So the total noise (clutter and external noise) signal in VUT
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is estimated by the power in neighboring Doppler cells. The target signal is
estimated by presuming the target power and spatially correlating it to the
known array radiation pattern. The estimated target power and noise amplitude is summed up to get a final estimate of the absolute measured amplitude
in VUT. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is calculated and the presumed target
azimuth is varied recursively until the MSE is minimized. No Guard cells
in Doppler axis are considered for calculating the noise estimate since the
error in the underlaying assumption ∆ω → 0 increases as ∆ω increases hence
MMSE estimator has a lower accuracy for weak and highly smeared target.
The absolute value of the received power for VUT corresponding to every
look angle is saved in the measurement vector Uij as in equation (5.5). The
elements of vector Uij will be a mixture of target power and noise power. An
estimate of this measured signal is calculated and stored in vector Ûij (α) represented as a sum of estimated noise power N̂ij and estimated target power
X̂ij (α)
Ûij (α) = N̂ij + X̂ij (α),
(5.19)
where α represent the presumed bearing of the target. The value of N̂ij can be
estimated by averaging the signals over 4 azimuth vectors across neighboring
Doppler cells
Ui j−1 + Ui j+1 + Ui j−2 + Ui j+2
N̂ij =
(5.20)
4
where N̂ij represents the estimated clutter power in the Ri Dj cell. The estimated target power X̂ij (α) is modeled as
h
i
X̂ij (α) = X̂ij1 (α), X̂ij2 (α), · · · , X̂ijL (α), · · · , X̂ijNψ (α)
(5.21)
where

Zπ/2
X̂ijk (α) = Υ

PTx PRx (θ − ψk ) gausswin(ψk − α)dθ

(5.22)

−π/2

where Υ is the estimated RCS of the target. The target’s spatial response
is modeled as a Gaussian function, gausswin with half power beamwidth of
± -1.5◦ . It is assumed that the difference in the measured signal Uij and the
estimated noise power N̂ij is only due to the target. Hence the RCS of the
target is calculated as maximum divergence of the estimated noise signal from
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the measured signal expressed mathematically as


Υ = max Uij − N̂ij .

(5.23)

Though this target estimation scheme only resolves the strongest target in Uij
it can be extended to incorporate multiple targets also. The Mean Square Error
(MSE(α)) as a function of α is calculated as


T 
MSE(α) = E
Ûij (α) − Uij Ûij (α) − Uij
(5.24)
where E hUi represents the estimated value of U and T corresponds to the
matrix transpose. The value of α varies from -35◦ to +35◦ in steps of 0.5◦ . The
value of α where MSE(α) is minimum is considered as the MMSE bearing of
the target represented as αest .

5.4 Detector Set Up
This section describes in detail the hardware and software processing chain
used on the coastal HF SWR WERA to generate the measurement results
presented and analyzed in section 5.5. The basic hardware set up is the same
as described in Fig. 4-16 of section 4.3.4. The initial software processing architecture also remains similar to the one described in 4-17 except for the fact
that a conventional Chebyshev beamformer (SLL = -40dB) is used instead
of a CCBF as shown in figure. So the signal from each antenna elements
undergoes processing and is saved in a RD Azimuth cube with NR range cells,
ND Doppler cells and Nψ azimuth cells respectively. In the measurement set
up shown below NR = 220 with range resolution of 1.5 km. The value of ND is
512 and value of Nψ = 121. The look angle varies from -35◦ to +35◦ .
The overview of the detection process is shown in Fig. 5-3. In the beginning a vector Uij containing all the look angles at a given range cell i and
Doppler cell j is sliced out from the RD Azimuth cube. This vector is shown
in red and is termed as VUT. As the first step we use correlation detector
to detect the presence of a target within the VUT. Correlation detector uses
neighboring azimuth vectors to calculate the threshold value which is fed
into the correlation detector. The architecture of the correlation detector and
threshold calculation is shown in Fig. 5-2a and Fig. 5-2c, respectively.
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The correlation detector can only localize a target in the RD domain. For
each VUT the output from the correlation detector is either a 1 or 0. If the
output from the correlation detector is 1 implying that a target is present in
the VUT, then the detector proceeds to step two.

Figure 5-3: Flow chart for two step detection of VUT = Ri Dj .

This a priori knowledge of the presence of a target helps this detector to
estimate the bearing of target much more accurately than just by beamforming
which is the state of the art. The clutter signal in VUT is estimated by using
azimuth vectors nearby in Doppler domain as described in section 5.3.2 and
shown in Fig. 5-3. This clutter estimate is used for bearing estimation making
sure that the mean square estimation error of target bearing is minimized.
The output of this stage of the detector is the bearing of the target. Using the
proposed 2 step detection the Range, Doppler and Azimuth bearing of a target
can be estimated.
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5.5 Measurement Results
This section will present the performance of correlation detector and MMSE
azimuth estimator on 100 measured data sets collected by a coastal HF SWR,
WERA in April 2010 from Wangerooge. The results will be compared with
Automatic Identification System (AIS) recorded data from the same area. AIS
is used for vessel traffic management by electronically providing information
about the ships to other ships and coastal authorities automatically. Each
AIS system consists of one VHF transmitter, two VHF TDMA receivers, one
VHF DSC receiver, and standard marine electronic communications links to
shipboard display and sensor systems.

5.5.1 Correlation Detector Performance
This section demonstrates the performance of the first step of detection which
is RD localization of the target as shown in Fig. 5-3. The measured data
is sorted into RD Azimuth cube. In this section the functionality of the RD
correlation detector will be analyzed on a few VUT both within and outside
the clutter dominated regions. Fig. E.5a shows the RD plot with look angle
ψL = −7.5◦ for one of the data sets collected in early August 2010. The first
order Bragg peak is visible around ±0.7 Hz. Fig. 5-4b shows the plot of
correlation matrix z for the corresponding data set [152].
On comparison of Fig. E.5a and Fig. 5-4b it can be observed that sea clutter
and external noise have low zij values as compared to the targets in the RD
map. As a result targets are clearly visible in Fig. 5-4b. Another point to be
noted is that the zij values for external noise is not zero which means that
the external noise is not totally uncorrelated. For many RD cells the corresponding zij have a high value in Fig. 5-4b but a corresponding target is not
visible in the RD power map. This is due to the fact that these targets do
not lie in the azimuth cell corresponding to ψL = -7.5◦ . If the azimuth cell
were to be changed then these targets will be more visible. This proves the
design principle that the correlatoin of power variations along azimuth across
neighboring range bins is higher than for a RD bin without a target. Fig. E.5c
shows the threshold matrix calculated for the RD map with a window length
of 25 range samples calculated as shown in Fig. 5-2c. Since the threshold value
is calculated as the second order statistics of the zij within a window of length
win, the maximum value of T is less than maximum value of Z. It is clear that
the value of Tij varies for each range and Doppler cell making the algorithm
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adaptive for all regions within the RD map.
Using Z and T matrices the detection map is calculated and is shown in
Fig. 5-4d where red color signifies successful detection and blue color indicates no target in the given RD VUT. For verifying the performance of the
correlation detector 10 targets are selected across the RD map and are marked
in Fig. E.5a, 5-4b and 5-4d. It must be noted that these 10 targets are not all the
targets which are detected by the proposed detection scheme. These 10 targets
are selected to explain in detail the strengths and drawbacks of the proposed
scheme. Most of the targets which are selected lie in and around the first order
Bragg line. Most of the detectors fail to detect targets within the Bragg line
hence it is presumed that detection in inhomogeneous clutter limited region
will demonstrate the robustness of the correlation detector. Each of these 10
targets will be analyzed by categorizing them on their relative location on the
RD bins and adjacent targets.
5.5.1.1 Targets within first order Bragg peak
Target 1 lies at a close by range of 24.5 km and is clearly visible in Fig. E.5a. It
is surrounded by strong first order sea clutter. The sea clutter shows lower
correlation values hence target 1 is more clearly visible in Fig. 5-4b and is eventually correctly detected in Fig. 5-4d. There are many other targets which are
marked as detected in Fig. 5-4d but are not seen in Fig. E.5a, this is due to the
fact that these targets do not lie in the azimuth cell corresponding to ψL = -7.5◦ .
Target 2 is also corrupted by first order sea clutter but it lies at a further
distance as compared to target 1 so the clutter power is lower. However the
average level of zij is higher around target 2 as compared to target 1. This
is caused by the excessive spreading of target power along the range and
Doppler axis. As a result it can be observed in the detection map (Fig. 5-4d)
that the location of target 2 is smeared across two range bins. This spreading
occurs when the target does not lie in the center of the range or Doppler cell
and the detector cannot determine which RD bin the target belongs to. This example also demonstrates the scope for improvement in the proposed detection
scheme. If a target is smeared then the detector finds it very difficult to localize it in any RD cell and mistakenly detects multiple targets. Such erroneous
target detection are known as image detections. This increases the probability
of false alarm for the detection scheme. One solution to this problem is to
increase the thresholding value by having a longer win length but that comes
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Figure 5-4: Measured data from 16 coastal FMCW HF SWR in
North Germany; (a) RD power map for ψL = −7.5◦
(obtained with Chebyshev beamformer), first order
Bragg peaks around ±0.7 Hz (b) Corresponding z matrix for −35◦ ≤ ψL ≤ 35◦ ; targets have higher zij value
than noise and clutter.
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Figure 5-4: Measured data from 16 coastal FMCW HF SWR
in North Germany; (c) Corresponding T matrix for
win=25; Threshold value Tij varies adaptively for each
RD bin (d) Detection map for the corresponding measured data set; red signifies successful detection and
blue corresponds to no detection
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at a price of higher probability of miss. This is the essential trade off in the
design procedure and a good compromise is found out to be at win = 25. In
the following radar snapshot if the target moves in the middle of the range cell
or Doppler cell then the error in the position estimation caused due to target
spreading will cease to exist. A standard tracker can subsequently correct
for the loss of resolution in the range and Doppler domain for a single given
snapshot. The effects of such target spreading will be evaluated in detail later
in this section.
On closer inspection it is evident that target 3 and 9 are also highly spread
along range as seen in Fig. E.5a and this corresponds to poor resolution of the
targets by the correlation detector in Fig. 5-4d.
5.5.1.2 Targets around first order Bragg edges
One of the biggest challenge for a detector in HF SWR is the detection of
target around clutter edges because the clutter inhomogeneity in this region
is maximum. So the performance of the proposed detector was analyzed by
target 10 on the left edge of the positive first order Bragg peak. It is not clearly
visible in Fig. E.5a but is evident in Fig. 5-4b. From Fig. 5-4b it can be seen
that it is surrounded by other targets in the next 3 range bins which are not
visible in Fig. E.5a. This is due to the fact that these targets do not lie in the
azimuth cell corresponding to ψL = -7.5◦ . The detected RD location of target
10 is smeared across two Doppler cell as seen from Fig. 5-4d and other targets
next to it are also successfully detected.
5.5.1.3 Adjacent targets
Another very challenging situation for any detector is the resolution of two
equally strong targets laying close to each other or a target close to a smeared
target of nearly the same strength. The proposed detection algorithm can
potentially resolve very close by targets because it does not define any guard
cells. Since the proposed algorithm only looks at the adjacent Doppler cells
to estimate the threshold it is possible to resolve two close by targets in the
RD domain. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed detector Fig.
5-4d shows the successful detection of target 5 and 6 which have have similar
power level and lie close to each other in the range Doppler domain. Target
5 and 6 are very close to each other and have considerable spreading in the
Doppler domain which is clearly seen in Fig. 5-4b. One would expect that this
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should yield to image detection but the threshold value changes adaptively for
both the targets and both of them are successfully detected. Target 4 also lies
very close to an adjacent targets but as seen from Fig. 5-4d it is well resolved
by the detector.
However target 7 and 8 demonstrate that in extreme cases the detector can
also fails to resolve both the targets and causes false image detection in RD bin
between the two targets. It is more acceptable than conventional CFAR which
can miss the nearby target or both the adjacent targets because the threshold
value estimate is corrupted by the background power inhomogeneity. The
proposed detector is less prone to miss adjacent targets since in this scenario it
will either resolve the adjacent targets uniquely or will detect both of them as
one smeared target. This makes sure that probability of miss is always low
even in very inhomogeneous and clutter dominated background.
5.5.1.4 AIS verification
During the measurements the Automatic Identification System (AIS) data
of ships for 100 data sets were also recorded and are shown in Fig. 5-5. In
total 367 AIS contacts are plotted in the figure [152]. Alongside with the AIS
sightings the locations of the targets detected by the correlation detector close
to the AIS data are also plotted. It must be noted that these targets are not
the only targets detected by the radar but the targets which help in drawing
a comparison of the detector performance with AIS recording. Most of the
ships have been successfully detected by the detection algorithm. A ship at a
far range of 120 km has also been detected correctly.
There are a few targets which are not detected by the correlation detector.
On cross checking it is found that these targets are also not visible on the RD
map. Many small boats which are invisible to HF radar frequent this bight
and these AIS contacts are assumed to be of such small vessels. The AIS data
set was recorded every 45 s and the RD map was updated every 33 s, so while
comparing the two a small amount of disagreement is expected. Moreover
AIS data was found to be inconsistent on many occasions, this is because
captains of many small boats are not trained to use and update the factory
settings of the AIS transponder. Even with this drawback of AIS sightings in
perspective it can be safely concluded that the proposed correlation detector
can successfully detect targets both at close and large ranges in a low power
coastal HF SWR.
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Figure 5-5: Detected target versus 367 AIS contacts recorded from
10 data sets.

5.5.1.5 Target Range Misplacement Evaluation
If a target is not located in the middle of the range bin then it is said to be
misplaced within the range bin. It was seen in the last subsection that the
misplacement of target in the range domain can have significant impact on
the performance of the proposed correlation detector since it causes target
smearing across adjacent range bins. As the spreading of target increases it
becomes difficult for the detector to localize a target in a given RD bin and
many image targets can be wrongly detected. Sometimes due to excessive
spreading the target can escape detection altogether [155], [143].
This section provides a more detailed evaluation of the impact of target range
misplacement on the correlation of signal power along azimuth. A synthetic
target in the background of measured coastal HF SWR signal is used to test the
robustness of the detector. Firstly, the location Ri Dj for the synthetic target in
the RD map is chosen within the positive Bragg line (R21 D305 ; corresponding
to 31.5 km and +0.7362 Hz).The spreading of the absolute value of target
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power in range and Doppler domain is given by the respective windowing
functions. Hamming window is used for the range transform of the WERA
system and we used a Hamming and Chebychev (SLL = -40 dB) window for
the Doppler and azimuth domain respectively. The measurement set up did
not provide flexibility to change the windowing function in range domain.
Signal to Clutter Ratio (SCR) is determined by the ratio of power of synthetic
target before windowing in range, Doppler and azimuth domain to the measured clutter power in Ri Dj ψ60 cell (ψ60 = 90◦ corresponding to boresight).
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Figure 5-6: Correlation value zVUT versus relative position of synthetic target with respect to center of range cell for various Signal to Clutter Ratio SCR inside (a) First order
sea clutter R21 D305 (31.5 km, +0.7362 Hz) (b) Second
order sea clutter R16 D272 (24 km, +0.2404 Hz) (c) External noise R36 D216 (54 km, -0.6001 Hz) and (d) White
background noise.
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Fig. 5-6 shows the variation of correlation parameter zVUT for various relative positions of the synthetic target with respect to the center of range cell
for different values of SCR. The relative position of a target within a range
bin is given by δR/∆R where the range resolution is expressed as ∆R. Radial
velocity and azimuth of the target have been chosen in order to lie in the center
of Doppler and azimuth cell (ψ60 ). In this example only values of 0 ≤ δR/∆R
≤ 50% are of interest. In case the target is located at the lower side of the range
cell (-50%≤ δR/∆R ≤ 0) correlation will be considered with azimuth vector
Ri−1 Dj .
Fig.5-6a shows the variation of zVUT for synthetic target inside the first order
sea clutter R21 D305 (31.5 km, +0.7362 Hz). As expected, for low SCR value
(e.g. SCR = -5 dB) zVUT is predominantly given by the correlation of the clutter
signal and almost independent of relative target position δR. For a low SCR
of -5 dB the correlation value zVUT is almost constant at 1.4. That means it is
independent of the relative target position and the correlation of the azimuth
vectors R21 D305 and R22 D305 is dominated by the sea clutter signal. For a
higher value of SCR the shape of the correlation value zVUT changes inside the
range cell and the detector becomes more sensitive. It can be observed that
zVUT for higher SCR has lower values for negative δR compared to zVUT for a
SCR of -5 dB. Since the vectors R21 D305 and R22 D305 are correlated, the range
deviation from 0% up to +50% is of interest. In case of a negative deviation,
the correlation detector shall correlate R20 D305 and R21 D305 . As the synthetic
target approaches the upper edge of the range bin, the correlation of both
azimuth vectors increases due to power spilling. For a SCR of 20 dB the correlation value zVUT at a range deviation of +50% is 2.15 which is much higher than
the constant value for SCR = -5 dB. If the target reaches the range deviation
of +50%, its power level inside the range bin R21 D305 will be suppressed by 3
dB due to the processing loss of the range window. Furthermore, the window
of the adjacent range bin R22 D305 extends into range bin R21 D305 . At a range
deviation of +50% in range bin R21 D305 the processing loss of the window
of range bin R22 D305 also has a value of 3 dB. On the other side, if the range
deviation has a value of -50%, the power level of the synthetic target will be
reduced by 3 dB in R21 D305 . The power spilling into R22 D305 is much smaller
since the target smears mostly into the lower range bin R20 D305 . Therefore,
the correlation value zVUT decreases for negative range deviations because the
azimuth power variation of R21 D305 and R22 D305 becomes more imbalanced.
It can be observed that targets which are in the center of the range bin cannot
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be detected for a SCR lower than 15 dB as their zVUT has a value less than the
background level. Here the background level is assumed to be identical to the
correlation value zVUT for SCR = -5 dB. That implies that a target in first order
Bragg clutter has to exhibit a high SCR value when in the middle of range bin.
Otherwise, it will not be detected by the correlation detector.
The next location to investigate the impact of range misplacement is region
populated by second order sea clutter (synthetic target placed in R14 D238 (21.0
km, -0.2704 Hz), see Fig. 5-6b). The general shape is similar to that of first
order Bragg clutter. It can be observed that zVUT for SCR= -5 dB is also constant
and its value is 1.0 which is much less than in the example with first order
Bragg sea clutter. The maximum value of zVUT is 2.2 in case of SCR = 20dB at
a range deviation of +50 %. Targets having a SCR of more than 0 dB can be
detected anywhere in the range bin. In comparison, for first order Bragg sea
clutter a SCR of 15 dB was needed to detect a target in the center of the range
bin due to the high correlation of sea clutter. It also makes practical sense since
in the external noise and second order sea clutter regions it is much easier to
detect a target.
As a next step the target is placed in region dominated by external noise
at R36 D216 (54 km, -0.6001 Hz), refer to Fig. 5-6c. The correlation of external
noise is small, zVUT value of 0.25 for a SCR value of -5 dB. If it was purely white
Gaussian noise , zVUT would have a value of zero. This is not the case due to
azimuth shaping of the external noise. During the measurement campaign
there was another HF SWR station on Sylt which was nearly 100 km in radial
direction for the system under test. Though the frequency of operation was
different but due to non perfect spectral filtering some HF noise leaked from
the HF SWR at Sylt. This could be one of the main reason for mild azimuth
shaping of external noise during the measurement campaign. From Fig. 5-6c it
is clear that a target with SCR of 5 dB can be easily detected located anywhere
in the range bin because the value of zVUT is higher than the background level.
Fig.5-6d shows the variation of zVUT when target is embedded in white Gaussian noise. As mentioned before, the correlation value for SCR ≤0 dB is
zero. This is assumed to be the average background level in white noise. The
courses of the curves for external noise and white Gaussian noise are similar.
However, the maximum value of zVUT for a SCR of 20 dB reaches 0.58. That is
much lower than for the three other scenarios since the white Gaussian noise
has no initial correlation.
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5.5.1.6 Probability of Detection
The probability of detection (Pdetect ) of a target using the proposed correlation
detector is not straightforward to calculate. Since the statistical properties of
the sea clutter are not fully understood it is not possible to derive this quantity
theoretically. The inconsistency in AIS recordings explained in section 5.5.1.4
and the lack of wide range of data set also makes the empirical estimation of
Pdetect difficult. The first part of detector which employs correlation detector
corresponds to the detection of a target. Hence only this section effects the
value of Pdetect [156]. The azimuth estimation is employed only for fine estimation of a detected target in the azimuth domain.
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Figure 5-7: Probability of detection, Pdetect versus win length
across RD map for 100 measured data sets; RCS of
target = 25 dBsm. Black line represents the mean Pdetect .

One way the author thinks it is possible to calculate the value of probability
of detection empirically is by implanting a synthetic target of various RCS in
the 100 collected data sets and make a statistical estimate. To calculate the
value of Pdetect for a given measurement data set first the RCS value of the
synthetic target is fixed for example to 25 dBsm. In the next step this target
is placed inside the measured data set at a range of 10 km, Doppler of -2.5
Hz and at boresight (ψL = 0◦ ). Now the window length of the correlation
detector is set to a fixed value. The value of zVUT for a target is minimum
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when it is in middle of the range cell hence to simulate the worst case scenario
for Pdetect calculation, a synthetic target is placed in middle of range, Doppler
and azimuth bin respectively. The power received from the artificial target is
weighted by SW propagation loss calculated using GRWAVE [11] and added
to the measured power from the data set after the Doppler FFT to generate
the Uij vector (equation (5.5)). Subsequently the correlation detector is used
to detect the presence of the implanted target. Now the location of target is
varied from Doppler frequency of -2.5 Hz up to +2.5 Hz and ranges from 10
km up till 200 km. The target azimuth, RCS and the range window win are
kept constant. For each unique range Doppler cell location the success of the
detector to localize the target is recorded. Ratio of the number of successful
detections to the total instances of targets inserted yields the value of Pdetect
for a given measurement data set, RCS and win. It is worth to mention that
the proposed method cannot be used to predict the value of probability of
false alarm, PFalse Alarm . It’s value can only be estimated by an elaborate field
experiment in which the exact location of all targets are known. Unfortunately
such data set is not available at this point of time and no such study is reported
in open literature.
Fig.5-7 shows the variation of Pdetect for different range window length in
correlation detector calculated by inserting a synthetic target of RCS = 25
dBsm for the 100 measured data sets. Each green line corresponds to Pdetect
for one data set. The black line is the mean value of Pdetect calculated from
all the measurement sets. With decreasing the value of win the threshold is
estimated by clutter and noise amplitude in locality of the VUT and threshold
estimation will become less coarser and Pdetect should increase. This is clearly
visible from the figure where the mean value of Pdetect increases from 83%
up to 95 % as the value of win decreases from 35 to 5 cells. However as the
value of Pdetect inreases with reducing win size the value of PFalse Alarm also
increases. Hence the value of win must be chosen with these two bottlenecks
in perspective. For smaller values of win though the Pdetect is high but the
probability of false alarm is also high. A good compromise is found to be for
value of win fixed to 25 where the value of Pdetect = 84% for target of RCS =
25dBsm.
Fig. 5-8 shows the variation of Pdetect for different target RCS placed synthetically in the RD bins of 100 data sets. The value of win is set to 25. Each
magenta line corresponds to the trace for a given data set and the solid black
line corresponds to the mean value of Pdetect . As the RCS of targets increases
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Figure 5-8: Probability of detection, Pdetect versus target RCS
across RD map for 100 measured data sets; win = 25.
Black line represents the mean Pdetect .
their probability of detection also increases and stars to saturate towards 100%.
It can be observed that all targets with RCS of more than 30 dBsm have Pdetect
of more than 90%.

5.5.2 Azimuth Estimator Performance
In this section we will present the measurement results which demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed estimation technique over the state of art
beamforming algorithm. Fig 5-9 shows the cut along the azimuth axis for a
VUT of Range = 40 km and Doppler = 0.01502 Hz. A strong target around the
angle of -8◦ is visible. The solid blue line shows the variation of the measured
power U31,217 and the dotted red line depicts the estimated clutter and noise
power. In this case the conventional Chebyshev beamformer, CBF (SLL =
-40 dB) will estimate the target to be at an angle of -8.0◦ and the proposed
algorithm will estimate it to be around the angle -9.0◦ [154]. Interestingly the
location and coordinates of this target were known. This was an antenna at
the airport of the island of Heligoland near Wangerooge which was located at
an azimuth of -9.5◦ from the centre of the receiver antenna array as shwon in
Fig. 5-10. MMSE bearing estimator suffered an error of 0.5◦ but outperforms
CBF by 1◦ .
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Figure 5-9: Received power along the azimuth bins for
U31,217 (Range = 46.5 km and Doppler = 0.015
Hz) for 16 element CBF (SLL = -40 dB). Power
normalized by maximum in the RD map.

This example demonstrates that the presence of sea clutter can really limit the
performance of CBF. The estimated target RCS (Υ) is also shown in Fig. 5-9.
Since we know before hand that the target exact azimuth location is -9.5◦ the
error introduced in the proposed algorithm due to erroneous estimation of Υ
can also be observed.
The bearing information of ships from 367 AIS sightings were compared
with the one estimated from the proposed MMSE algorithm and the results
are shown in Fig. 5-11 [154]. Most of the targets lie in the positive clockwise
direction since they are close to the coastline. The CBF tends to miss targets
when steered to angles in excess of ±25◦ since there is a considerable pattern
deformation. It can be observed that MMSE estimator does not suffer from
this drawback since there is successful detection of targets around 30◦ . Most of
these targets in excess of +25◦ are boats resting along the coast and correspond
to targets with zero Doppler frequency in Fig. 5-5.
As the distance of the targets increases the error in estimation both by CBF
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Figure 5-10: The location of Heligoland with respect to
Wangerooge [157].

and the proposed estimator increases. As the distance increases the accuracy
of any azimuth estimation technique decreases since the SCR increases. It is
observed that for the given measurement data set the proposed beamformer
has better accuracy than Chebyshev beamformer at ranges over 80 km. There
is a consistent agreement with the AIS records and the estimated azimuth
bearing. As explained earlier that AIS data set was recorded every 45 s and
the RD map was updated every 33 s so the targets with very small Doppler
frequency do not suffer much error in bearing calculation. For targets with
higher velocity and close by ranges this error is considerable and can be seen
in Fig. 5-11. Another reason for mismatch in the AIS bearing and the estimated
angle value is the erroneous estimation of Υ.
After considering the inconsistency in the accuracy of AIS data and inherent
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Figure 5-11: Target bearing estimated by Chebyshev Beamformer
(CBF) and proposed MMSE azimuth estimation
scheme versus the recorded AIS contacts.
error in calculation of Υ it can be safely concluded that the MMSE bearing
estimates fairly agree with the bearings calculated from the AIS data.

5.6 Summary
A two step detection scheme which in the first step uses correlation to detect target in a range and Doppler cell and in the second step uses MMSE
estimator to localize it in the azimuth domain is presented. Using empirical
oceanographic observations a general detection rule has been proposed which
states that in the presence of a target within a RD cell the azimuth variation
of the received power will show higher correlation across adjacent RD cells
as compared to the RD cells without target. This detection rule is the base
for the proposed correlation detector. This detection scheme use the higher
correlation caused by the spilling of target power in the adjacent RD cells as
the basis for detection hence unlike all the conventional detectors it does not
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define any guard cells. Using the measurement data from a coastal HF SWR
successful detection of targets on the clutter edges and within the first and
second order sea clutter is demonstrated. It is shown that the threshold value
changes adaptively for each RD cell for robust detection in heterogeneous RD
regions. It has been proven with the help of detection maps and AIS records
of the targets that the proposed detector can resolve very close and smeared
targets in the range and Doppler domain.
In the second step a combination of beamforming and MMSE DF algorithm
is proposed to resolve the bearing of a target. If a target is detected a given
range cell and Doppler cell by the correlation detector then the clutter signal
in this VUT is estimated by using the clutter signal in the neighboring Doppler
vectors. This empirical clutter estimation is used to recursively minimize the
mean square error in the estimation of the presumed target bearing. Better
clutter estimation can be achieved is the statistical properties of the sea clutter
would be known. Hence the proposed azimuth estimator is sub optimum but
with the help of measured data from a coastal HF SWR it is demonstrated
that this azimuth estimation will result in a considerable improvement in
bearing localization of a target than conventional CBF. The proposed MMSE
DF algorithm was applied to 100 measured data sets of a coastal HF SWR
system and is shown to outperform the state of the art Chebyshev beamformer.
Moreover an encouraging agreement of the MMSE estimator results and 367
AIS sightings is shown.
The proposed detection scheme performs good in terms of range, Doppler
and azimuth localization. However the exact probability of detection and
false alarm for the detector is still an open issue. Theoretically it can only be
calculated after the statistical properties of sea clutter are better understood.
The value of probability of detection Pdetect has been evaluated empirically by
placing a synthetic target at all range and Doppler cells in 100 measurement
data sets. For a target of RCS = 25 dBsm the evaluated Pdetect is 84% for range
window of length 25. This Pdetect can be improved significantly by having a
tracking algorithm after the detection process.
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Conclusions and Future Outlook

A new approach to receiver design of HF SWR system is presented in the
dissertation. Novel concepts have been presented in the domains of HF SW
antenna design, sea clutter reduction and detection. All the presented approaches have been corroborated by measurement results. The design of a
capacitive top loaded and inductively coupled self resonating HF Electrically
Small Antenna (ESA) with dimensions of 1.45 m high and 1.6 m wide (kr
= 0.37) is presented. It has shown superior performance in terms of bandwidth, tunability and radiation efficiency. The proposed antenna achieved a
bandwidth of 360 kHz which is suitable both for radar and communication
applications. The antenna’s radiation efficiency was measured to be 80 % and
the efficiency bandwidth product of the proposed antenna was measured to
be more than 5 times better than the best reported HF ESA.
Following from the antenna design an antenna array processing algorithm
called Clutter Canceller BeamFormer (CCBF) has been presented which allows
filtering of the sea clutter signal in the spatial domain. To implement CCBF
three beams namely a Flat Beam (FB) a Difference Beam (DB) and an Estimator
Beam (EB) are formed simultaneously. All beams have identically located
nulls except for the DB which has an additional null in the centre of the main
lobe. The EB has a 3 dB dip at the centre of its main lobe compared to the
maximum of the FB. The clutter signal is estimated by an the EB beam and is
successively subtracted from the FB and DB signal. Though the target signal
is also reduced but since the clutter signal is suppressed more it results in an
effective increase of the SCR (the system is external noise limited). It has been
shown that this BF can provide more than 2 dB increase in Signal-to-Clutter
Ratio, SCR as compared to conventional Chebyshev BF assuming ideal antenna patterns, a homogeneous background and a point target. The superior
performance of CCBF over the conventional Chebyshev BeamFormer (CBF)
was demonstrated with the help of measured data from coastal HF SWR in
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North Germany. For the first time in open literature successful suppression
of first and second order sea clutter has been reported. The proposed clutter
suppression algorithm does not require sea clutter statistics and demands less
computation resources as compared to the state of art STAP algorithm. When
introducing significant pattern distortion by misplacing antenna elements
or adding a reradiator in the vicinity of the array only very little impact on
clutter cancellation by CCBF has been observed. The Half Power BeamWidth,
HPBW of CCBF increases slightly less with rising scan angle as compared to
state of art CBF. The robustness of the CCBF is based on the fact that relative
distortion of the 3 beams is less pronounced than the distortion of the beam
formed by CBF.
Using state of the art sea clutter model and empirical oceanographic data
a novel two step detector has been presented. In the first step a general detection rule is proposed which states that in the presence of a target within a RD
cell the azimuth variation of the received power will show higher correlation
across adjacent RD cells as compared to the RD cell without target. This
detection scheme uses the higher correlation caused by the spilling of target
power in the adjacent RD cells as the basis for detection so does not define
any guard cells. From measured data sets of a coastal HFSWR successful
detection of targets on the clutter edges and within the first and second order
sea clutter is shown. It is proven with the help of AIS records of the targets
that the proposed detector can resolve very close targets in the range and
Doppler domain. In the second step of the proposed detector a combination
of beamforming and MMSE DF algorithm for HF SWR is proposed. Beamforming is used to spatially filter out the RD data in many azimuth cells. If a
target is present in the RD bin then a MMSE estimator is used to estimate the
azimuth of the target. With the help of measured data it is demonstrated that
this two step azimuth estimation will result in a considerable improvement
in bearing localization of a target than conventional CBF. An encouraging
agreement with the MMSE estimator results and 250 AIS sightings are shown.
The robustness of correlation detector is evaluated by using a synthetic target
in the background of measured sea clutter signal for various SCR scenarios.
In case of a target position in first order Bragg sea clutter a minimum SCR
of 15 dB is required for a successful detection of target located anywhere
within a given RD bin. As the target gets closer to the edge of the RD bin the
correlation among the neighboring bins increases and even smaller targets
can be detected. For second order Bragg clutter the correlation of sea clutter
was smaller and targets with minimum SCR of 5 dB can be detected. In the
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case of external noise limited region of the RD map a target with a minimum
SCR of 0 dB can be detected by the correlation detector. As compared to the
state of the art CFAR detectors the proposed 2 step detection scheme does not
define any guard cells and hence can detect targets very close to each other.
The presented detector also outperforms CFAR in detection of targets in very
inhomogeneous regions like the clutter edges. A synthetic target is placed
with the measured sea signal to estimate the probability of detection PDetect . It
is shown that the proposed two step detector can achieve PDetect of 84% with a
window size of 25. The overall system’s PDetect can be furthur improved by
having a tracking algorithm.
The dissertation also provides an outlook for future research in receiver design
of HF SWR. An important aspect of sea clutter which can enhance the design process of the receiver chain is the knowledge of sea clutter statistics for
various range, Doppler, azimuth and sea state. Future HF SWR will achieve
higher angular resolution, range enhancement of more than 200 km and will
be equipped with credible sub clutter detector. These enhancements will increase the capability of the radar to detect small go fast boats used by pirates,
traffickers and smugglers.
Accurate modeling of sea clutter in the time and spectral domain for monostatic and multistatic HF SWR on a floating platform can enhance the design
and detection process of the receiver chain. There has been initial study done
by ONERA, France but the theoretical model does not fully match with the
few measurement results conducted on a moored platform. Both for coastal
and mobile HF SWR the statistics of sea clutter are also not well studied and
modeled. As a result the theoretical estimation of probability of detection
PDetect , probability of miss PMiss and probability of false alarm PFalse Alarm is
not possible. In state of the art systems empirical estimation of PMiss and
PFalse Alarm is also not possible since not all the ships in a patch of sea use
Automatic Identification System (AIS). Moreover as we observed that the AIS
data collected can be highly erroneous. The state of art detectors which claim
to achieve Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) can not in reality assure a fixed
PFalse Alarm for a HF SWR. Having a better understanding of the statistics can
help design optimum detection and tracking algorithm. It will then be possible to have a fair comparison of CFAR detector with other detection schemes
and to determine what is the theoretical maximum PDetect achievable for a
given sea state, radar frequency and PFalse Alarm . To achieve such an estimate
of sea clutter statistics measured data for a long duration of measurement
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campaign - both for coastal and mobile HFSWR - will have to be analyzed.
Since the target signals will corrupt the clutter estimate ideally all the AIS
records of ships in the measurement are required so that the target echoes can
be filtered out. A better estimate of PMiss and PFalse Alarm can also be achieved
by detecting and tracking a known target which is implanted in the sea with
varying level of sea state.
The encouraging results in clutter suppression achieved by CCBF prove that
this can be a promising approach in coherent sea clutter cancellation and
opens new domains of future work. Modulation of the central root (dip) in the
estimator beam can theoretically lead to detectable change in the target power
within the range Doppler azimuth cell if it contains a target. Moreover an
interesting solution for azimuth estimation can be a combination of direction
finding algorithm with the CCBF. Due to increase in the final SNR the direction
finding algorithm will perform better.
It has been shown that detection of targets in the RD correlation map is
easier than in the RD power map. This is due to the fact that sea clutter
demonstrates lower correlation values and is suppressed in the correlation
map. An adaptive 2 dimensional CFAR can be used to detect targets more
efficiently in the correlation map for a HF SWR. This can lead to significant
improvement in the detection efficiency. The design and evaluation of such a
CFAR algorithm can prove to be a significant step in optimizing the HF SWR
system. It is observed that evaluation of any detection algorithm in HF SWR
is very difficult since AIS records are not reliable. A measurement campaign
with a known maneuvering target in various sea states is required to have
credible evaluation of any detector. With such a data set it will be able to
evaluate empirically the probability of false alarm for the first time in HF SWR.
HF SWR is a radar technology which is adapting fast to the new challenges
of cost efficient littoral monitoring. It has been demonstrated that with the
proposed novel approaches the performance of HF SWR can be increased
significantly. However, there are many domains yet to be explored to make it
more efficient, compact and cost effective.
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A

Fourier Transform to Solve PDE

Let there be a variable u which depends on dislocation along one of the spatial
axis, x and time t while following the Partial Differential Equation, PDE
2
∂ 2 u(x, t)
2 ∂ u(x, t)
=
Q
∂ t2
∂ x2

(A.1)

where Q is a constant. To reduce this PDE to ordinary differential equation a
spatial Fourier transform is applied to both side of the equation with respect
to x for each fixed value of t as
Z∞
ū(ξ, t) =

u(x, t) ejξ x dx

(A.2)

−∞

The Fourier transforms of the first and second order derivatives of u(x, t) with
respect to x can be calculated by using the standard identities as
Z∞

∂ u(x, t) jξ x
e dx = −j ξ ū(ξ, t)
∂x

(A.3)

∂ 2 u(x, t) jξ x
e dx = −k 2 ū(ξ, t)
∂2 x

(A.4)

−∞

Z∞
−∞

Now we will compute the Fourier transform the first and second order derivatives of u(x, t) with respect to t. The Fourier transform of the first order
derivative can be calculated as
Z∞
−∞
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∂ u(x, t) jξ x
e dx =
∂t

Z∞
lim

h→0

u(x, t + h) − u(x, t)
h

(A.5)

−∞
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Z∞

Z∞

u(x, t + h) − u(x, t)
(A.6)
h
−∞
 ∞

Z
Z∞
1 
= lim
u(x, t + h) ejξ x dx −
u(x, t) ejξ x dx
h→0 h

∂ u(x, t) jξ x
e dx =
∂t

−∞

lim

h→0

−∞

−∞

(A.7)
1
= lim [ū(ξ, t + h) − ū(ξ, t)]
h→0 h
∂ ū(ξ, t)
=
∂t

(A.8)
(A.9)

To calculate the second time derivative of the spatial Fourier transform we
apply the above method two times to evaluate
Z∞
−∞

∂ 2 u(x, t) jξ x
∂
e dx =
2
∂t
∂t

Z∞

∂ u(x, t) jξ x
e dx
∂t

(A.10)

−∞

∂ 2 ū(ξ, t)
=
∂ t2

(A.11)

Using equations A.4 and A.10 the spatial Fourier transform of A.1 is calculated
which reduces the PDE into a second order simple differential equation as
∂ 2 ū(ξ, t)
= −Q2 ξ 2 ū(ξ, t)
∂ t2
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B

Field Components of
Infinitesimal Small Dipole

From equation 2.22 we know that the general expression of magnetic field
value in the two medium is
B̄0x (z) = C0 e−jγ0 z −

χµ0 I0 dl −jγ0 |z−d|
e
;
2γ0

B̄1x (z) = C1 e+jγ1 z

z≥0

(B.1)

z≤0

(B.2)

Applying the following boundary condition in the above set of equations to
get
B̄0x (ξ, χ,0) = B̄1x (ξ, χ,0),
(B.3)
we get
C0 =

χµ0 I0 dl −jγ0 d
e
+ C1 .
2γ0

(B.4)

Using this new expression, equation the value of B̄0x and B̄1x is modified as
i
χµ0 I0 dl h −jγ0 (z+d)
e
− e−jγ0 |z−d| + C1 e−jγ0 z ;
2γ0
B̄1x (z) = C1 e+jγ1 z

B̄0x (z) =

z≥0

(B.5)

z≤0

(B.6)

Using equation 2.19 and the above two equations the next step is to apply the
boundary condition
Ē0x (ξ, χ,0) = Ē1x (ξ, χ,0),
(B.7)
to get the expression
 C 1 γ0
χµ0 I0 dl
γ1 C 1 γ0
−γ0 e−jγ0 d ∓ γ0 e−jγ0 d − 2 =
2
2γ0 k0
k0
k12
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which on evaluation gives
C1 =

148

χµ0 k12 I0 dl e−jγ0 d
γ0 k12 + γ1 k02

(B.9)
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HF Electrically Small Antenna
Dimensions

Figure C.1: Dimensions of the designed HF ESA in mm.
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D

Construction of HF band
Wheeler Cap

1m

1.2 m

The wheeler cap is made of meshed wire. The minimum height is 0.2 λ for a
cap-loaded monopole and it has a rectangular cross section. So the Wheeler
Cap has a height of 2.2m (0.2 λ) at 27 MHz. Since the cross section size has to
be variable, the whole Wheeler Cap was divided in four right angle corners
element of the dimensions as shown in Fig. D.1.

2m

1m

0.8 m

1.2 m

1m

Figure D.1: Dimensions of the designed HF HF band Wheeler Cap.
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E

WERA Specifications

In this part of the appendix the hardware and operational specifications of
the WERA system are explained as described in the user manual [158]. The
first figure Fig. E.1 shows the receiver rack of a typical WERA system. The
receiver rack houses the input band pass filters and receiver modules of up to
8 channels.

Figure E.1: Block diagram of receiver rack (RER) used in WERA.

The next figure Fig. E.2 shows the frequency control rack of a WERA system.
The frequency control rack generates all required RF signals (clock and sweep)
and provide the transmitter and local oscillator signals. In addition to that
it contains the state machine and the ADC. The ADC output is clocked via a
digital i/o-card into the memory. The 16 bit ADC has a noise figure of 10 dB
with bandwidth of 1.5 kHz.
The input from each received channel are fed in the receiver input filter (RIN)
shown in Fig. E.3. Each RIN module contains band-pass input filters for four
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Figure E.2: Block diagram of frequency control rack (FCR) used in
WERA.
receive channels as well as the relays for the internal calibration. The filter is
designed for a specific frequency and bandwidth to provide optimum noise
reduction. In addition to that these modules contain the last lightning protection fuses. These fuses consist of 4 switching diodes which get conducive in
case of an overload at the filter output. If a different operating frequency is
needed, the RIN modules have to be exchanged.
The power amplifier used in WERA is shown in Fig. E.4. The power amplifier is used to amplify the transmit (TX) signal send to the TX antenna array.
The box version can be used both outside and inside, while the rack version is
for indoor use only. The amplification of the indoor version can be remotely
controlled by the newer power supply racks.
Figure Fig. E.5 shows the operational information of a state of the art WERA
system.
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Figure E.3: Block diagram of receiver input filter (RIN) used in
WERA.

Figure E.4: Block diagram of power amplifier used in WERA.
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Po

Parameter

01 Broad band system
concept

Description
useable for various applications
range for ocean currents up to:
resolution:
(depends on frequency allocation)

Condition
1

Condition
2

Condition
3

8 MHz

16 MHz

30 MHz

250 km

110 km

50 km

5 ... 1 km

3 ... 0.5 km

1 .... 0.15
km

02 Sweep repetition time

programmable from 2 ... 10 Hz

03 Transmit power

Low, non harmful rf power, 7 W per antenna pole, 28 Watts total

04 Antenna construction

Simple vertical monopoles

8 MHz

16 MHz

30 MHz

shorter poles will result in slightly
reduced range

3 ... 6 m

2 ... 4 m

1.5 ... 3 m

Rectangular configuration for Tx

18 x 5 m

10 x 3 m

5 x 1.5 m

Linear receive array, 12 antennas

< 180 m

< 100 m

< 40 m

Linear receive array, 16 antennas

< 250 m

< 140 m

< 55 m

Transmit and receive
antenna design is identical
05 Antenna array

06 Synchronise WERA
systems

simultaneous with WERA-multi method

07 Analog data
acquisition system

Narrow band receiver with 16 bit, complex, parallel AD conversion
Noise figure: 10 dB
Bandwidth:
1.5 kHz

08 Digital data
acquisition

near real time processing

09 System control

access to all radar parameters, listen before talk mode, automatic frequency
adaptation, rf interference reduction, system self-check and calibration

10 Working range

Depends on frequency

8 MHz

16 MHz

30 MHz

for currents:

140 .. 250
km

70 ... 110 km

35 ... 60 km

for wind direction:

110 .. 200
km

55 ... 90 km

30 ... 50 km

for ship detection (cargo vessels):

100 .. 180
km

50 ... 80 km

25 ... 40 km

for waves:

65 ... 110
km

30 ... 50 km

15 ... 30 km

50 kHz

200 kHz

500 kHz

3000 m

750 m

300 m

Can be reduced due to
environmental effects

11 Range resolution

Depends on allocated bandwidth
The used grid size should be
20 % wider than this value:

12 Angular field of view

± 50° with 8 antennas
± 60° for Beam Forming with 16 antennas in a linear array
> ± 70° for Beam Forming with 16 antennas in a curved array
> ± 90° for Direction Finding

(a) Operational specifications of WERA
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Po

Parameter

13 Beam width

Description

Condition
2

Condition
3

at centre

typical

at edge

for 16 antennas

± 3°

± 4°

±6°

for 12 antennas

± 4°

± 6°

±8°

for 8 antennas

± 7°

± 10°

±16°

currents

waves

depends on beam steering angle

valid for optimised window
function

Condition
1

angular step size is always
14 Data output

Available on the defined grid: currents as
In addition to that the data can be vector
provided on radials or as raw data

significant
wave height
& direction

With Seaview Sensing software
additional wave data are provided

directional
wave spectra

Provided by the Atlas Elektronik radar
version “WaveGuide”
15 Temporal resolution

16 Accuracy

Available in Asterix format: detection
and
tracking
3 ... 10 min

10 ... 20 min

2 min

data processing time:

1 ... 3 min

2 ... 4 min

< 0.5 min
20 min

5 min

10 min

for 10 MHz, radial current velocity:

8 cm/s

4 cm/s

2 cm/s

significant wave height:

< 20 %

< 15 %

< 10 %

< 10°

< 5°

mean wave direction:
mean wave period *:

* with Seaview Sensing
software only

directional wave spectra *:
wind direction:
wind speed is under investigation
17 Limits for wave
detection

18 Limits for wind
direction

ships

recommended integration time:

depends on integration time

These parameters are
typical values, affected by
site configuration,
geometry, environmental
conditions and operation
frequency

1°

< 2°
1.1 ... 1.4
sec
0.01 Hz

10° ... 40° depends on wind speed

8 MHz

16 MHz

30 MHz

min. significant wave height

0.8 m

0.4 m

0.2 m

max. significant wave height

16 m

8m

4m

depends on operation frequency

at very low wind speed the measurement of the direction becomes uncertain

(b) Operational specifications of WERA
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Po

Parameter

19 System Hardware

Description

Condition
1

Condition
2

Condition
3

All system parts are modular, easy to replace in case of a fault.
Desktop case to be installed indoors
width
19” rack
depth
650 mm
height
850 mm (1210 mm incl. PC and UPS)
supply

115 - 230 V / 50 - 60 Hz
WERA system: 800 Watts
Air conditioner: 700 Watts
low power version as option

WERA container, to install WERA system outdoors:
vandalism protected, thermic and EMI isolated cabin, electricity installation,
air conditioned, 19”cabinet for WERA rack, desk, shelves, lightning protection (RF
and power supply)
dimensions: 3000 x 2200 x 2265 mm (L x W x H)
weight app.: 2000 kg (complete equipped)
transportation with regular truck, crane and fork lift
20 Software packages
included

Included
currents

waves &
wind
direct.

ships

WERA-RT: real-time processing

yes

yes

yes

WERA-CTL: system control

yes

yes

yes

packages
required for

WERA-RFI: noise reduction

recommend recommende
ed
d

no

WERA-FA: frequency adaptation

recommend recommende recommend
ed
d
ed

WERA-DF: direction finding

free option

-

-

WERA-BF: beam forming

recommend
ed

yes

yes

WERA-crad: radial current velocity

yes

-

-

WERA-wrad: sign. wave height

-

yes

-

WERA-Wind: wind direction

-

yes

-

yes

yes

no

WERA-2D: combines radial data of
wind, waves and currents of
multiple WERA stations
WERA-QC: Quality control tools

recommend recommende recommend
ed
d
ed

(c) Operational specifications of WERA

Figure E.5: Operational specifications of WERA as described in
the user manual [158].
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List of Symbols
Variables
Ûij

estimated value of absolute measured signal’s azimuth distribution in
the Ri Dj cell

X̂ij

estimated value of target’s signal azimuth distribution in the Ri Dj cell

∆ω

Doppler resolution

δR

misplacement of a target within a range bin relative to it’s center

∆R

Range resolution

∆θtar

target’s angular width

∆x

random offset in the x direction of antenna array

∆y

random offset in the y direction of antenna array

N̂ij

estimated value of sea clutter’s absolute amplitude azimuth distribution in the Ri Dj cell

ŷDB (ψ) output matrix from estimated Difference beam with look angle ψL
ŷFB (ψ) output matrix from estimated Flat top beam with look angle ψL
rNext

measured complex voltage from external noise

rNint

measured complex voltage from the internal noise

rTar

measured complex voltage from the target

T

Matrix populated by threshold values of correlation detector for all
the NR range cells and ND Doppler cells

UC ij

azimuth distribution of absolute received clutter amplitude in range
bin i and Doppler bin j
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List of Symbols
UDB

complex output amplitude from Difference Beam

UEB

complex output amplitude from Estimator Beam

UFB

complex output amplitude from Flat top Beam

UN ij

azimuth distribution of absolute received noise amplitude in range
bin i and Doppler bin j

UTar ij azimuth distribution of absolute received target amplitude in range
bin i and Doppler bin j
Uij

absolute value of the received amplitude for VUT corresponding range
bin i, Doppler bin j and every look angle

wDB

complex weighting vector for Difference Beam

wEB

complex weighting vector for Estimator Beam

wFB

complex weighting vector for Flat top Beam

Wstap

optimum Weighting vector for STAP

yDB (ψL ) normalized output matrix from Difference beam with look angle ψL
yEB (ψL ) normalized output matrix from Estimator beam with look angle ψL
yFB (ψL ) normalized output matrix from Flat top beam with look angle ψL
z

Matrix populated by correlation values of power across azimuth along
the neighboring range bins for all the NR range cells and ND Doppler
cells

Υ

estimated RCS of the target

E < x > estimate of a variable x
I(vn )

in phase component of nth antenna element after the IR mixer

Pdetect Probability of detection
PPat

normalized power pattern of an array with isotropic point radiators

Q(vn ) quadrature phase component of nth antenna element after the IR mixer
win
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window along the range cells for estimating the threshold value
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List of Symbols
ADB (ψL ) Difference beam’s absolute value of complex power for the look
angle ψL
AFB (ψL ) Flat top beam’s absolute value of complex power for the look angle
ψL
PFalse Alarm Probability of False Alarm
PMiss

Probability of Miss

R

Monopulse ratio
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List of Symbols
Abbreviations
ACMES Amplitude Comparison Monopulse Scheme
AF

Array factor

AIS

Automatic Identification System

CCBF Clutter Canceller Beamformer
CCG

Clutter Canceller Gain

CFAR Constant False Alarm Rate
CUT

Cell Under Test

DAC

Digital to Analog Converter

DB

Difference Beam

DDS

Direct Digital Synthesis

DSC

Digital Selective Calling

EB

Estimator Beam

FB

Flat top Beam

H/W Hardware components
HPBW Half Power Beamwidth
IR mixer Image Reject mixer
MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error Estimator
MTI

Moving Target Indicator

OS CFAR Ordered Statistical Constant False Alarm Rate
PMCC Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient
RTD

Regression Thresholding Detector

SCR

Signal to Clutter Ratio

SLL

Side Lobe Level
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List of Symbols
SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

STAP Space Time Adaptive Processing
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
VUT
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Vector Under Test
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